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Abstract
This monograph discusses the man-machine problem of how to improve the match of
imaging displays to the visual system. The starting point of the discussion is a statement by
Hermann von Helmholtz, (1821-1894). It postulates that whenever an image impression is
made on the eye, the nervous signals from a real scene should closely resemble those
received, when looking at a display intended to produce a replacement image of that very
scene. It is discussed to what extent this postulate should be fulfilled in practice. The study
postulates the existence of new types of display systems for indirect viewing with a higher
potential in certain cases compared to those in use today.

The work to be reported in this thesis has three bases:
• Studies on the physics and physiology of imaging, on vision, perception, and  the 

demands on efficient man-machine interaction through the visual sense
• An idea and a number of inventions to adapt visual displays to these demands
• Industrial research and development resulting in patents and demonstrators to prove 

the feasibility of these ideas.

Features of the visual system are reviewed. Requirements on vision are formulated when
connected with certain applications – or “visual tasks”.  Certain aspects on stereo viewing
and 3D-viewing from self-movement are discussed.

A short survey is made of modern display technology, and some shortcomings evident from
the matching problem noted above are pointed out.

A new way of generating images is then presented. The idea is to use a display system
composed of two separated parts. The principles of different new display system variants
are discussed and some of the display types are described.

One display version is named the “Line Display” (LD). It is compared with traditional
display types and head mounted displays (HMD). A method for evaluation is introduced
and discussed. The line display shows promising new degrees of freedom that may narrow
the gap between the ideal display according to the Helmholtz definition and a practical
device.  Some demonstrators are described. The Line Display may use state-of-the-art
technology and could well find practical use in the near future.

Some other versions of the two-component approaches are also discussed briefly including
stereo versions, as well as real 3D-versions.

Descriptors: visual perception, retinal display, line display, stereo, 3D
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Photo of  Hermann von Helmholtz from
URL: http://www.treasure-troves.com/bios/Helmholtz.htm
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Hermann von Helmholtz, 1821-1894

Commenting about the human vision system:
“The general rule determining the ideas of vision that are formed whenever an impression is
made on the eye, is that such objects are always imagined as being present in the field of
vision as would have to be there in order to produce the same impression on the nervous
mechanism”.
(Quoted in Southall´s Physiological Optics, Volume III, p.2) 

He also, in a lecture, made the following remark about the human eye 150 years ago:
“Now, it is not too much to say that if an optician wanted to sell me an instrument which had
all these defects, I should think myself quite justified in blaming his carelessness in the
strongest terms, and giving him back his instrument.”

(Popular Scientific Lectures, M. Kline, ed. Dover Publications, New York, 1962).
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Preface
The work to be reported in this thesis has three bases:

• Studies on the physics and physiology of imaging, on vision, perception,
and  the demands on efficient man-machine interaction through the visual
sense

• An idea and a number of inventions to adapt visual displays to these
demands

• Industrial research and development resulting in patents and
demonstrators to prove the feasibility of these ideas.

Since the larger part of the practical work has been done under the
conditions of industry, this thesis differs from most of those prepared in the
usual academic environment in that continuous open publication during the
work has not been possible. Hence, I present my thesis as a monograph. Two
reprints are added for the reader, the first basic patent and a paper presented
at an SPIE conference 1996 (both items are references in Ch.5). These two
reprints are, however, not part of the thesis.

Trying to introduce new ideas in an industrial environment can be a great
challenge. The organization may not be prepared for handling the proposal,
which is quite natural if the ideas are not very closely in line with the
ongoing project work. In my case I was fortunate to have an understanding
management and a working situation as an appointed specialist.

Even if an interest may be established, there is usually no continuous
funding. Planning a thesis work of several years will therefore be difficult, as
funding of research and development at the company is normally planned on
a yearly basis. Support from organizations outside the company is therefore
very important.

Conflicting interest may sometimes occur between the researcher and the
company. The researcher wants to publish the results, which is the normal
procedure at the universities, while the company may have another opinion
based on strategy, competition and other reasons. Research work in an
industrial environment may, however, from my experience, also offer many
exciting fields with a lot of inspiring problems waiting to be solved.
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In summary, the history of this thesis differs substantially from the usual
academic way: I have been employed in industry R&D since graduating in
1970. The background and ideas now compiled in this thesis developed
originally as a leisure-time activity (as does the writing of this thesis). In
1991 I could inspire the managers of my company (predecessor company of
SaabTech Electronics) to start a project for developing these ideas further
towards applications of potential interest to the company´s  (mostly defence
oriented) customers.

As to the contributions to this work:

Since this thesis is the result of activities made by a number of people in the industry, a list is
given below specifying the contributions made specifically by the author:

- The overview in Ch.2 of present knowledge within the field of visual perception with
literature references

- Discussion on p 31-35 of visual depth cues from self motion and the possible coupling
between them and static parallax

- Suggestion of standard tasks on p 36-40
- The overview in Ch.3 of state-of-the-art of display technology with references
- The entire Ch.5 with the definition of a new class of image displays including the line

display with electronic, or pure optic line generators, the switching display and the point
display, resulting in two basic patents and three patent applications together with one
conference paper (see listing below).

- A number of verifying laboratory experiments were designed by the author with technical
assistance from the organization in the following line display alternatives:
- line displays based on CRT in Ch 6.1-6.2 including the video-laboratory with

handheld scanners in figure 6.2 and 8.2
- fiber optic relay in Ch. 6.2.2., based on single plastic fiber and manufactured in the

factory from directions given by the author
- early LED-displays Ch. 6.3.
- scanner glasses in Demonstrator 1, figure 6.6 and 8.3
- The author suggested a number of alternative deflector solutions (multi-element

solution Ch. 8.3.3), and a deflector system was built under the supervision of the
author. (The alternative to demonstrator 2 was suggested and designed by S.
Lindau, Ch. 8.3.2).

- The author took an active part in the Demonstrator 1 project Ch.6.3.2 as project
manager in the first phase, defining the design on a system level and thereafter as a
specialist and adviser.

- The author was the only person at the company following the display activities
during a reorganization in 1997 from the Järfälla plant to the Optronics division in
Lidingö. The author was responsible for the transfer of knowledge during the
reorganization He then worked as a specialist and adviser in a project, which
resulted in Demonstrator 2. A series of laboratory experiments preparing for the
specification of Demonstrator 2 was the result of a teamwork, where the author took
part. A number of field experiments were later conducted with Demonstrator 2. The
author was then active as a specialist and adviser
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- A series of laboratory experiments with studies of visual parameters and visual comfort
were conducted by the author together with Bo Persson (App. to Ch. 5)

- The author performed a series of laboratory experiments demonstrating pure optical line
solutions described in Ch.5. These included a double scanner for still images, a rebuilt
cine-projector with continuous film streamer and a video projector with a mirror scanner
in front of the projector with technical assistance from the organization.

- A switching display experiment was defined and performed in the laboratory by the
author with technical assistance from the Institute of Optical Research at KTH (deflector)
and FLC Optics AB, Gothenburg (feasibility studies and fast switches)

- The evaluation method presented in Ch.7 was suggested and performed by the author
- The feasibility of possible 3D-solutions defined by the author has been tested in the

laboratory with some preliminary experiments verifying the basic ideas.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND A SHORT SUMMARY

          page

1.1 PRESENT DISPLAY SOLUTIONS 1

1.2 FUTURE DISPLAY SYSTEM NEEDS 2

1.3 AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF GENERATING IMAGES 4

1.1 PRESENT DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

The communication between human beings and technical systems has many
dimensions, maybe the visual kind in particular. We nowadays receive many
impressions from the surrounding world as images from PC displays, TV-
and cinema screens etc. We look at them with our eyes and we build up
memory models in our brain for later use when recognizing different
structures and stimulating thoughts. At the same time, creating images on
displays constitutes the medium for much of our control of the outer world,
for instance writing text on a computer screen. The visual perception system
together with a display as an imaging source replacing some real scene will
be the theme of the discussion below together with ways of improving the
display technology to optimize visual perception.

The strong development of our information society has created many new
achievements in the fields of computing, communication, data storage and
fast data access, not to forget the Internet. Strangely enough, the display link
between humans and the information systems via images still seems to be a
technical bottleneck that puts limits to the information flow to operators.
Therefore, it is not surprising to find much effort going into the development
of different display technologies.

We sometimes tend to simplify standardization by accepting technical
limitations set by state-of-the-art instead of stressing important functional
requirements that should be targeted when defining an ideal image display.
The available technology is simply taken as the norm and the result is
accepted as it is. As an example, we could take the transition from the
cathode ray tube (CRT) to Flat-Panel Display technology (FPD) - usually
Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD). The FPD is needed in laptop computers for
the sake of compactness and portability. In the early stages of development,
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image quality was low, but it was accepted as a tradeoff between image
quality and the new advantages of easy access and portability. We thus got
two different but accepted levels of image quality on screens, a rather good
one on CRTs and a lower level one on flat portable screens, where
requirements were set for completely different reasons. FPDs with good
image quality are even today only available at a relatively high cost.
Recently, flat screens have reached a level that makes them attractive also as
PC desktop displays. They, however, still compete with the CRT-technology
screens, which constantly undergo development as well, reaching higher
degrees of image quality while keeping their cost at a reasonable level.

These two categories of computer displays are just examples of display
technologies presently undergoing intense development. Possibilities and
limitations of these displays as well as of many other types will be discussed
in chapter 3.

1.2 FUTURE DISPLAY SYSTEM NEEDS

There are many aspects of present display technologies that limit their
performance and usability for different tasks like luminance, field of view,
image quality, physical size, cost, footprint, energy consumption etc. These
will be discussed in chapter 4. There is thus a need for development of image
systems and technology to improve the ability of generating images for
different fields and applications.

Interesting research work has been done showing how even our language is
influenced simply by the available size of the image medium used, i.e. the
paper or the computer screen. One can recognize sometimes if a text is
written with the aid of a text editor software program. The text then tends to
be corrected locally using easily available editing. The writer loses overview
during writing and tends to make small changes locally in the text. A large
field of view – “ a large sheet of paper” – is therefore something valuable and
will be an important element to improve human visual perception.

The leading clue is, of course, our understanding of what conditions are
important for the human visual perception. The combination of different
parts in our visual system will define requirements for resolution, contrast,
flicker etc when designing an image display for different tasks. The basic
conditions for human visual perception will be discussed in chapter 2.
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We have to understand the basics of how our visual system works. The
human visual perception contains a number of different subsystems, each
sensing a certain aspect of the image scene to be processed by the brain and
integrated to a total impression. The eyes make a number of paint-like
movements over a picture with quick so-called “saccadic movements”
between fixation points of interest. The slow but high-resolution central part
of the retina in each eye (fovea) then registers details of the image. A display
will thus have to deliver high resolution images with a good quality all over
the surface at least as long as the high resolution part of the eyes are directed
towards those image parts. A very restricted field of view is a drawback of
almost all display systems in use today.

At the same time, the peripheral viewing part of our vision system registers
primarily moving objects in the surroundings. We have a basic need as
human beings to detect a danger coming from the side. The resolution may,
however, not need to be high. This way nature seems to save bandwidth to
create a well-balanced instrument containing search and acquisition ability
as well as an analysis function, all created through the biological driving
force of the need for survival. There is a critical flicker frequency, which is
lower at the periphery than in the central viewing (Ch. 2.1.2.5).

Visual factors of highest importance have to be adjusted to the human visual
system and the particular task when defining the display system. When
building an image display we sometimes overlook the influence of image
quality as well as that of the surrounding light environment.

Replacing the scene with a display image will be an essential part of our
discussion. An idea of Helmholtz is taken as the basis for this discussion,
stating that the replacement of a scene by an image should generate the same
visual nervous signals as the real scene itself. Usually this postulate would
overdo it. Our basic need will therefore be defined at a lower degree in each
case when solving certain visual tasks.

We usually appreciate some privacy when working with display images in
the office or in an aircraft passenger seat. We do not like our neighbour to
read whatever the computer screen is showing. The corresponding situation
when working with sound has been around for decades, i.e. the use of
earphones making sound information available only to the person carrying
them. Access to a private image will, therefore, be another desirable and
valuable feature of a display system. On the other hand, there may be
situations where we would like to be able to “switch on” the image to make
it visible to many persons. This limits the use of Head Mounted Displays
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(HMD) or loupe microdisplays to be used, e.g., in combination with future
cellular telephones. The real need could thus be expressed as “privacy – but
only when you want it”.

How can we combine all these features in a display, like small physical size,
large field of view, high resolution, good image quality and controlled
protection from view if requested? Display systems known to us today are
limited in this respect. However, from these considerations, a new concept of
generating images has been developed and will be  presented below, which
will open up some new ways of meeting these as well as a number of other
functional needs when using image displays.

1.3 AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF GENERATING IMAGES

In chapter five and beyond, a new system concept or class of image
generating displays is presented and analysed. It will make possible some
quite new image generating tasks and will improve the generation of images
in some cases already known from the traditional display technologies. The
basic idea is to divide the image generating hardware into two components,
one, the light generating part, and one, the modulator close to the viewer (or
each of the viewers), for deflecting or switching the light coming from the
light generator. Image information is injected either into the light generator
or directly into the viewing devices and the image is generated at the retina
of the viewer´s eye.

In one typical system, the light generator consists of a line of pixels and the
second component contains an optical deflector in front of the viewer´s eyes.
The image of the line will then move over the eye´s retina within the
integration time of the eye (typically < 0.1 second).  The deflector, which is
synchronized with the image generator, is usually working at a low
frequency equal to the picture frequency – typically less than 100 Hz and can
be implemented using simple optomechanical designs. We will call this
particular kind of system a “Line Display”.  See Ch.5.

Each single line of pixels is exposed during one “line time”; i.e. exposure
time is limited to the lifetime of one line. This corresponds to the total
picture time divided by the number of picture lines in comparison with a
traditional display, where all picture pixels may, in principle, be lit up during
the whole of one image time if needed. The limiting time constraint of a Line
Display will be well compensated for, considering the new possibilities,
which can be achieved by the principle.
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The resulting retina picture is fixed in the room coinciding with the line
position. This, for instance, makes it possible to build vehicle mounted
display systems, where the display image is co-directed with the scene from
an image sensor fixed to the vehicle structure. Applications like electro-
optical driver´s aid for improved visibility in darkness or indirect visibility
through armoured vehicle walls will be possible. A corresponding system
using a Head Mounted Display (HMD) will require a reference sensor
system telling the display system in what direction the viewer is turning his
head.

Creation of the Line Display image in a viewer´s eye resembles the
projection of an ordinary CRT TV-picture on the eye´s retina. A real picture
is transferred row by row on the CRT, using a flying spot. The afterglow of a
phosphorous screen then produces a fast moving comet-like trace, the length
of which ranges from part of a TV line to the added length of some TV lines,
depending on the particular color afterglow time. In this case, the vertical
deflection is created directly on the screen. The image seen by the viewer,
however, is created the same way at the retina as in the case of a Line
Display, using the integration time of the eye for building up a full-frame 2D
picture.

Another form of the new system approach uses the light generator as a
neutral time-position coded flying spot pixel in combination with a
modulator in front of the viewer´s eyes. Exposure time for each pixel is in
this case limited to the pixel time (picture time divided by the total number
of picture pixels). One gets a completely new approach giving each viewer
his personal video signal using the same light transmitter located on a fixed
room position. This “switching display” is described in Chapter 9.

Various combinations of these two component systems will be discussed
below. By taking the concept of a vector function I (x,y,I) one may constitute
an image pixel content, which is built up by a picture position x and y
together with a pixel information content I, (i.e. luminous intensity, color
etc). A picture can then be generated by two subsets each containing one or
two of the components. By permutation of these units a number of different
display types are generated. This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 6, some demonstrators are described illustrating the new line
display principle.
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Chapter 7 contains a discussion where the new line display and the
traditional display system principles are compared and evaluated. Technical
solutions for the new image generating concept are discussed in Chapter 8
and expansion of the principle to more complex solutions are discussed in
Chapter 9, like the “switching display”, stereo- and 3D-solutions. Some
possible applications are discussed concerning each system in Chapter 7 – 9.
Chapter 10 summarizes the discussion and points out some conclusions.
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2 GENERAL ASPECTS, VISION AND
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2.1 PERCEPTION, THE VISUAL SYSTEM

2.1.1 The visual task - introduction
Let us start with von Helmholtz´s idea of how we may produce a credible
input signal to the visual system. He wrote (as quoted in Southall´s
Physiological Optics, Volume III, p 2): “The general rule determining the
ideas of vision that are formed whenever an impression is made on the eye,
is that such objects are always imagined as being present in the field of
vision as would have to be there in order to produce the same impression on
the nervous mechanism”.
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The idea by von Helmholtz has been referred to now and then throughout the
history of visual research and has usually been found valid. The meaning of
it is simply that when looking at a display showing some scene indirectly we
have to generate a nervous stimulus in the human visual perceptive system,
which is equal to the one generated when seeing that scene in real to get the
same visual impression. Scarcely any display comes as close to the real
world as to provide a field of view of more than 100 degrees. To fulfil the
equality completely will usually overdo it and will only be needed in certain
cases.  It may not even be the only possible solution, which generates the
same impression.

A realistic requirement would therefore be to generate a visual stimulus that
is only partially but sufficiently equal to the real scene. In Figure 2.1 this has
been described symbolically by two system classes, A and B. Letter A
represents already known display systems with system potential and
technology reaching to certain levels (filled part symbolizes technology
level). Letter B represents new system concepts not known to us until now
with system potential levels reaching higher but with technology just in its
infancy (filled part).

A complete reproduction of the scene in indirect viewing
is usually excessive

The degree of reasonable fulfillment instead depends on
the particular visual task to be solved

direct viewing (reference = ”1”)

indirect viewing, required levels

technical solution

system potential

  A     B

display functionality

Figure 2.1 Display system philosophy
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A condition for the development of a display system well optimized is good
knowledge of the human visual system. We will therefore have to define
what visual parameters are essential to different situations and tasks, and to
what extent they must fulfil certain values to become credible.

My goal for this study is to identify and develop other display system
concepts than those known before, that will have a higher potential
functionality for indirect viewing, and in this way improve the input signal to
the visual system when performing certain visual tasks.

It will thus be possible to generate images in a way that narrows the gap
between looking at a real scene and looking at a reproduction of it in the
sense suggested by von Helmholtz (cited above).

The methodology used will be as follows. A number of perceptual
parameters will be discussed in connection with our present knowledge of
the human visual system. The range of values needed for these parameters to
make a visual perception credible will be discussed for a number of different
standard situations / tasks. As a consequence, we will in a second step
explore what visual input is needed from displays when trying to reproduce
these standard situations / tasks using a display (Ch. 2.3). See Figure 2.2 a)
and b).

Figure 2.2  a) Transfer of a real world scene to indirect viewing

REAL SCENE

REPRODUCING
DISPLAY

SOURCE
INPUT
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Figure 2.2  b) Transfer of information from other media

Display technology presently available will be discussed in Ch. 3. We will
then discuss the gap between what present display technology can deliver
and the needs in our standard situations calling for new display solutions
(Ch. 4). A new class of system solutions that could improve the situation will
be presented and discussed in Ch. 5 – 10.

To sum up the logical chain will be:

- Some aspects on the human visual system (Ch. 2.1)

- Visual input signal characteristics from a scene needed for
     credible perception by the human visual system set by a real
     situation / task (Ch. 2.2)

- Requirements put on a display reproducing the same scene
 from a situation to fulfil perceptive needs performing task (Ch. 2.3)

- What will present display technology be able to deliver? (Ch. 3 )

- In what situations do we need an improvement of display
technology? (Ch. 4 )

- How can we find new improved display systems – if needed, 
and how could some of these displays look like? (Ch. 5 -)
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2.1.2 The human visual system, encoding

2.1.2.1 General
The human visual system can be analyzed in three natural steps following
Wandell, (1995). We may divide the process in the following categories:

Encoding includes the image formation - optics of the eye
(optical aberrations, diffraction, chromatic aberration), image registration -
the photoreceptor mosaic  (SML-cones and rods, sampling and aliasing,
deficiencies), wavelength coding – color, sensitivity – photopic and scotopic
vision.

Representation  includes the retinal representation, visual streams, the
different neural cell types, the cortical representation with different
sensitivity centers, pattern sensitivity, image representations including new
theories of multiresolution.

Interpretation with color seeing and color constancy, perceptual organization
of color, motion and depth sensing (motion sampling, space-time filters,
depth information in the motion field, stereo depth, head and eye
movements, cortical basis of motion perception), general aspects on seeing
(miracle cures, illusions).

All these aspects on the human visual system have a strong impact on our
ability to perceive a scene through the use of displays. Some of the different
aspects will be commented below for clarity during the discussion to follow.
Rogowitz (1983) has published a very useful tutorial paper on the visual
system for display technologists.

2.1.2.2 Optical characteristics of the eye
A good overview of this subject can be found in many textbooks. There is a
frequently cited remark in a lecture by Hermann von Helmholtz,
commenting on the eye 150 years ago. It goes as follows:
“Now, it is not too much to say that if an optician wanted to sell me an
instrument which had all these defects, I should think myself quite justified in
blaming his carelessness in the strongest terms, and giving him back his
instrument.”
(von Helmholtz, Popular Scientific Lectures, ed. M. Kline, 1962).
With this remark, Helmholtz in drastic terms characterized the performance
of the optical part of the eye compared to the demands on an optical
instrument. This does not, however, prevent us from finding a very capable
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visual system altogether in spite of the apparently poor optical quality found
in the eye.
Different model eyes were suggested, for instance by Gullstrand (1924)
frequently cited, and later more advanced models by Thibos et al (1992 and
1997). Optical designers use the optical eye models to optimize the
performance of visual optical systems.

The optics of the human eye is essentially a homocentric system; i.e. most of
its optical surfaces have their centers of curvature close to the iris pupil stop.
Figure 2.3 shows a horizontal section of the eye. See, e.g., Charman, 1999.

Figure 2. 3 Schematic horizontal section of the eye. Approximate scale shown (after
Charmann, 1999).

The optical speed is defined by the iris stop, which can have diameter values
of 1 – 8 mm depending on light conditions and age (Farrell and Booth,
1984).
The clear body of vitreous humor has a refractive index of a little over 1.3,
not much above that of water. The front surface of the eye, the cornea, is
responsible for 43 diopters of the eye´s total optical power of around 60
diopters. For accommodation, the lens of 20 diopters can influence around
another 10 diopters of the eye at young individuals. It ceases, however, to
change its adaptive role at the age of around 50 for most people.
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Figure 2.4 shows changes in the dioptric amplitude of accommodation with
age. As can be seen from the figure, most people will need correcting glasses
around the age of 50-55 for accommodation when switching from looking at
distant to close objects (Duane, 1922).

Figure 2.4  Changes in the dioptric amplitude of accommodation with age. The continuous
curve represents the mean and the dashed curves the limits of the distribution for normal
subjects. It is assumed that any refractive error is corrected so that the far point of the eye lies
at infinity. The dioptric amplitude is the reciprocal of the shortest distance (in meters) at
which an object can be seen without detectable blur. An amplitude of, say, 5 D thus means the
closest object that can be seen clearly lies at 0.2 m (20 cm) from the eye. (after Charmann,
1999).

2.1.2.3 The retina
The retina contains the photoreceptive mosaic. The light passes through
different layers, from outside various nerve fibers, ganglion cells and bipolar
cells after which the light reaches the light sensitive cells (Figure 2.5). These
light sensitive cells are of two classes. The rods are the most sensitive
detector cells and dominate the area outside the central part of the eye. The
second type, the cones are concentrated to the central part and are
responsible for color vision. There are three different types of cones, L, M
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and S-cone cells i.e. Long wave (essentially red-sensitive), Medium wave
(green-sensitive) and Short-wave (blue-sensitive). See further Ch. 2.1.2.4
about visual parameters and 2.1.4 about color. There is an absorbing layer
behind the photoreceptive cells to reduce straylight from backscatter.

Figure 2.5  Schematic section of part of the retina illustrating the cell types involved and their
complex interconnections. Light passes through the transparent layers of cells to be partially
absorbed by the visual pigment in the outer segments (layered structures) of the rods ® and
cones ©.  The remaining light is largely absorbed within the pigment epithelium (the upper
layer in the figure), although some light remains to penetrate into the bed of blood vessels
lying behind the retina or to be reflected back out of the eye. Horizontal (h) and amacrine (a)
cells connect across the retina and bipolar (mb, rb, fb) and ganglion (mg, dg) cells connect
through the retina (after Russel, 1988). The modified signals from the photoreceptors pass to
the main optic nerve via the nerves that exit the ganglion cells in the lower part of the figure.

The photosensitive cells are coupled via the different intermediate nerve cell
layers to form groups of receptor cells at lower light levels for better
sensitivity. Other types of interconnections form preprocessing by
subtracting nerve signals from nearby cells for detection of edges or other
types of preprocessing forming receptive fields of each neuron leaving the
eye. To get a measure of the actual resolving ability of the retina it is thus
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better to describe the number of ganglion cells per degree (Figure 2.7). The
central spot or the fovea contains only cone cells and represents the best
resolution. It only covers around 5 degrees or diameter 1.5 mm with a rod-
free area of 1.7 degrees or diameter 0.5 mm in the center. This shall be
compared with the total retinal area of more than 1000 mm2. The retinal
thickness is about 0.5 mm.

The number of cones in a retina is 5 million and the number of rods is 100
million. The relatively low number of outgoing nerve fibers from each eye
is, however, only 1.2 million, a result of the signal preprocessing in the
retina required for flexibility of the optic nerve to rotate so freely. This in
turn allows the use of a fovea as a “design strategy”, compared to species
with immobile eyes that have a more uniform receptor density. The color
coding in three signals, L, M and S is one example of the efficient signal
reduction. The concept of receptive-field is central to the field of
electrophysiology and is used to describe the electrical signals of single
neurons each one getting signals from a certain area of the retina. See, e.g.,
Wandell (1995).

The eyes are rotated by a system of muscles surrounding the eye globes and
directing the central foveal vision to interesting objects. The movement of
the eyes and the head are coordinated (see also Ch. 2.2.2, Stereo viewing).
The eyes then move very rapidly (within 100 ms) from a peripheral
observation into the foveal field of view through fast rotations or “saccades”
with an angular speed of up to 700 degrees per second. There is a latency of
200 ms before a saccade occurs, and the vision is almost suppressed during
the saccade to prevent disturbances. When tracking an object, the eyes are
rotating smoothly to follow, and small saccades are added for correction.
There are also a number of smaller movements of the eyes (Charmann,
1999).

The effects of sampling an image with a number of discrete photoreceptors
have many interesting implications. In the case of human vision, nature
seems to have chosen different strategies for the central foveal vision and the
peripheral vision (Thibos and Bradley, 1999). The cones of the central foveal
area oversample the central vision after filtering of the high spatial frequency
components by the limited optical resolution of the lens thereby eliminating
the risk of aliasing. On the other hand, peripheral viewing gives rise to a
certain degree of aliasing, thereby accepting the risk of erroneous perception.
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2.1.2.4 Some spatial and photometric visual parameters,
visual performance

The visual system is able to perform many different tasks. Consequently,
there are many different ways in which performance in one or another
respect can be described. (Ref. e.g., Bennett and Rabbetts, 1989).

Some important visual eye parameters are summarized below:

Field of view, FOV, typical values (Charman).
(Relative field measured with the eyes directed forward and kept stationary.
Absolute field is excluding obstructions by nose, brows and other parts of
the face. Exact values vary with individuals.)

Nasal temporal superior inferior
relative 60 100 60 70   [degrees]
absolute 70 100 70 80   [degrees]

Figure 2.6 illustrates the combined field of view taken from MIL-HDBK-
141, 1962.

Figure 2.6 The combined field of view for two eyes. Angles are given in degrees
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Visual acuity
Visual accuity is one measure for the ability of the eye to resolve fine detail.
It is closely related to the density of photoreceptors in the retina, and the
usual, straightforward way to determine and describe it is the relative detail
size resolved when looking at a Snellen letter chart or Landolt rings.

Figure 2.7 below shows the distribution of ganglion cells together with
cones and rods over the Field Of View (FOV). The ganglion cells form the
basis of visual acuity rather than the individual light sensitive cells, as can be
seen from the figures.

The following data are valid for the fovea:

Diameter of fovea: 5.2 degrees
Rod free fovea 1.7 degrees

Figure 2.7
a) Distribution of rods, cones and ganglion cells across the retina, expressed in terms of the
number of cells per degree of visual angle, vertical axis vs. eccentricity, horizontal axis (after
Geissler and Banks, 1995).
b) Variation in photopic, high-contrast, decimal visual acuity, vertical axis and eccentricity
across the retina, horizontal axis (after Mandelbaum and Sloan, 1947).

Resolution and Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)
The physical parameters limiting the performance of the human eye are the
sampling density on the retina and the imaging properties of the optical
system. The test patterns are sinusoidally varying illuminance distributions
with spatial frequencies exposed in cycles/degree. ”Resolution” is usually
stated as being 0.5 – 1 arcmin in the central part of the fovea, corresponding
geometrically to around 60 c/deg.
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A more complete description is obtained by applying optical transfer theory
to the optical system of the eye. The Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) is
obtained by double-pass measurements of the modulation in the image of
sinusoidal signals projected onto the fundus and from there back through the
eye onto a scanning analyser. This constitutes an objective measure without
any input from the subject. Due to the aberrations of the eye, the MTF is
dependent on field angle and pupil diameter.

Modulation Transfer Function curves (MTF) for a human eye are given in
Figure 2.8 below. They illustrate the visual limitations of a normal eye. A
practical rule-of-thumb limit value for the MTF is often taken as 30
cycles/degree for central viewing. The contrast of a sinusoidal pattern is then
reduced to 10% compared to a very-low-frequency spatial structure.

Figure 2.8  MTF averaged over all orientations as a function of field angle. Natural
accommodation was used and the pupil diameter was about 4 mm (reproduced from Navarro
et al., 1993).

Early, single-pass measurements of the sine-wave response of the human eye
were based on detection of threshold modulation (e.g., Schade, 1956), or the
subject had to adjust luminance in extended reference areas to the minimum
and maximum in sinusoidal patterns seen. Local adaptation in low spatial
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frequencies, called “lateral inhibition”, causes a decrease in perceived
contrast. The early curves measured have led to the notion of an “MTF of the
human eye” with a maximum around 1 c/deg (depending on mean
luminance).

Today the outcome of this latter measurement, which includes recording by
the retina and processing by the brain, is referred to as ”Contrast Sensitivity
Function”, CSF. In contrast to the MTF, which is a linear, purely optical
quantity, the CSF varies with mean luminance, duration of the stimulus, and
other parameters (including, of course, field angle and pupil diameter). It
will be discussed following the paragraph on luminous sensitivity. A
paragraph with a discussion of  “sharpness – image quality” is also included.

Luminous sensitivity
The human eye contains two types of receptors, i.e. cones and rods.
Photopic vision (cone-vision) means that vision has been light-adapted to a
luminous intensity of more than 3 cd /m2. The cones are responsible for color
vision. There are three different types of cones in the retina (S, M and L-
type cones). The central part of the visual field contains only cones (M and
L-types).

Scotopic vision (rod-vision) means that the vision has been adapted to a
luminous intensity of less than 3x 10-5 cd/ m2. Rods are responsible for this
type of vision. Colors cannot be seen by the rods alone.

Mesopic vision means the range of luminous intensity between cone- and
rod-vision. The quotient between active cones and rods is then gradually
changing with luminance between the other types of vision depending on the
level of luminous intensity. This can be seen from the dark adaptation curves
in Figure 2.9 as a sudden discontinuity in the curves. The figure also
illustrates the dramatic change with age of the ability to see in darker
environment also on an absolute level. This has a strong impact on the
ability to act in dark environments. One example is the decreasing visual
ability of elderly people when driving a car at night.

A special area of interest is the aspect of discrete photons as carriers of
information. This gives rise to specific phenomena at very low levels of
luminous intensity, which can be studied for instance in image intensifiers.
An interesting discussion of the quantum nature of light as an information
carrying medium can be found in the book by Rose (1973).
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Figure 2.9 Dark adaptation curves showing the change in threshold with time in the dark.
Mean curves are shown for several groups of observers of different ages
(after McFarland et al., 1960).

Contrast and contrast sensitivity
Contrast is sometimes defined as a ratio between the luminance L [cd/m2 ] an
object and the background around it, i.e.

C = + / - (LS  - L0 ) / L0 ……… (2.1)

+  stimuli brighter than the observation screen
-   stimuli darker than the observation screen

Values range from 0 to + ��for stimuli brighter than the background and
from 0 to + 1 for stimuli darker than the background.

An alternative definition more often used is the modulation CM

CM = (LS  - L0 )/ (LS  + L0 )                ………… (2.2)

The foveal contrast sensitivity is dependent on the object size, light
conditions and color. Different types of object descriptions have been given
to capture the visual system´s ability to detect contrast in a scene.
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Thresholds of luminance contrast for 50% probability of small object
detection (round disk) brighter than their background are given by Blackwell
(1946) for observers using both eyes during long periods of exposure (Figure
2.10).

Figure 2.10  Thresholds of brightness contrast for 50% probability of detection of objects
brighter than their backgrounds. Unlimited exposure time (From Blackwell, 1946)

Van Ness and Bouman (1967) have measured the Contrast Sensitivity
Function (CSF), defined as 1/CM for sinusoidal test patterns. (See also
Wandell, p 228). For very low levels (0.0009 Trolands) rods dominate as
receptors and contrast sensitivity peaks at 1 – 3 c/deg, and the curve is
mainly lowpass. For high levels of photopic background (900 Trolands) the
contrast sensitivity curve peaks at 6 – 8 c/deg and the curve is bandpass. For
higher values of background the curve remains constant. (One Troland, [Td]
is a unit that represents the intensity of light at the retina. One Td
corresponds to the level of illuminance on the retina when the eye is looking
at a surface emitting light with 1 cd/m2 through the pupil of area 1 mm2).

Measurements of the CSF by more than ten authors are compared and
commented by Barten (1999).
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Measured values of human contrast sensitivity are given in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11 Examples of typical Contrast Sensitivity Function data (CSF).
a) Effect of luminance on foveal CSF. Curves are for mean luminances of 17, 1.7, 0.17, 0.017
and 0.0017 cd/m2  from top to bottom. Contrast sensitivity at higher spatial frequencies
decreases as the luminance is reduced (after DeValois et al., 1974).
b) Effect of field angle on photopic CSF. Contrast sensitivity at higher spatial frequencies
decreases with eccentricity in the order of 0, 5, 10, 20, and 40 degrees, from right to left (after
Banks et al., 1991).

The range in which the contrast sensitivity is constant with respect to
luminance is called the Weber´s law regime. For low spatial frequency
patterns this is usually a good description.

Theories for visual detection of objects on various backgrounds have been
the theme of many studies because of its practical importance. Simplified
descriptions of objects in the form of bar patterns were described by
Johnson, and the statistical “Johnson-criteria” for detection, classification
and identification have been used extensively. Bailey (1970) describes a
theory for statistical target detection through visual recognition. The
description of real objects in the form of bar patterns usually gives rise to
some controversy and needs calibrated methods for translation.

A corresponding theory used to describe recognition of objects in thermal
infrared camera pictures has been developed, which integrates the influence
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of camera, display and user in a function called the Minimum Resolvable
Temperature Difference-curve (MRTD).  See, e.g.,  Ratches et al (2001).

“Sharpness” – “Image quality”
The demands that I will propose to be made on a display, as will be seen in
Ch.2.2, go far beyond mere satisfactory reproduction of fine detail. Research
in photographic science has dealt very much with the physical quantities that
have to be controlled for good “sharpness” or “image quality” of
photographic pictures. The subjectively perceived quality in an imaging
process does not correlate very well with the limit of resolution obtained by
means of a high-contrast test chart, neither in eye examination nor in
photographic prints.

Optical transfer theory describes the alterations from object to image in
Fourier transform space (e.g. Goodman, 1968). The luminance distribution

of an object is transformed to its spectrum G ( x, y) of spatial frequencies

x, y [c/mm]; the imaging process is described by its Optical Fourier

Function OTF ( x, y), by which the object spectrum is multiplied, yielding

the image spectrum Gi ( x, y).

The real part of the OTF, the Modulation Transfer Function, MTF,
(cf Figure 2.8) has been proven to be a suitable measure for the performance
of an imaging system, since it accounts for the rendering of all spatial
frequencies, i.e. detail sizes, not just at the limit of spatial resolution.

A prediction of the subjective sharpness J of a picture may be obtained by a
relation of the form (Barten, 1999):

           1        PD[        d
J =  ––––––   � MTF( ) · CSF ( � · ––– (2.3)
         ln 2      PLQ         

MTF ( ) is the MTF of the imaging process, weighted by the CSF of the eye
(cf Figure 2.11).  d /  stands for logarithmic integration over the spatial
frequency ��one dimension in this case). With the constant chosen, J gives
the image quality in units of “just noticeable” differences.

A display, as I am going to propose in Ch.5, can typically be built with light
emitting diodes (LED) as single picture elements (pixels). This means that
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the optical arrangement of the display introduces an MTF (100% coverage
assumed, pixel size = spacing = d)

      sin (� · d · �
MTF ( ����––––––––––––   (2.4)

          � · d · 

This sinc-function has its first zero at d · � = 1, which is the limit of
resolution. The Nyquist limit for the highest spatial frequency sampled is

(Nyquist) = 1 / 2d (2.5)

An arbitrary but simple and suitable point to compare this MTF with those of
other imaging devices is the frequency  where MTF ( � = 0.5, which is

(MTF=0.5) = 1.9 / (� · d) (2.6)

(e.g. Kriss et al, 1989)

In a paper by Feng different image quality metrics are compared and
numbers are also given (Feng, 1994). From that we may take the following
criterion as a very simple rule-of-thumb: a photographic print viewed from a
distance of 40 cm should have an MTF of 0.5 at about 3.5 c/mm,
corresponding to 25 c/deg, to be rated as “very good”. (This is the image
quality level of a professional quality print from 24 x 36 mm2 on paper
18x24 cm2. A higher level is defined as “excellent”).

If we suppose an MTF as above for an LED array, this means a density of 40
pixels/degree. Given a somewhat longer viewing distance of 60 cm for a
linear LED array as described in Ch. 5-8 this corresponds to a pitch of 0.26
mm/pixel. This is close to the pitch found in desktop screens today
(typically 0.24 mm ~ 30 pixels/degree at 40 cm viewing distance).
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2.1.2.5 Temporal visual parameters

Flicker sensitivity
De Lange (1958) and Kelly (1961) describe temporal contrast sensitivity
functions. For high temporal frequencies there is a deviation from Weber´s
law and the response is rather that from a linear system without light
adaptation. See Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12  Combined spatio-temporal CSF, representing luminance contrast sensitivity for
different combinations of spatial and temporal modulation (after Kelly, 1979).

The sensitivity of the retina to flicker increases with angle (Peli, 1999). This
is one more indication that the task of peripheral vision is motion detection
at moderate detail resolution. This is an important parameter in wide-field
systems. Sensitivity to flicker increases also with mean luminance. Wide-
screen movies try to convey 3-D impression by strong motion towards the
fringe of the frame. Movie theaters (or displays in general) with too good
luminance levels can disturb the effect due to enhancing flicker. (The movie
director has to choose dark alleys for scenes with fast camera travel) (cf Ch.
2.2.3).
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2.1.3 Visual pathways and representation
The remarkable ability of the visual system to present a sharp and clear
image is by no means evident from optical data of the eye. Much of the
signal processing needed to establish the image is made possible by the way
of filtering and integrating the image signals in the nervous system from the
retina through the optical nerve and various layers in visual cortex and
higher centers of the brain. The perceptive and cognitive processes are now
progressively revealed to our understanding.
However, from leading researchers in the field (see, e.g., Zeki, 1993) we
understand that these functions of our brain are just barely understood as yet
and may still be so for years to come.

The neural visual pathways from the eyes to the visual cortex of the brain are
shown in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13 Schematic diagram showing the visual pathways, viewed from above the
head.

The signals from the two eyes are fed through the optic nerve of each eye via
the chiasma, where signals from the left and right side of the field of view
are split into one path each. They are then fed via two centers, the so-called
Lateral Geniculate Nuclei (LGN) to different sides of the visual cortex at the
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back of the brain. The visual cortex has been analyzed during the last
decades and a number of discoveries have revealed the structures responsible
for color, movement and other features of the very complex structures of the
visual system. See, e.g., Zeki (1993) and Livingstone (1988).

2.1.4 Interpretation

Head and eye movement
The vestibular ocular reflex (VOR) normally generates compensatory eye
movements that counteract the effect of head movement in order to maintain
a stable image on the retina. The vestibular apparatus of the inner ear detects
acceleration of the head. Signals from the biological accelerometer generate
the VOR. The residual error of this open-loop system is corrected by the
tracking visual mechanism.
The joint operation of these two systems is called the visual vestibular ocular
reflex (VVOR), which is compensating for all image motion during head
motion. This results in a stable retinal image of the surrounding world. (Peli,
1999).

Stereo depth and depth in the motion field
The visual system and the brain use a number of depth cues (stimuli
somewhere in the visual field, that improve the processing of the brain to
judge geometric depth in a scene) when building up our ability to orient
ourselves in the room. Much of our visual depth sensation comes from the
stereo function of the two eyes. The eye rotations are synchronously coupled
with our accommodation, which means that the foveal area of both eyes is
directed in angle and optical depth towards the same point. The iris size is a
third component coupled to the state of vision in a ”visual triad” sometimes
cited in literature (Peli, 1999).

There are, however, a number of other cues that also give an ability to build
up a scene with depth information in the brain (See e.g., Rolfe, Staples,
1986). One important cue is the difference in angular movement for objects
close to the observer or at a distance. This is quite obvious, but the
importance of it is sometimes overlooked. In fact, much of the geometry in
the field of view (FOV) can be sensed by each eye while moving and
observing relative movements of objects in the scene. See further Ch. 2.2.3.

Binocular disparity (stereo) information is in principle equivalent to a
monocular information resulting from a stepwise translation by the distance
between the eyes, i.e. 60 – 70 mm. According to vision research, the
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extraction of stereo and motion information probably begins on lower levels
in visual cortex (V1 in the Macaque. See, e.g., Zeki, (1993)), where many
neurons are selective for direction of motion as well as stereo disparity.
The parallax principle is used in older types of optical distance instruments
measuring the angle to an object with two fixed apertures with a well-
defined stable distance or “base” between the apertures.

Some interesting and tragical cases of “Miracle Cures” have shown the
importance of building up the signal processing in the brain during the very
first years (Wandell, 1995). This seems to be difficult to achieve when
grown up. It was dramatically demonstrated in one case when a man got his
eyes restored but, in spite of this, had great difficulties to understand what he
saw. Wandell relates some cases in the book (Wandell, Ch.11, “Miracle
Cures”, p 388), where the patients had their eyes restored from being born
blind. Some visual parameters like acuity and color were indeed restored, but
not the patient´s ability to perceive depth, motion or the relationship among
certain features.

Color and color constancy:
The human ability to see colors has been studied extensively since Isaac
Newton discovered the spectral composition of solar light. The retinal cones
are responsible for our color vision when looking at photopic light
conditions (see luminous sensitivity above). Rods can, however, not give any
color signals. The cone color system can be described via a model consisting
of three color matching standard functions X, Y and Z. (See, e.g., Wandell,
1995). The retinal cones are coding the incoming wavelength distribution
into three different neural signals from three different types of cones S, M
and L (meaning Short, Medium and Long wave). The three-chromatic cone
mosaic of the human visual system with three different types of individual
cone receptors resolved has recently been photographed in vivo (Miller,
2000, and Roorda, Williams,1999). The cortical center of color was revealed
by Zeki (Zeki, 1993).

The ability of the visual system to give the same color impression from an
object regardless of the light environment is called color constancy. This
ability is by no means self-evident and much research has been done to
explain the underlying circumstances.  To summarize briefly, the color
signal seems to be a result of the relative signal levels from the three cone
types L, M and S.  See further Wandell (1995), who gives an overview of
our ability to see different colors.
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2.2 VISUAL INPUT NEEDED FOR PRESENTATION
OF A SCENE

2.2.1 Visual parameters
With this background, we will now define a set of parameters relevant to
visual perception of some standard tasks. We will relate them in Ch. 2.3 to
the corresponding physical “output signal” parameters from a display
reproducing those situations. The display input could be an image sensor
transferring a real world image in 2D or a double image sensor possibly
generating one stereo image for each eye together with some method of
separation. The input could also be a synthetic image containing pictures and
text objects. (Figure 2.2, Ch. 2.1)
To be able to make a discussion later of display qualities meaningful we will
now define a number of standard visual situations / tasks.  By doing so we
also define value ranges for the visual parameters needed in the primary
situation (not using displays).

Values for the following essential perceptual parameters define a level of
visual ability needed for a certain situation / task:

1. spatial
viewing distance R distance range of sharpness

(transfers the geometrical scale to angle)
field of view, FOV  (horizontally and vertically) corresponding to

physical size (R x FOV) of field viewed at 
distance R.

perceived angular size v at different regions of the total FOV, (horizontal
and vertical) corresponding to physical size (R x v)
at viewing distance R. (The same maximum
resolution will be required over the full size of the 
image in a display as long as one doesn´t know
where the viewer is looking.)

sharpness related to physical parameters resolution, MTF, 
and CSF (See Ch. 2.1.2.4 for definition)

perceived contrast (see Blackwell together with Bailey´s model, 
Ch. 2.1.2.4 for definition)

luminous intensity (lm/sr = cd)

2. temporal
image content update rate    integration time of the eye
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3. color, depth and motion
color range of hue, saturation and intensity coded by 

three different types of cone receptors (S, M and L 
types)

stereo capability from two separated images to left and right eye

3D-capability combination of stereo viewing and change of 
perspective coupled to observer´s position 
(requires true 3D cues)

coupling effects to other
biological systems spatial and temporal filtering feedback factors

(ranges for eye rotation, head movement, iris 
aperture and accommodation)

2.2.2 Stereo viewing
A person using both eyes to observe an object in stereo needs to coordinate
the eyes with respect to accommodation and convergence to be able to fuse
the central viewing of the eyes on the object in focus. The distance to the
object determines the focusing or accommodation demand in diopters. The
measure in diopters is the reciprocal of the distance in meters to the object.
The convergence demand between the eyes that follows the accommodation
is measured in degrees or prism diopters (delta) and is determined by the
distance to the object and the distance between the person´s eyes (Inter
Pupillary Distance, or IPD).
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One prism diopter is defined as 10 mrad. See Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14  The accommodation (D) and convergence demands (α and β) of real-world
targets depend on the target distance (x or y) and the observer´s IPD. The demands are
calculated as illustrated. (From Peli 1999)
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The coupling between accommodation and convergence is a critical demand
in stereo and 3D-viewing and we need to have a full understanding to avoid
visual conflicts. Figure 2.15 shows the convergence demands and the Zones
of Single Clear Binocular Vision (ZSCBV). See for instance Peli (1999).

Fig 2.15 Graphic representation of accommodation and convergence demands and the
zones of single clear binocular vision (ZSCBV) for an average person. A demand line is
associated with the person´s IPD (three different lines are illustrated), but the various lines
converge at greater distances. The comfort zone, representing the middle third of the ZSCBV
is illustrated by a dark shading. The sections marked by arrows define the total zones of single
clear binocular vision (ZSCBV). Operating outside of the comfort zone may cause eyestrain
and/or headaches. The range outside the ZSCBV is the zone where single vision is maintained
by changes in accommodation resulting in blurred vision. With further strain, binocular vision
is disrupted, resulting in blurred vision (outside the break lines). In this graph, convergence is
referred to the center of rotation of the eye. 2.7 cm behind the spectacles.  (Figure from Peli,
1999)

A number of stereo visual systems have been introduced that could cause
serious problems from not fulfilling these criteria. This may result in stress
and other disturbing effects. Using only one distance to the object in a
display system will thus usually cause this type of problems. For instance,
the quest for gradually higher resolution and wider field of view in head
mounted displays (HMD) rather accentuates the conflict, as the
accommodation is forced to a higher precision. A lower resolution therefore
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seems to be more acceptable to the user, as he experiences a wider image
depth with reasonable image quality.

2.2.3 The scene input during self motion
The interpretation of the optic flow-field in each eye has been discussed by a
number of people (Gibson, 1966 and Longuet-Higgins, Prazdny, 1980).  An
optic flow-field from objects in a scene is the field of angular speed vectors
as seen from a moving observer (illustrated in Figure 2.16 as a regular grid
of angular speed vectors). Gibson pointed out the possible method of
identifying the direction of a person´s self-motion with respect to obstacles
by locating the source of flow, which is the same as the focus of expansion.
See Figure  2.16 a and b. (Warren, Hannon 1990). If one involves eye and
head movements, the situation becomes much more complex as can be seen
in Figure 2.16.b.
        a)

b)

Figure 2.16 Optic flow-fields resulting from forward translation across a rigid ground
plane.

a) Flow-field in the retinal image when the observer translates straight ahead while
maintaining constant eye and head position; the moving direction is indicated by the small
vertical line.
b) Retinal flow-field when the observer translates straight ahead while making an eye
movement to maintain fixation on the circle; again the moving direction is indicated by the
small vertical line. (Adapted from Warren and Hannon, 1990)
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We will now take a little different approach and have a look at some
kinematic relations in the visual field of view.  Let us presume that a car
driver is looking straight ahead through his windscreen while driving at a
constant speed v (Figure 2.17).

R

a
View from
above

Scene through the
windscreen of a car

Head
position

ϕr

Figure 2.17    The view of a car driver looking straight ahead through his windscreen
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Perceived angular speed of objects along the road can be calculated and is
shown in Figure 2.18. (See calculation in Appendix A to Ch. 2).
Depending on speed v and distance at 90 degrees to the driver´s trajectory
we get angular speed zones around the fixation point straight ahead with
circles for different values of angle ϕ.

5 meter

angle ϕ [degrees] to object
5 meters aside the driver´s
head

  - 90          - 60         - 30             0       30  60           90

angular velocity for objects at 5 meters aside
the driver d(ϕ)/dt [degrees/s]

100

200

Angle ϕ        d(ϕ)/dt

+/-deg          deg/s

10 6.91

20 26.8

30 57.3

40 94.7

50 134.5

60 171.9

70 202.4

80 222.3

90 229.2

100 222.3

Figure 2.18  showing a car driver looking straight ahead, with perceived angular speed of
objects at 5 meters aside the road and driving at a speed of 20 m/s, i.e. 72 km/h

It is quite obvious from the figure that a small display replacing the forward
scene within some 20 degrees (i.e. +/- 10 degrees) will only contain objects
along the road representing very low angular speed. Even a fairly large
screen of 40 degrees total will have points of an angular speed of only ~ 27
degrees/second at the rim of the display. This is very different from the
percept of the whole hemisphere of +/- 90 degrees sensed by the driver´s
direct visual view.

Another interesting aspect is the quite dramatic change in perception caused
by a small magnification or demagnification in a scene from indirect
viewing, i.e. a deviation from 1:1 in a display image showing the scene. 10%
magnification error at a direct view off-axis direction of 30 degrees would
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result in more than 10 degrees/s perceived angular speed difference via the
display image. (A linear match between 30 and 70 degrees results in a
gradient of around 3.6 degrees/second per degree of change off axis for the
case with a=5 m and
v=20 m/s).

We will now study where we may locate objects with the same angular
speed as seen from the observer in the scene. The distance a in Figure 2.17 is
no longer a constant. Let us use the radial distance vector r instead (Figure
2.19).
The relative speed of an object to the observer/driver v is divided into
components vt and vr , i.e. 90 degrees to the position vector r  and parallel to
it, respectively.

r

R

v

Vt

Vr

head
position

Figure 2.19 Angular speed as seen from the observer in the scene

We get an expression for angular speed  [rad/s] as seen by the observer to
the object as:

              vt     | v |*sin ϕ
ω = —— = —————— [rad/s] (5)

           | r |          | r |
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or
     | v | *sin ϕ

   | r | =  ———— [meter] (6)
           ω

which is of the form

r = k sin ϕ  (6´)

as long as  | v | is constant and ω is constant. This results in a diagram
(Figure 2.20) showing curves for the loci of constant angular speed ω. See
further Appendix A to Ch. 2.

x

y

loci for all points seen
with constant angular
relative speed v

Figure 2.20  Loci for all points with constant angular speed as seen from an observer moving
at constant linear speed along the x-axis, i.e. the direction of speed v. This means that
stationary objects at positions on each circle are seen at constant angular speed by a person
moving along the x-axis with constant speed v.
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The diagram could give a hint of how the combination of stereo depth and
depth sensed from the motion field may be perceived by the visual system
from pure kinematic reasons. This could result in a depth view from the
combination of stereo viewing in the forward direction together with the
angular motion cues.

The various layers of constant angular speed ω at distances ri  may be
thought of as layers on a toroid surface around the observer with the axis of
symmetry along his speed vector v, each layer representing a certain
constant angular speed to objects at that layer.

Just to give this a simple interpretation consider a person walking on a road
surrounded by trees at speed 1.5 m/s, looking straight ahead at a height of
some 1.5 meter. He will experience different angular speed from the road
texture in the span, starting from straight down at 90 degrees around his
walking shoes (with angular speed of typically 1 radian/second or 1.5 m/s /
1.5 meter of height according to our result in equation (5)) - over angles of,
let us say, 30 degrees (where the angular speed is half that value) - and
straight ahead with no speed flow, as long as he is looking straight ahead.
His perception of distance will be based on the moving road texture in the
forward/downward field of view. The distance to a meeting person or an
obstacle in the way may be judged by the combination of the relative angular
movement, however small then, together with stereo cues.
The possibilities of sensing angular speed and self-movement seem to be
much better from an angle sideways (into the woods in our example). The
relative movement of the trees would evidently illustrate the different layers
of angular speed flow.

We will later, in Ch. 9, see how this insight into the kinematic movements
may lead to a display environment with improved 3D-features. An indirect
front-view via a system consisting of an image sensor and a display with
limited field of view and no stereo will, for instance, lack most of the depth
cues (Ch.2.1.4) needed for driving a car. This might be satisfactory as long
as the vehicle is going straight ahead, but will be critical as soon as the
driver turns his wheel. We undertook some laboratory tests driving a car in
the back-yard with a restricted opening in the windscreen. These tests gave
very dramatic results and the driving test persons took down the vehicle to
almost no speed when trying to make a 90 degrees turn. A sensor - display
combination was used in another test, which presented a large field of view
on the limited screen with a demagnification. This gave a strong mismatch to
the human visual system, although much of the information needed could be
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found in the picture. A driver could be trained to drive using this
information, although it appears quite risky.

From our discussion of these rather simple geometrical features of a
surrounding visual scene one could conclude that the angular speed filtering
and the stereo capability of the visual perception complement each other
well. This will probably make up for a person´s ability to judge his self-
movement and the position of surrounding objects.

There seems to be some argument around the situation when rotating the
head and eyes with respect to the optic flow-field and how the self-
movement may be calculated from that situation. When fixating the fovea at
a point aside relative to the forward direction one loses the forward point of
zero angular speed-flow, whereby the direction of self-movement is no
longer obvious. From the discussion here we understand that there might be
a filtering function in the brain that could judge from the angular speed what
distance the fixation point represents considering the person´s own speed.
The self-direction then has to be judged by some other perceptual
mechanism.

Two different theories have been described in the literature explaining the
mechanism behind the optic flow-field when rotating eyes and head. One is
modeling the computation of the person´s heading by means of an
extraretinal signal. This means that the velocity of rotations is signaled by
feedback from eye- or neck-muscles. The other type of model holds that
people determine heading in the presence of rotations from retinal image
information alone (Longuet-Higgins, Prazdny, 1980, Perrone,1992, and
Rieger, Lawton 1985).

2.2.4 Standard tasks
From the discussion above we have learned that we have to see in a display
much more than just a device to present pictures. We are now going to
describe and compare tasks encountered in vision.

The set of visual parameters discussed above will span a certain parameter
range for each standard task. It seems appropriate to classify the tasks into
different levels or classes depending on the degree of coupling to the
environment.
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I thus suggest the following four classes (see also the following table):

class 1
no dependence on the outer world (demand for image quality, readability etc)

class 2
static viewing real world reproduction   (demand for some degree of immersion)

class 3
self-motion (demand for visual feedback when moving)

class 4
remote operation (demand for a remote feedback from sensors)

A set of “standard” tasks and their display counterparts (Chapter 2.3) is
suggested in the following table:

Direct viewing Indirect counterpart,
viewing via a display

Class

1. reading (and writing) a text
from paper, book etc

reading a text on a personal
device (PC monitor, mobile
phone, palmtop etc)

1
personal

2. reading a message on a
billboard

Reading from an E/O-public
information panel

1
public

3. viewing a real-world scene Looking at a continuous-tone
TV image

2
personal,
or a few

4. viewing a cinema film Looking at a video film from a
projection TV

2
public

5. driving a car Driving a car via indirect
viewing through an image
sensor and a display

3

6. walking around in a
room

Walking in a virtual reality
(VR) environment

3

7. flying an airplane Flying in an A/C simulator 3

8.               N/A Maneuvering remotely a
vehicle by virtual presence
from a display picture

4
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In each of these tasks one may assign a value range for the visual
parameters, that

1) are absolutely necessary to perform the task in question  - and
2) would be nice to copy, respectively

From that parameter set we could define some corresponding “ideal” or at
least “good enough” displays depending on the degree of display parameter
fulfillment. In appendix B to this chapter we list different optical input
parameters of the visual system each with its suggested range for a person to
be able to perform a certain task without serious problems. For instance, to
read a text does not require 120 degrees field of view. On the other hand, we
often need a very large field of view to make the viewer experience a true
feeling of real presence in a certain environment etc. In the next paragraph
(2.3) we will now discuss what demands are made on the different cases of
the display counterpart, i.e. the Man-Machine-Interface (MMI) system.

2.3 REQUIREMENTS ON DISPLAYS REPRODUCING A SCENE

2.3.1    Some general requirements on image displays when using them

    for indirect observation.

The ranking of visual parameters according to Ch. 2.2 will have its natural
counterpart when using displays for indirect viewing in a set of display
parameters.  In Chapter 3 we will describe state of the art of display
technology. We will then in Ch. 4 discuss different improvements of display
technology that would be needed.
The adaptation of display technology will be crucial when making an
efficient Man-Machine-Interface (MMI), as the human visual system is a
fixed entity which is not possible to modify for obvious reasons, except for
the addition of corrective optics, i.e. spectacles.

A display can be considered as a transfer device. It must therefore be faithful
to the input. Display fidelity is thus the characteristic connected to
calibration, i.e. the display must reproduce the input signal as closely as
possible. Legibility related values are given by the environmental situation
like viewing direction and lighting condition.
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2.3.2 Visual perception viewing a display
A display will produce a certain signal or a “visual stimulus” to the user.
This display signal could be characterized by a number of parameters
according to the following structure (Glasser, 1997).

Luminance and chromaticity  
(coupled to the electro-optical response)

Fidelity related parameters
Space related parameters:
- Contrast
- Uniformity
- Resolution/MTF
- Distortion
- Crosstalk
- Depth cues

Time related parameters:
- Response time
- Flicker
- Sticking effect

Legibility related parameters:
- viewing direction
- lighting (reflection factors)

The user will register the display signal in a way that can be described by a
set of perceptual parameters characterizing the visual system accordingly.

The different types of indirect visual tasks using a display for reproducing a
scene (See Figure 2.2 and Ch. 2.2.4) could be classified from the degree of
coupling to a surrounding “outer world” for an observer. This could mean a
number of things. For instance, one may read a text using the central foveal
viewing of the eye within a restricted field of view (FOV) without the need
for any contact with the surrounding visual scene in one situation. In another
situation, the person is dependent on a peripheral viewing to gain a strong
feeling of virtual presence both geometrically and in the time domain, i.e.
with a visual update frame rate matched to his other biological systems as
feedback information.
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In the following table we try to categorize most critical display factors given
above with respect to the need for certain visual data. For comparison see
Ch. 2.2.4.

Indirect viewing via a
display

Critical display
factor

User situation Dependence
on the outer
world
situation

1. Reading a black/white
text on a personal device

Resolution/MTF
FOV

Personal, distance
< 1 meter

no

2. Reading a message from
an electro-optical public
information panel

Resolution/MTF
Image update rate

Public, distance
>~ 10 meter

no

3. Looking at a
continuous-tone TV image

Resolution /MTF
image update rate,
FOV

Small group
~3 – 5 , meter

Yes,
sometimes,
but usually
weak

4. Seeing a video film
from a projector

Resolution  /MTF
Image update rate /
FOV

Public, distance
10 – 50 meter

Yes, passive

5. Driving a car via
indirect viewing through
an image sensor and
adisplay

Image update rate /
FOV /

Personal, distance
2 –100 meter *)
(distance to
instrument panel <
1 meter)

Yes, active,
requiring
feedback

6. Walking around in a VR
environment

Image update rate /
FOV

Personal, distance
~1 – 10 meter

Yes, active,
requiring
feedback

7. Flying in an aircraft
simulator

Image update
rate /
(FOV)

Personal, distance
2 m – “km”  *)
(distance to
instrument panel <
1 meter)

Yes, active,
requiring
feedback

8. Maneuvring  remotely
a vehicle by virtual
presence from a display
picture

Yes, active,
requiring
feedback and
other cues as
well

*) Optical distance. Limited requirement for accommodation between panel and
outer world scene.

In appendix C to this chapter the standard visual tasks are turned into their
corresponding display counterparts. Different system parameters are listed, each
with its suggested range of typical values for a person to be able to perform a
certain standard visual task without serious problems.
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2.3.3 Visual comfort and visual fatigue
The degree of functional perception that we may envisage from the human
visual system when performing a certain task is not the only factor of
importance to an operator. The degree of visual comfort will also play an
important part of the total man-machine interface. Especially the degree of
visual comfort will influence to what extent the user will experience fatigue.
This will have an impact on the ability to work with the system during
longer periods. In some cases a mismatch between levels of visual
parameters found in direct viewing and the corresponding ones found at
indirect viewing via a display may differ too much, resulting in perceptual
conflicts. A good example is the coupling, or lack of coupling,  between
accommodation and eye convergence when looking at a stereo image
display.

Other factors of importance are legibility factors like lighting conditions,
surrounding structures like color and brightness of display borders. A
number of different national standards are described in literature (Glasser,
1997).

The so-called environmental “Eco-labeling” of personal computers has had a
certain impact on the design of computer displays. One example is the
Swedish TCO-label for Visual Display Units (VDUs). The TCO initiative
was originally formed by the Swedish white-collar organization TCO to
secure healthy working conditions in the office environment. This is now
basically a commercial activity, and the labeling shall produce incentives for
the manufacturers of VDUs to follow the specific requirements set up by the
organization. See further Ref. “TCO Development”.

Improvement of the basic imaging function according to the discussion here
could be a highly desirable next step for these organizations. The user´s
health together with the products written on a PC will then probably be
better at the same time.

2.4 DISCUSSION

The background material describing the human visual system has been
studied and compiled into this chapter to provide some insight into the
requirements a display may be expected to meet in order to replace the direct
view of an object or a scene. There have also been given some references for
further study. The choice of subjects is somewhat directed by the main
purpose of the analysis, with the emphasis on the man-machine problem of
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matching display geometry to the visual system in an optimum way. Some
areas, like the discussion of color, for instance, have therefore just been
touched in brief.

Some aspects have been found to require special attention, for instance the
need for a broad field of view and the avoidance of visual conflicts in 3D-
viewing. Other interesting fields are found in the combined cues used in
stereo viewing and angular movements during self-motion. Hence, the
reproduction of these effects with displays in a convincing way may be an
interesting challenge.

Another field has been illustrated by nature´s efficient way of bandwidth
reduction when transporting signals from the retina to the visual cortex and
through the efficient way of color-coding. This can be compared with recent
developments of image compression algorithms and schemes used in still
image (JPEG) and moving image (MPEG) handling to reduce bandwidth for
storing and distribution of pictures. See, e.g., Wandell (1995) and Ono, Ohta,
Aoyama (1995). The basic idea in these cases is to utilize certain
shortcomings of the visual system. Information redundancy in images is also
utilized for the reduction of signal bandwidth. An extensive part of recent
research efforts has therefore been to model the visual system.
The ability of the visual system will, thus, on one hand, be a challenge, i.e. to
be met by display system development and, at the same time, the opening for
reducing the burden of information content needed for storage and
distribution – two sides of the coin, and the principle of Helmholtz again!
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

Present display technology is under intense development. Driving forces
behind different directions of development are, however, not always directed
toward a natural adaptation to our visual system. This is seen, for instance, in
the development of small handheld displays for cellular phones and so called
microdisplays for mobile personal computers, where the requirement for
mobility and smallness overrides the natural desire for image size and
readability.

Display systems in use today can be categorized into two classes, namely
a) displays with a stationary image in the room (FIXED) and
b) user-carried displays like Head Mounted Displays (HMD) and handheld
displays (including loupe microdisplays).

Within each class one can find a great number of different technical
varieties. In principle, however, these two main groups are the only display
system classes in use today. The display functions are usually implemented
in one single unit resulting in a visual image.
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In this chapter we will discuss some main display technologies. This
includes a huge number of different technical solutions for fixed systems
including direct view displays, projection systems for one or several
observers, as well as a number of different technical solutions for HMD and
other user-carried displays. The different technologies will be discussed in
connection with typical applications to get a natural classification.

The Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) technology has dominated the scene since the
1930s. In recent years, however, a great number of alternative technologies
have emerged. A short overview of some of these technologies will be given
with a certain emphasis on their usefulness for new system approaches
discussed later.
The display types will be divided in a few groups, covering in a broad sense
the following categories:

- direct view displays
- front and back projection displays
- paper and paper-like displays (A4 format)
- billboards and large panels
- Head Mounted Displays (HMD) and loupe displays
- handheld direct view displays

The display types fall into different areas when describing them in a diagram
(fig 3.1). Horizontal display size is given (at the horizontal axis) versus
resolution expressed, for simplicity, in number of pixels along the horizontal
display dimension (vertical axis). See e.g., Ch.2.1.2.4 “Sharpness”–“Image
quality”, where the connection between MTF and pixel number is discussed.
A display surface may be given different proportions, horizontal to vertical
(described by the ratio Horizontal/Vertical, H/V or by the diagonal D)
depending on the application.
A typical value for cinema film of H/V is 1.36 :1 with a trend towards wider
formats. Some examples of different picture formats in use are shown in the
table below:

home TV  (4 / 3) 1.33 : 1
HDTV  (16 / 9) 1.78 : 1
Cinema film 1.36 : 1
Wide screen Motion Pictures 1.85 : 1
CinemaScope 2.35 : 1
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A written paper document is often of the opposite proportion (“portrait
format” in contrast to “landscape formats” above), for instance European
standard paper format “A4” , 1 : �2 = 1 : 1.41.

Much of the technical development, especially TV, seems to address the
problem of expanding angular width (Benson, Fink, 1991). This is evident in
the case of High Definition TV (HDTV), where the number of pixels is
increased in the horizontal direction relative to the present standard, in
particular PAL or NTSC. The effect on visual presence (i.e. the viewer´s
sense of being present in the scene) seems to be most strongly coupled to
that dimension. For a long time this effect has been explored frequently by
the movie makers. Paper with printed text is taken as a reference, as it is
frequently used and is still one of the most important information carriers.

Paper

H (meters)

Horizontal size

( ~ distance R x FOV)

Number of pixels in the
horizontal direction

        NH  (pixels)

10 - 2 10 - 1 1 10 102

102

103

104

VGA 640 x 480

”1/2 VGA” 320 x 240

SVGA 1280 x 1024
HMD

Direct
view TV
&
monitors

Projection

Billboards

35 mm color slide
3000x2000

Palmtops

Fig 3.1  Overview of horizontal pixel numbers versus physical size of display panels
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Figure 3.2 shows the number of pixels (NH ) versus total Horizontal Field Of
View (HFOV) in degrees/arcminute. Lines for constant angular resolution
(pixels/degree) are introduced. According to Ch.2.1.2.4 40 pixel/degree
corresponds to an MTF of 0.5 at 25 c/deg found to be rated as”very good”
for photographic prints. MTF = 0.5 at about 3.5 c/deg is rated “excellent”
(which can be attained by color slides), corresponding to about 55
pixels/degree. (60 pixels/deg corresponds to Visus 1, or 60/60).

Figure 2.6 showed that the combined field of view for two eyes is 180
degrees. This means, the length of the horizontal axis in Fig. 3.2 is far from
the requirements for feeling “immersion” or even “presence”.

10    20        30           40               50

600 1200    1800       2400           3000

HFOV  degrees

         arcminutes

1000

2000

5000

4000

3000

NH  pixels in horizontal direction

60 pix/deg

30 pix/deg

TV

PC

”A4”- paper

micro-
displays

100
pix/deg

a)

b)

HDTV

high end
TFT

Color
slide

Figure 3.2 Number of pixels in the horizontal direction (NH) vs. total horizontal field of
view (HFOV) at typical viewing distance used. See comments in the following table.

The short viewing distance R used in HMD and microdisplays require very
small pixels to resemble the image quality of PC monitors and even TV sets.
Early microdisplays with spatially separated RGB-pixels often showed very
poor data. Modern microdisplays using Liquid Crystals on Silicon (LCoS)
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VLSI chips start to overcome this problem. Field of view is, however, still a
problem. In the last decade a number of developments have been made with
liquid crystal TFT displays showing very high resolution (Alt and Noda,
1998). One point in Figure 3.2 has been included to illustrate this new trend.
This new display technology is, however, as yet only directed towards very
advanced professional applications.

The following typical data have been used in Figure 3.2:

Paper: A sheet of standard size “A4” paper (width 210 mm),  reading distance of
400 mm symbols of resolution 600 dots per inch, dpi (4960 dots in total) or
0.042 mm “pixel size”. This corresponds to a Horizontal Field Of View
(HFOV) = 30 degrees and instant Field Of View (iFOV) = 0.36 arcmin/pixel
(iFOV is defined as the FOV corresponding to one pixel).

PC-monitor: A standard size 17” monitor (width 345 mm),  reading distance of 600 mm
XGA type resolution 1024 x 768 pixels. This corresponds to HFOV = 32 
degrees (1920 arcmin) and iFOV = 1.9 arcmin/pixel

TV-set: A standard size interlace monitor with 575 active lines (Benson, Finch 1991),
 viewing distance of 6 x picture height, at an aspect ratio of H/V=4/3. This 
corresponds to 767 horizontal pixels and HFOV = 13 degrees (780 arcmin) 
and  iFOV = 1.0 arcmin/pixel

HDTV: A standard size monitor for HDTV with 1000 active horizontal lines,
viewing distance of optimum distance  ~2.5x picture height and aspect ratio
H/V= 16 / 9 (1.78:1)  This corresponds to 1780 pixels and HFOV = 41
degrees (2460 arcmin) and  iFOV = 1.4 arcmin/pixel

Color slide Size 24 x 36 mm2 , taken with lens f = 35 mm (and scanned in on Kodak
Photo CD with 2000 x  3000 pix.). This corresponds to HFOV = 54 degrees,
and iFOV = 1,1 arcmin/pixel

Micro-display/HMD:
a) Early type with low resolution typically 320 x 240 pixels or QVGA (corr.
to 160 RGB horizontal pixel triplets) Monocular type system (dominant eye)
from around 1993. A chip diagonal size of 1” (width 20 mm), reading distance
of 50 mm (loupe magnification G= 5 times). HFOV = 22.6 degrees, iFOV =
8.5 arcmin/pix, corr. to Visus 0.12 or 7/60. (In the UK, acuity 6/60 defines
“legal blindness”! See e.g. Bennett and Robbetts, p 53).

b) Modern type (year 2000), resolution 800 x 600 pixels or SVGA and pixel
size 0.011 mm and a 13.5x magnifier lens. This corresponds to HFOV = 32
degrees (1920 arcmin) and iFOV = 2.4 arcmin/pixel with time sequential
RGB LED color (Ref. Bergstrom, 2000). Visus = 0.42 or 25/60.
A higher magnification could in principle give a wider field of view but
results in very short eye relief and a small pupil.
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High-end TFT-screen
(IBM, August 2001) physical size 478x299 mm (22 inch diagonal), W/H
3840x2400 pixels, corresponding to 200 pixels per inch in the horizontal
direction. With a viewing distance of 500 mm one gets a FOV around 50
degrees.

These are just a few examples of display technologies shown in the diagram
related to the eye image quality as described in Ch.2. See e.g., Ch.2.1.2.4.

In the following the two classes “fixed displays” and “user carried displays”
will be discussed. The different display groups will be commented together
with examples of technology used. Most frequently used technologies can be
summarized according to the following list:

Reflective displays:
Liquid Crystal Displays LCD
Electronic ink on paper “e-ink”

Emissive displays:
Electro Luminescent Panels EL, ACTFEL
Plasma displays PD
Field Emission Displays FED
Cathode Ray Tubes CRT
Light Emitting Diodes LED
Organic Light Emitting Diodes OLED
Liquid Crystal based Displays: LCD

Active Matrices Thin Film Transistor Displays AMLCD/TFT
Passive SuperTwisted Nematic Displays STN

Projection systems:
Older types like Eidophor Projectors
Micro Electro Mechanics based displays:

- Digital Micromirror Displays DMD
- Grating Light Valve Displays GLV

Liquid Crystal Based Projection Displays LCD
Laser projectors Laser

3.2 FIXED DISPLAYS

3.2.1 Direct view displays
There are mainly two types of displays used for direct view, i.e. for desktops
and in small rooms. One type is the traditional TV used for real-time
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continuous-tone color pictures at a distance of at least 5 - 7 times the picture
height. The other type is the desktop computer monitor or the laptop Flat
Display Panel (FDP). The latter is usually showing static text and symbols
with high resolution at short distance ~ 2 picture height, sometimes together
with video in smaller windows . The recent development of very high
resolution AMLCD TFT screens at IBM (Alt, Noda, 1998) shows promise as
a replacement for photographic film in X-ray diagnosis work, for instance.

These two classes of  applications make quite different demands on
technology. TV sets have traditionally used CRT. This technology is still
dominating and is only threatened by alternatives for very small or very big
displays. Large HDTV screens may have to use Flat Panel Displays (FPD) as
CRTs will be extremely heavy and bulky for screen sizes over 30". Plasma
panels will be an interesting alternative together with projection.

OLED is an interesting technology with the future potential of producing
thin and flexible polymer sheets of colored displays. A great number of
companies are now active in the development of this technology.

3.2.2 Front and back projection displays
Projection displays are used for large picture sizes > 40". A number of
different technologies have been introduced (front- and back projection):

- CRT projectors (front projection)
- LC-projectors (front- and back projection)
- Laser projectors
- LCoS (Liquid Crystal on Silicon) microdisplay projectors
- Digital Micromirror Display (DMD) projectors
- Grating Light Valve (GLV) projectors
- Eidephor Projectors

There are thus a great number of  technologies emerging in the field of
projection displays from tabletop backprojection to very large
frontprojection cinema-like systems.

They will be commented in short here for the sake of the following
discussion with respect to certain system parameters of interest. It is difficult
to find a good and at the same time up-to-date overview of different display
technologies. However, the Society of Information Display (see ref. SID),
and The International Society for Optical Engineering (see ref SPIE) report
on new achievements in the field on a regular basis. SPIE is organizing
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yearly conferences on "Head-Mounted Displays" and "Cockpit Displays".
Media Lab at MIT, Boston USA is another source of information about
recent research in the field of displays. (See ref. MIT). An extended
overview of modern display technology can be found in the book edited by
MacDownald and Lowe (1995).

CRT projectors (front projection)
These projectors using three separate monochrome tubes offer good image
quality and are still frequently used for public presentations in dimmed
rooms. They are, however, big and bulky and require sometimes enforced
cooling.

LC-projectors (front- and back projection)
These projectors are presently undergoing a rapid development resulting in
small to medium size projectors well suited for travelling people. They are
still limited in speed and light efficiency, although some small size and light-
weight (~1.4 kg) products now become available with light flux up to about
1000 lm.

Laser projectors
Laser projectors using collimated monochrome beams deflected by scanners
are used for many purposes. Apart from direct scanning of beams, lasers are
used as light sources for projection with certain Micro Electro Mechanical
devices (MEMS). (See GLV below).

LCoS (Liquid Crystal on Silicon) microdisplay projectors
Extensive work is going on to develop Liquid Crystal on silicon (LCoS)
chips for projection work, for instance for backprojection with "paper
quality" and very high resolution in desktop monitors. (Alt and Noda, 1998)

Digital Micromirror Display (DMD) projectors
The digital micromirror device (DMD) is an example of a reflective type
light valve using a 2-dimensional MEMS-chip with a matrix of flip-flop-type
mirrors on top of a standard chip. The device has therefore no inherent grey
scale. Instead one has to use time-length coding to achieve the dynamics
required.

A HDTV-type format has been demonstrated using a 1.6 inch diagonal with
2048x1152 pixels, each mirror of size ~ 15x15 m2 creating one pixel.
The DMD-system is offering very good performance in resolution,
brightness, contrast, response time and color fidelity compared to most other
technologies.  The system also offers a technical interface well suited for
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digital video signals. Development is now going on to use DMD-based
projectors for "Digital Cinema" with pure software based film distribution.

Grating Light Valve (GLV) projectors
A new display technology was presented by Bloom et al (1997). He uses a
linear Micro Electro Mechanical Array Device made in silicon, where each
pixel contains a grating. Array lengths of 1088 pixels have been
demonstrated. Using a laser light projector in combination with linear scan
perpendicular to the array a large picture with good image quality can be
presented. The chip can be produced in principle with present silicon
production plants and, using the MEMS-technology, very high bandwidth is
achievable with switching times of the order of 1 s or better.

3.2.3 Printed paper and paper-like media
Printed paper is mentioned here because of its great importance as an
information carrying medium. The handling of a sheet of paper is easy and
fits well with the human perception.
Interesting research about readability and our perception of text coupled to
the paper medium is done at NADA, Royal Institute of Technology. See ref
NADA and Ch. 4.1.1.

Research is going on at MIT Media Lab, Cambridge, Mass. to create
paperlike display media with electrically rewritable characters using
electronic ink , or "e-ink" (Comiskey, Albert, Hidekazu Yoshizawa,
Jacobson, 1998).  Printed black and white paper has many interesting
features, which are attractive to mimic in a display medium, like high
resolution (normally at least up to 600 dpi) together with diffuse reflection
and high readability in various surrounding light conditions.
(Inexpensive high-quality inorganic electronic components like transistors
will probably be produced as well in the future by printing on plastic
substrates. See further Ridley, Nivi, Jacobson, 1999).

3.2.4 Billboards and large panels
Public signs, information panels and billboards with electronically
changeable content will be interesting in the following discussion, as
technology today puts practical limitations on very large screens. "Jumbo"-
size displays with changeable content and very high resolution are still rare.
For instance, the "Nasdaq" LED-panel at Times Square, New York probably
represents the state of the art in the field. See Figure 3.3.
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This type of high resolution LED-panels can be seen outdoors at arenas and
they are marketed as standard products. They are, however, expensive, bulky
and consume much power, which still make them less attractive. Practical
alternatives for public use with sizes much over 10 meters and high
resolution are not known to the author.

Figure 3.3 The "Nasdaq" LED-panel at Times Square, New York, probably represents
the state of the art in the field with a height of eight storeys, or 120 feet, and a width of 90
feet, comprising almost 19 million LEDs. (Produced by Saco Smartvision, Montreal, 1999).

3.3 USER CARRIED DISPLAYS

3.3.1 Head Mounted Displays (HMD) and loupe displays
Military applications have been a driving force to technologies for use in
Head Mounted Displays. Helmet mounted displays for fighter aircraft pilots
in particular have motivated heavy investment in new display technology,
considering the dramatic increases in weapon efficiency made possible when
using HMD-aiming methods instead of using headup displays as sighting
instruments. The increase in angular range that follows with the HMD makes
it possible for the pilot to aim at targets with his head at other directions than
possible before within the limited FOV provided by a headup display (HUD)
in the forward direction along the aircraft fuselage.
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CRT-technology was first used, but was rejected for fighters because of
severe restrictions on weight and helmet balance, together with concern
about having high voltage close to the pilot´s oxygen mask. CRT-systems
can, however, be found in helmets for helicopter pilots.

LED-displays are usually preferred when weight is a major concern.
Commercial displays have been introduced using a LED array in
combination with a scanning mirror (Peli, 1999). This type of display shows
a virtual, magnified image usually in a monocular mode. The display is
meant to replace a stationary monitor and could be coupled to a wearable PC
or a mobile phone.

High intensity LEDs have been commercially available also in blue (Mukai,
Takekawa, Nakamura, 1998), which make them a candidate for producing
full color images using three different colored LEDs (RGB). They can be
linearly modulated up to frequencies of at least 10 MHz (Grape, 1999) and
life is stated as a number of thousand hours (Petroff, 1996). Intensity varies
according to the environment (Grape, 1999), but may be compensated for by
temperature control.

A new type of "direct retinal scan" HMD has been presented by Furness et
al., (Pryor, Furness and Viirre, 1998) at the Human Interface Technology
Lab, HITL, at Washington University in Seattle USA. This device uses
modulated, very weak, directed laser beams, which are raster-scanned
directly into the user´s eyes. Monochrome systems have been demonstrated
and work is going on using three colors. Because of the high deflection
frequencies needed, there are a number of technical problems when trying to
build a practical system. For instance, eye position and rotation are limited,
although technical solutions may be found to overcome some of the
restrictions. Another obstacle is, however, to some users the psychological
problem of shining laser light into their eyes - albeit at very low light levels.

Microdisplays are now often produced as integrated Liquid Crystal panels on
silicon (LCoS). A number of different versions can be found. Liquid crystals
are limited in performance in at least two ways. They are usually restricted
in temperature range and may be irreversibly damaged when passing the
Curie point for the particular crystal type. Switching speed is limited to the
order of kHz for the dominating LC type Twisted Nematic. Faster switches
can be built using ferroelectric crystals of smectic type giving switch times
of the order of tens of microseconds. Interesting designs are now introduced
with time-sequential illumination using red, green and blue LEDs in
combination with ferroelectric crystals on silicon.
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Alternative technologies disclosed in the literature include Electro
Luminescent Panels (EL), Field Emitting Displays (FED) and Digital Micro
Mirrors (DMD). Recently increased activities have been devoted to the field
of Organic LEDs (OLED).

Display parameters, e.g., large pixel size and low pixel number have often
restricted display technology to levels, which until recently have resulted in
rather limited performance. Requirements for very short viewing distance,
high resolution and very large field of view are difficult to combine.

3.3.2 Hand-held equipment with direct-view displays (palmtops,
mobile phones)

A great number of display technologies are used for handheld instruments,
palmtop computers, mobile phones etc. A conflict is created by the two
requirements for smallness and readability. This seems to have reached some
extreme levels in the field of mobile phones. The next generations of mobile
phones with access to Internet will make this conflict even more visible.
Another problem using small handheld devices with displays is the large
span of light levels present. Displays readable in environmental sun light are
yet to be seen on camcorders and electronic still cameras, for instance.
Some work is going on, however, using reflective LC-displays.
Early work (Sato, 1994) describes the development of a 6 inch diagonal
reflective color STN with 320x240 pixels. Power consumption is also a
major concern for mobile equipment, especially small handheld devices.
Using reflective displays could therefore offer a number of interesting
advantages.

3.4 FUTURE TRENDS AND DRIVING FORCES

During the present rapid development of information technology the display
technology still causes system limitations, i.e. the problem of an efficient
communication between man and machine.
Technology is mainly driven by application demand, and displays are used
in a great number of different situations, as can be seen in various lists used
by industry.
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As an illustration, one example of classification from a consumer market
research survey used for statistics and forecast may be shown here:
(private comm. Malmkvist. Appendix to Ch.5).

Consumer:
Color TV < 6”

6   -- 12”
12 -- 21”
22 -- 27”
28 – 32”
33 – 42”
>43”

Projection TV (single panel)
Projection TV (three panel)
Digital still camera
Handheld game (mono)
Handheld game (color)
Organizer/Memo device
Head Mounted
CD Viewer/Portable VCR
Camcorder viewfinder – Large
Camcorder viewfinder – Small

Industrial
Test equipment
Analytical equipment (mono)
Analytical equipment (color)
Medical instruments (mono)
Medical instruments (color)
Data collection
Process control (mono)
Process control (color)

Computers
Portable (mono)
Portable (color)
Desktop Monitors (colors)
Handheld (mono)
Handheld (color)

Business&Commercial Equipment
Copiers
LCD Projectors (three panel)
LCD Projectors (single panel)
Kiosks
Projector Plates (color)
Gaming and Vending
Financial Terminals
POS Terminals/Registers
Screenphones/Terminals (mono)
Video/Doorphones (color)
Portable Word Processors
Ticketing Machines

Transportation
Auto (OEM)
GPS (Aftermarket)
Aircraft Instruments
Marine instruments (mono)
Marine instruments (color)
Aircraft&Train Entertainment

Some trends can be followed historically, like
- Early technology inventions (1920 - 30) most notably opening up black/white

home-TV and later color TV.
- Various scientific and military applications calling for specialized displays
- Computer development initially leading to specialized screens and later

standardized PC and work station displays used in most applications
- Portability when using computers and instruments leading to Flat Panel

Displays (FPD) and laptop computers.
- Personal equipment like head mounted VR helmets and viewers, mobile

phones and palmtop computers
- Public large high quality displays like public TV, high resolution

billboards, public arena TV
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- Advanced small group displays for business presentation rooms and home
cinema

- Internet-driven applications in a number of the above mentioned display
trends

- Games and simulators needing advanced displays 2D and 3D for higher
degrees of user immersion and sensation.

- Next generation HDTV is still in its early stages with need for large, high-
resolution displays (>2000 pixels horizontally) requiring huge investments
for new networks and studio equipment. Standards are still under
discussion.

- Displays for private cars and professional vehicles giving the driver better
outer world knowledge, seeing in darkness and bad weather for better
safety together with other types of information like roadmaps for
navigation.

To sum up there is a demand to push the limits towards larger and smaller
images together with better image quality, portability, adaptation to new
environment, just to mention some of the most interesting ones.

Some areas have had very efficient forerunners. Developers of cockpit and
helmet equipment for fighter airplanes have given the pilot a very high
degree of tactical improvement. Another field is the game- and entertainment
industry.

An interesting trend is the very high degree of inertia built up within certain
technologies that has to be overcome by new technical inventions. One
example is CRT-technology, which is still being developed and improved. It
is very difficult to compete with CRT-displays considering performance
versus cost only.  Another example is one of the now established FPD-
technologies, i.e. the AMLCD TFT Liquid Crystal  FPD. In spite of other
LC-technologies, like ferroelectric smectic type LC-screens with interesting
performance, the TFT technology dominates the field completely with an
infrastructure for the particular LC-material well established. There are,
however, a number of new technologies entering the market today which
make forecasting a difficult issue.
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4.1 PROBLEMS WITH PRESENT DISPLAYS

As we can see from Ch.3 and the standard tasks in Ch.2 using indirect
viewing via displays, a number of display features are not reaching ideal
levels of performance.

4.1.1 Small field of view
Small field of view gives problems when reading and writing a text. As was
mentioned in chapter 3, interesting research about readability and perception
of text coupled to the paper medium is done at NADA, Royal Institute of
Technology. See reference in Ch.3.

An interesting result is the influence on the contents by the overview, i.e. the
“paper size” visible to the writer when typing his text. This will show
implications on the demands for computer screen size to be used when
reading and writing a text on a PC.

Another result points out couplings between memory of text content and
position on the paper etc. Text written on a PC with a display as an output
will thus put requirements on image size together with various ergonomy
factors.

It is particularly obvious that a small field of view gives problems when
using a display as a Man-Machine-Interface output driving a vehicle. A
limited peripheral view denies information of side objects at angular speed.
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Restricted FOV also gives problems when turning the vehicle. A strong
coupling seems to be at hand between the field of view (FOV) and the
binocular effects (see further below) as was also discussed in Ch.2.

4.1.2 Limited resolution
Limited resolution can be a problem especially with short viewing distances
in microdisplays, for instance in HMD, where a large field of view together
with high resolution is a requirement. Very high resolution may, however,
sometimes create some unexpected problems, as this may force the viewer´s
accommodation wrongly to an optical distance in conflict with the image
content. See, e.g,,  (Peli, 1999). The fact that the viewer looks at a single
field in depth is therefore still a problem that is looking for a solution.

4.1.3 Temporal effects and visual conflicts
Flicker sensitivity is discussed in Ch. 2.1.2.5. The flicker sensitivity depends
on luminance level. The temporal contrast sensitivity peaks at about 20 Hz
and falls to unity at about 70 Hz (the critical flicker frequency). The cutoff
frequency falls at lower light levels. Flicker sensitivity increases with field
of view.

Image update rate is often a limiting factor when using a real world input
scene in a feedback situation with a man in the loop. The feedback vestibular
ocular reflex (VOR), which is strictly reflexive and not under voluntary
control of the visual system, is described in Ch. 2.1.4. Disturbances of the
perceptual input can result in image movements or “retinal slip”, for instance
when using HMDs from incorrect head tracking or from image update lag.
The head tracking and image update rate are thus very important factors that
limit the performance of HMDs. Conflicts between vestibular and visual
inputs are thought to cause motion sickness with symptoms of loss of
balance. This can, for instance, be experienced in flight simulators (simulator
sickness).

4.1.4 Depth cues and visual conflicts
Traditional solutions to yield stereo impression are often limited in cues
(Ch. 2.1.4), giving rise to a number of shortcomings and visual conflicts. 3D-
cues are often missing giving limited information about depth and structure
in a scene. Conflict between the accommodation and the convergence of the
viewer´s eyes (and actually the pupil size, i.e. the “visual triad”) gives rise to
visual conflicts in a scene, for instance containing visually near- and far
away positioned objects at focus on the same display. This is particularly
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important in connection with headmounted displays (HMD) depending on
the high degree of loupe magnification used together with differing distance
between eyes of individuals. (Peli, 1999) See also Figure 2.14 in Ch.2.
The use of HMDs will also put strong demands on the perception of depth
cues from motion parallax as described in Ch.2.2.3. HMD systems with a
wide field of view will then be very sensitive to this cue.

4.1.5 Adaptation to different working situations
Large pictures in confined areas like in a car or in an aircraft cockpit
Limited physical size and weight is a general requirement in many situations
and is sometimes ruling out completely the use of large displays with present
technology.
Large displays in vehicles, aircraft and helicopters are just a few examples.
A large screen in helicopters should have a very low weight etc.
Displays for driving via indirect viewing are difficult to implement, as they
need such a large FOV in combination with a 1 : 1 scaling of the real world
scene.

Portability
Portability means small size, which is a strong trend, e.g., with mobile
phones. Small size has even been an element of competition between
producers. On the other hand, the new mobile phone generations require
better and larger displays all the time. A solution to this dilemma is badly
needed.

Private use of information without exposing
The real need could be expressed as “privacy – but only when you want it”.
This should be the counterpart to the acoustical case with earphones. They
may be offered to one person only – or to many individuals depending on the
situation. The display version of this is still to be seen.

Very large image sizes (FOV) for public use
Very large displays today use projection or, in certain cases, strong light
sources like high intensity LEDs often made up from modular blocks. They
are usually big, bulky and expensive.
Displays of sizes 50 – 100 meters are almost unthinkable with today´s
technology and sizes of 10 – 50 meters need much simpler solutions than
those found today.
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Luminous intensity, low energy consumption, cost.
A number of limitations like luminous intensity, power consumption and
cost are sometimes serious drawbacks of today´s technologies limiting their
practical use. Many of these aspects are discussed later in Chapter 7.

4.2 DISCUSSION

How can we now combine all these features in a display like small physical
size, a large field of view, high resolution, good image quality and controlled
protection from view on demand? Display systems known to us today are
limited in this respect.
Visual conflicts are also causing problems, like simulator sickness and
coupling between accommodation and convergence.

However, a new concept of generating images will be presented in the
following chapters, with the potential to open up some new ways of meeting
these as well as a number of other functional needs.

Visual factors of highest importance have to be adjusted to the human visual
system and the particular task when defining the display system. When
building an image display we sometimes overlook the influence of image
quality as well as the surrounding light environment. This means that the
whole chain has to be considered, i.e.:

display –
environment (light, frame, surroundings) –

intermediate space -
optics –

the eye –
brain functions
(perception and cognition)

REFERENCE
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5.1 2D-PICTURES, PRINCIPLES

A completely new concept for displaying images to a viewer has been
identified around 1990 by the author (Biverot, 1991 and 1996). This
principle could potentially narrow the gap between the visual perception of a
real scene and a reproduced version of the same content as discussed in Ch.2
following the basic idea of von Helmholtz. The new way of generating
images has great potential from a fundamental point of view. Technology
limits performance in some cases, but  a number of demonstrators have been
produced with convincing results.

The display concept uses new principles for creating an image on the retina
of the viewer. An image with a particular resolution can be defined as a
number of picture elements. At each point in time t (during the integration
time of the human eye t), the image can be considered to consist of an array
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of these picture elements in two dimensions. Each picture element is defined
by a position given by two coordinates X and Y, and by information content
I that may include luminous intensity, color and polarization.
The main idea is that one can divide the three variables X, Y and I of the
displayed image between two separated display devices into a number of
different combinations. The display devices are arranged at a distance from
one another in the optical viewing range of the viewer together with an
element for synchronizing them. Using this principle, one gets a distributed
display system. The table shows some of the possible combinations (Number
1 and 2 are the traditional types).

Type First display
device
(separate)

Second display
device (near
the viewer)

Resulting display type

1 X   Y   I traditional display
2 X   Y   I head mounted display, HMD

(one viewer only)
3a X   I Y Horizontal linear  display (LINE

DISPLAY)
plus a deflector at each viewer

3b Y   I X Vertical linear  display (LINE
DISPLAY)
plus a deflector at each viewer

4 X  Y I uniformly illuminated 2-dim
display (SWITCHING
DISPLAY) and a switch at each
viewer

5a X Y   I combination of 3) and 4), i.e.
uniformly illuminated horizontal
linear display and switch-
deflector at each viewer

5b Y X   I As number 5a)  but with a
vertical transmitter

6 I X  Y Point transmitter and 2-dim
deflector near the viewer (POINT
DISPLAY)

Table 5.1 Distribution of location x, y and image content I of picture elements to two different
display devices.  The table shows some possible combinations of a distributed display system.

The first and second display devices are arranged along a line creating a
viewing direction for the viewer, which essentially coincides with the
direction from the viewer to the first display device. The second display
device is arranged in the immediate vicinity of the viewer and can be carried
by him like a pair of glasses. As he moves, the image remains invariant in
space.
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The combinations 3 – 6 (and number 1, i.e. traditional systems) are all
possible multi-user systems, whereas number 2 (HMD) is a personal system
by definition. The second component of types 3 – 6 will, however, have
different levels of technical complexity, which will be discussed below.
Depending on the principle used from the table above, the maximum time
span per frame during which each pixel can be addressed using true raster
scan is:

a) one full frame time T
1. traditional displays, (type 1)
2. Head Mounted Displays, HMD (type 2)

b) the time corresponding to the scanning of one line, T/n,
where n is the number of lines building up one frame
3. line displays, (type 3 a, b)

c) the scanning time of one pixel, T/p
4. switching displays (type 4)
5. combined switching displays (type 5)
6. point displays (type 6)

See Figure 5.1. (Some optical schemes that relax these conditions will be
discussed in Ch.5.2.)

c o n v e n t io n a l  d i s p la y :

a )  P ix e l  e x p o s u r e  t i m e
s h o r t e r  th a n  o n e  f u l l
f r a m e  s c a n

l in e  d i s p la y :

b )  P ix e l  e x p o s u r e  t im e  
s h o r t e r  th a n  o n e  l in e
s c a n

s w i tc h in g  d is p la y :
c )  P ix e l  e x p o s u r e  t i m e  
s h o r t e r  th a n  o n e  p ix e l
s c a n

Figure 5.1  Maximum pixel exposure time possible in different raster scan display systems.
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Other kinds of coordinate systems are also possible, like radial coordinates,
which could create circular display types. The fundamental principle of
permutation between the triplet of two geometrical coordinates and a pixel
information content remains the same.
The new display principles have been patented (Ref. [P1], Biverot, 1991).

5.2 DIFFERENT BASIC DISPLAY TYPES

In this paragraph, we are going to describe how the principle of the two-
component display can be implemented technically.

5.2.1 Line displays
The principle of a Line Display (LD) is shown in Figure 5.2. One row of
pixel information is fed to the bar-like transmitter on the left side in the
figure named ”Line display”.
The image generated at the retina of the viewer´s eye is varied by a vibrating
mirror. A second mirror is added to make the optical device neutral to eye
movements made by the viewer.
A monocular device is working well, as long as the viewer gets the image
presented to his dominant eye. The second eye could be blocked for a safe
perception.
A binocular device has in most cases been used in the demonstrators
manufactured hitherto. It is obvious that the picture in front of both eyes has
to be presented well synchronized, i.e. with very small angular deviation. An
apparent design solution in the viewing device is to use one mirror for both
eyes.
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Figure 5.2  Line Display system. Principle view.

A basic problem is the choice of scanning method. A number of options are
possible using optomechanical scanning (Marshall, 1991). Rotating elements
usually create large deviation angles or small apertures. Therefore, it seems
most appropriate to use vibrating optical elements or possibly electrooptical
deflectors. An extensive survey of physical principles was made (Private
comm. SUMMIT, In Appendix to Ch.5). From this and other studies made
by the author it was concluded that optomechanical oscillatory deflection is
the natural method to use. As a result, there will be a nonlinearity introduced
in the scanning.
Two solutions can be chosen. One is to scan the deflector linearly over each
frame together with a short flyback, which will result in certain mechanical
problems. The other solution is to keep the scanning nonlinear, typically
sinusoidal and trigger the line information timewise in a nonlinear fashion to
get a total impression looking linear for the user (Ref. [P4], Biverot, 1995).
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A family of line displays using more than one row of resolved image points
or pixels has been studied by the author. One example is a line display using
optical projection methods. A stationary slit aperture is then used to define a
cutout section of the image to be shown, and the section is projected onto a
screen. A continuous streaming film or a scanned still picture can be
positioned behind the slit area, illuminated by a condenser and synchronised
to the displacement of the picture behind the slit with a scanning device. The
image of the picture section is then projected through the slit to form a
reconstructed picture over the retina. The slit may cover a section
corresponding to one pixel line. It can, however, be made broader, resulting
in higher luminous intensity. Each “pixel line” will then be repeated during
scanning with a factor corresponding to the number of pixel lines cut out by
the slit. This optical method is illustrated in Figure 5.3.

Scanning device

Figure 5.3    Line Display transmitter using an optical encoding principle.

The method was demonstrated in the laboratory with a rebuilt cine-projector
with a continuous film feed according to Figure 5.3 together with a handheld
mirror scanner at the viewer´s eyes.
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In another a setup shown in Figure 5.4 a still image projector was equipped
with a vibrating mirror scanner in front of it together with a deflector at the
viewer´s eyes. In both cases the viewer could see a stationary image with
good resolution also with a broad slit at B.

L1

M2

M1A

Figure 5.4 Optical encoding of a still image onto a slit is produced by deflecting the
image A from a projector P through a lens L1 with a vibrating mirror M1 onto a
rectangular slit in the aperture stop B. The cut-out slit  image from B is then projected
onto a reflecting strip at C with a fixed secondary mirror M2 and a projection lens L2,
producing an encoded Line Display transmitter. The viewer can then see the restored
full  image at C using a deflector with the same curve-form as used in the scanner M1.

B
C

D

encoder part

L2

P

The projection in Figure 5.4 could be seen as an optical encoding of the LD
transmitter slit from a still picture. There is no principal restriction of slit
width. It could consist of a single line of pixels. By exposing a broader band
in the 2D source image and scanning over the whole of picture in Figure 5.4
we get a rolling cutout of the source picture at the static screen C. This
image can then be scanned by the observer with the same scanning pattern. It
will result in a full picture on the viewer´s retina. Using a broader band
simply makes a continuous transfer of the principle to projection of the full
size picture!
Laboratory experiments made by the author with a still picture projector and
a video projector confirmed the principle.
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L2

M2

M1

Figure 5.5. Optical encoding in a retro-reflective mode of a line display from a full 2D-picture B
by scanning with a rectangular slit illuminated from a light source behind A, imaged by lenses
L1, L2 through a semitransparent beamsplitter M2 via scanning mirror M1 from an aperture at A
resulting in a cutout encoded ”band” onto the reflective image at B and back over M1 and a
reflection at semitransparent mirror M2 to a projection lens L3 to a  stationary image at C. This
corresponds to an electronically excited ”band”, i.e. a 2D- matrix of pixels. The method will
create a line display with relaxed time constraints.  A field lens close to B will probably be
needed to prevent vignetting.

C

D

encoder part

L3

B

L1

light source

A

The optical encoding methods described here will relax timing restrictions
on a line display. The image source can then be exposed during a full frame
time. This will make it possible to use display technologies with slower
response. Figure 5.5 illustrates one example of optical encoding in a
reflective mode.

Instead of using optical encoding one could generate a number of pixel rows
for direct observation that scan the image content electronically (ref. [P3],
Biverot, 1995). This method can be used to improve luminous intensity of
the electronic display or even to create a double-mode narrow display
containing one narrow display for direct view without personal scanner and a
line display with several pixel lines to be viewed with a personal deflector at
the same time. Restrictions on pixel time exposure are, however, equal to
those shown in Figure 5.1 in this case.

The need to keep the scanning direction at the viewer strictly at 90 degrees
to the line direction will be a serious limitation to all schemes using several
lines. See further Ch.5.3.2.
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5.2.2 Switching display
The switching display will use an ordinary flying spot scanning principle of
the screen as a bias to address each pixel position during the frame time.
The user will need switches in front of his eyes to modulate the content of
the flying spot at each pixel position to build up an image on his retina
during the integration time of the eye.
Figure 5.6. illustrates the potential scenario of some persons looking at a
white screen. A is looking at his video picture x, B is looking at another
video picture y and the person C just sees a white neutral screen without any
information.

fig 5.3 OH med ”brevlådan”

Figure 5.6  The switching display showing different images to person A and B equipped
with modulator viewers. Person C will not be able to se any picture content at all, lacking the
viewer equipment. (From patent [P1]).

The principle of a switching display will require some further development
of fast switching technology to be practically feasible. This will also be the
case for the combined switch-line display (type 5a and b in table 5.1). See
also Ch. 9.
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5.2.3 Point display
Even a point transmitter light source forming a single pixel can be used as an
image generating source according to case number 6 in the table 5.1 in
combination with a two-dimensional deflector near the viewer  forming a
”point display” system.
There will be some practical constraints caused by the need for very high
frequency line scanning. There will also be a risk from looking directly into
the strong light source needed when not using a scanner.

A special case may be identified for number 6 in table 5.1 with a split of the
information-carrying point source unit I into one steady state light source as
a first element and a modulator tied to the second display element (near the
viewer) carrying the video information. This could create an HMD-like
device with the image oriented in the room as long as there is only one light
source within the field of view (FOV).

5.3 2D SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

5.3.1 General features
The different versions of the distributed display principle described in table
5.1, types 3 –6, offer some interesting possibilities for improving display
systems and, in some cases, for introducing quite new schemes. The
following list summarizes important features and characteristics that differ
from traditional displays:

- The image is fixed in space (this is not the case for HMDs in type 2)

- Linear arrays (type 3 and 5) can be made with a physically small area

- Volume and weight are similarly low

- In types 3 and 5 most pixels can be seen as virtual and a very large
number of efficient pixels is possible, giving potential for high
resolution and/or large picture angles

- “private” images are possible, seen only by those using a personal 
viewing device

- In types 4 and 5, different images can be seen by different viewers 
provided with different video input signals to their viewing devices

- stereo and “real” 3-D images are possible
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- A point display according to type 6 could be made very compact with a 
broad range of operating geometries

5.3.2 Optical distortion
Two comments should be made about distortions in the line display picture:
a) The picture size is defined differently in the horizontal and the vertical
direction. The length of the line defines the picture size in one dimension
and the scanning amplitude defines the picture size in the other dimension.
The amplitude of the deflector therefore has to be coupled to the distance
between the line and the viewer. If the viewer changes his distance a
correction must be introduced.

Looking at an angle to a straight-line source in case of large FOV means that
the user will see a trapezoid-formed surface during scanning from different
distances to the scanners along the line. See Figure 5.7 a. The perspective
will therefore not be the same as for a real surface seen at an angle.
Other geometries using circular or segmented line sources may compensate
for this problem. (Figure 5.7 b and c.)

a)

b) c)

Figure 5.7 a) Looking at a straight-line display with large FOV from a side view.
b) circular compensating transmitter c) segmented compensating transmitter.
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b) In a system with x and y orthogonal, there will be a diamond-type
distortion introduced in the picture if the deflection is done at an angle to the
original one. This will be the case when the viewer tilts his head to one side
at an angle. The effect is often of little importance and could be compensated
for if needed.

In a system with more than a few lines the image will be blurred, if the
scanning is not made at 90 degrees to the transmitter direction. Such a
system will therefore probably require a fixed deflector like a window
instead of wearable scanner glasses in a practical application.

The two-dimensional switching display will have no such distortion.

The fact that picture size is defined differently in the horizontal and the
vertical direction may be a serious drawback in some applications with
viewers moving around. Systems will under such circumstances have to be
equipped with some sort of distance measuring mode on an individual basis.
Technical solutions to this problem can be found in systems already in use,
for instance in modern cameras.

The image shear mentioned above is another limitation that introduces a
trapezoid-form distortion of the image, when deflection is not at 90 degrees
to the line transmitter. This seems to be a matter of adaptation to the user.
During field test of a system mounted in a number of vehicles there were
rather few comments on this issue. Attitudes are, however, sometimes rather
sceptical in a first demonstration.

5.3.3 Luminous intensity levels
Requirements for the luminous intensity and exposure time of each pixel are
determined by the pixel exposure time vs. frame time (Figure 5.1) and by the
viewer´s visual adaptation influenced by the background luminance.
Consider as an example a line display screen with a pixel pitch of 1 mm.

The luminance of the line display L cd/m2 can be calculated from the pixel
luminous intensity I expressed in cd (lumen/steradian) and the efficient pixel
surface dx*dy together with the relative exposure time t /T, where t is the
exposure time per frame and T is the full frame time.
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L(mom.) = I/ (dx*dy) (5.1)

L(eff.) = L(mom) * t /T (5.2)

L(mom) is the luminance of the lit-up light source and L(eff.) is the mean
value that is seen by the eye. Let us use some typical values. Assume a LED
array is designed with a pitch of 1 mm and the same distance between the lit-
up rows. Each LED has a luminous intensity of 100 mcd. Each element is lit
up during 40 µs and the frame time is 20 ms, corresponding to 50 Hz picture
frame frequency.

We get from equations (5.1) and (5.2)

L(mom) = 100 000 cd/m2 (5.1)´

L(eff.) =  200 cd/m2 (5.2)´

LEDs with luminous intensity values between 100 and 1000 mcd even in the
blue region are now commercially available. A full color line display based
on LEDs therefore seems to be feasible with conventional technology.

5.4 3D-PICTURES

The principle of splitting the display into two parts could be extended to
three dimensions described in a patent (ref. [P2], Biverot, 1992). Using a
number of line displays in front of each other together with a deflector will,
for instance, give the possibility of addressing all pixels in each line display
plane. By scanning a full surface one could address each volume pixel or
"voxel" in a certain scanned volume within the bandwidth of the driving
electronics.
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6.1 FIRST TRY

In order to study the principles of scanning the image of a scene line by line
over the viewer´s retina, a number of demonstrators with mirror based
deflectors have been designed and built and have confirmed the properties
deduced in the previous studies. Of course, much detail development is
ahead along the guidelines established in Ch.2 and 3.

Monitor and primitive deflector
Image generation from a line was initially demonstrated early 1991 by
decoupling the vertical deflection in a PC monitor or a commercial TV set.
The setup was used to prove the integration effect of a scanning line and to
verify the various geometric effects generated by the two-component
approach.
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6.2 TV-BASED LINE DISPLAYS

6.2.1 Line on TV Screen 
A video-laboratory was built using three modified commercial color 28”
TV-sets (100 Hz), each with the vertical CRT-scan switched off. See Figure
6.1.

Figure 6.1 Panoramic line display demonstrator with three TV sets

A binocular head set with motor driven vibrating flat mirrors made it
possible to restore the TV-lines using the standard PAL-format directly on
the user´s retina in full color and with the geometry restored as if the user
looked at the original TV-set. The demo lab was equipped with SVHS
recorders and material for use in playback mode. Full color video was
recorded from moving vehicles using the same angular separation. This
resulted in a very good visual impression of the recorded scenario (Gething,
1998).

The binocular viewer was designed based on two electrical motor scanners
(General Scanning Inc., USA) with two parallel scanning mirrors, one for
each eye, and a secondary mirror in each eye-channel forming two
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miniperiscopes (Figure 6.2). This arrangement is optically "neutral", and it
avoids distortion of the picture when the user ”nods” with the periscope
pitch angle) or leans the head sideways (yaw angle) as long as the display
line is parallel to the deflector axis of the periscope.

Figure 6.2. The binocular viewer with scanner motors

The three-color phosphor types used in the TV screen had a short decay time
in blue and green, around the exposure time of one line. The red phosphor
was a little slower and created some “curtains” in red over the picture at
positions dominated by red colors. This, however, did not degrade the
picture quality very much. The experiment thus showed that “TV quality”
pictures could be generated with the new principle using standard TV
components and flat mirror scanners.  The hardware, however, did not
demonstrate the potential smallness of a line transmitter front end.  This was
instead done using fiber optics or LED-arrays as described below.

A scanning rate of 50 Hz was used with a ramp signal following the standard
TV deflection signal.  Scanning mirror dimensions were 12x15 mm2 square.
A deflection amplitude of around 20 degrees was used with a ramp signal
following TV PAL standard.
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The impression is very striking. When looking straight into the three TV-sets
with the handheld binocular scanner (Figure 6.3) a stable and TV-like color
picture appears.  The setup using three 28" TV sets demonstrated a possible
panoramic application in a vehicle.

Figure 6.3  The author looks at the TV line displays with a handheld scanning viewer.

6.2.2 Fiber Optics / TV-based Line Display
In one special setup the TV line was distributed using fiber optics and an
array of transport lenses at the TV set to demonstrate the inherent smallness
of a true line display. The principle was verified using ten flat and coherent
bundles of plastic fibers with cladding and standard photo lenses, Figure 6.4.
To compensate losses in the fiber optics, the line was demagnified a factor of
two. Apart from small imperfections in the manufacturing of the coherent
fiber bundles, the line display effect was nearly the same as looking directly
on the TV screen. In this case, however, the picture was generated from a
physically narrow panel surface.
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Figure 6.4 Fiber optics used for distribution of the line on a TV set to a physically small
aperture (black bar upper right). Fiber strands were produced from plastic fibers with
cladding. The ends were fixed in sections with epoxy and the TV line was imaged onto the
array of fiber ends using an array of transport photo lenses.

6.3 LED-BASED LINE DISPLAYS

6.3.1 Early LED-array demonstrators
In order to demonstrate the overall potential smallness of a line display
system, a monochrome, LED-based, analogue line display and a handheld
monocular flat mirror-based viewer were designed. The demonstrator used
modules each carrying 64 monochrome individual LEDs with a pitch of 2
mm to form a total system of 128 pixels. The system used a standard 486-
type PC as a host. A number of preprogrammed still pictures were stored for
demonstration. The system was presented and demonstrated in public for the
first time 1995 at an optical conference in Stockholm, Swedish Optical
Society,“Optics in Sweden 1995”, Stockholm Fair Älvsjö.
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A simple viewer based on miniperiscopes as described in Figure 6.2 was
used again only this time containing a simple resonance scanner working in
sinusoidal mode. See Figure 8.2 in Ch.8.  The line trigging was compensated
to cope with the nonlinearities in the picture. See Figure 6.5 and patent in
Ref. [P4 ] in chapter 5.

                 

                    
Figure 6.5 The line trigging compensated in time to cope with nonlinearities. (See patent
[P4], Ch.5). Patent figure ”3A and B” shows the time equidistant case giving nonlinear scans,
and patent figure ”4A and B” illustrates the case with adjusted trigger points in time giving
equidistant lines in vertical angle.

6.3.2 Demonstrator, generation 1

Three systems were built consisting of a monochrome LED-based Line
Display with analogue driving circuits and a viewer using two flat mirror-
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based scanners. Standard PC-components were used together with a
specially designed board for driving the discrete LEDs and the viewers.
Optional image sources such as video camcorder, IR camera or internally
stored still pictures were used as inputs.

Figure 6.6   Monochrome LED-based analogue Line Display generation 1, using PC-
components and discrete LEDs. The image of the girl above the line display is an artist
imagination of the resulting display image seen.
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The demo system  (Figure 6.6) had the following data:

Video Processing Unit
Input signal: European standard (PAL/50Hz) or

American standard (NTSC/60Hz)
Power: 220V DC / ~50 W
Physical Size: standard PC “mini-tower”  (~ 410 x 180 x 340 mm3)

LED Array Display Unit
Display: LED Double Line Pixels Array

(optically mirrored to one line)
2x320 green LED’s, 0,75 mm Pitch

Display output:  4 – 6 Hz frame rate, or still image
Monochrome, 4 bit (16 levels)

Physical Size: 505 x 50 x 105 mm3  (Length x Height x Depth)

Retinal scanning deflector glasses
Viewable image: Max 640 x 480 pixels

Size: 24” diagonal.
480 mm x 360 mm viewable image area

The video frame rate possible was thus rather low and the LEDs used were
somewhat limited in intensity.
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6.3.3 Demonstrator, generation 2
A new line display system was then built (Biverot, Svensson, 2000) to
demonstrate the potential of the system approach by showing high intensity
pictures in broad daylight with better resolution, good image quality and full
video speed. A new optical viewer system was designed (Lindau, 2000 and
patent [P6]) and was built to make possible a wider vertical field of view (30
degrees) and a longer free distance between the viewer´s eyes and the first
optical component allowing for additional use of personal glasses (Fig. 6.7).

Figure 6.7 Optical viewer system using cylinder optics.

The optical design is discussed in Ch.8.3.2. The LED-line is shown in Figure
6.8 a-b below.
a)

b)

Figure 6.8 a) Prototype Line Display transmitter.
b) Detail of surface mounted LED array with bondings.
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A digital signal processing system was used to control the LED line. See
system diagram below in Figure 6.9.

12µs            52µs
                64µs

Memory 4 x 1024 x 1024 Bytes

Video Input

A/D

Time

MUX Shift Register
Interlaced

LED-Array

Single Frame Store

12.5 MHz

INTERLACED INPUT:   2 Half Frames eq 2 x 288 Lines,
                                            640 pixels/TV-line

1 TV-Line

50Hz Fullframe Rate
1 Frame: 640 pixels x  575 Lines
1 Line:    10µs
7Bit:        128 Levels 0.08µs Pulse-modulation

50 MHz

Figure 6.9  Digital signal processing system for control of the LED line.

A philosophy was adopted, where the LED’s are fed with current pulses of
constant amplitude. Intensity variation was then obtained by choosing the
right number of pulses during each line time. By using this method one gets
a stable working point for each LED. The modulation was thus purely
digital. A read-write buffer memory architecture is illustrated in Figure 6.9.
One half was used for reading during writing from the other half, and vice
versa.
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The prototype system demonstrator of generation 2 is shown in Figure 6.10
below.

Figure 6.10 Prototype system of generation 2 (“Linus”)  with a monochrome
LED array, as shown at the annual meeting of Association of the United
States Army (AUSA conference and Fair), Washington, October 1999.

The second generation demonstrator had the following technical data:

Video Processing Unit
Input signal: European standard (PAL/50Hz)

Prepared for American standard (NTSC/60Hz)
Power: +28V DC / 200 W
Size: 330 x 230 x 140 mm3

LED Array Display Unit
Display: LED Single Line Pixels Array 1x768 (prepared for

1x2048) High Brightness LED’s, 0,5 mm Pitch,
λ=594nm (amber color)

Display output:  Real Time 50 Hz Non Interlaced Frame Rate,
Monochrome 7 bit (128 intensity levels)

Physical Size: 440 x 50 x 125 mm3  (Length x Height x Depth)
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Retinal scanning deflector glasses
Viewable image: 640 x 575 (prepared for max 1024 x 768) image pixels

Real Time Non Interlaced 50 Hz Scan Rate
Viewing angle: Horizontal: 73°  / Vertical: 38° maximum.

320 mm x 268 mm viewable image area, corresponding
to approximately a 16” display at a distance of 600 mm
from the LED-array

Weight: 380 gram

The image is generated by a bright light line of LED’s built up by modules
(each containing 256 pixels) into a slim compact linear envelope. A full
frame (50Hz) real time image is visible when observing the line through the
special scanning glasses.

The display has a rugged design and it will save weight and space in various
applications like vehicle driver scopes (see Figure 6.11), compact wide
screen displays for simulators (training, remote presence, virtual reality) and
home cinema. The display could generate a large field of view image with
very high resolution when chaining several line modules. A maximum
number of at most eight modules can be addressed in the present design.
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Figure 6.11 Field trials with an army lorry using a line display as monitor for the driver
with input from an infrared camera as the only visual  medium. The windscreen was covered
during the test driving.
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6.3.4 Avoiding visual conflicts in vehicles
In Ch.2. and 2.3 we discussed the importance of wide field of view to
preserve the depth cues during self-motion. This will be very important
when designing systems for indirect viewing when driving a vehicle. The
Vestibular Ocular Reflex (VOR) (See e.g., Ch. 2.1.4) will require a scale
factor of very close to 1:1 to secure that the driver will not suffer from stress
or sickness from visual conflicts in the brain. There will be a practical
problem when trying to install a wide-angle display in the driver´s
compartment. One has the options either to mount a number of flat panel
displays close to the driver´s head, or to install a head mounted display with
very good feedback of head direction in time and angle. The display
principle presented here offers a third alternative, namely, to use a number of
line displays in the driver´s compartment, typically three chained straight
units covering some 120 degrees of HFOV. See Figure 6.12 below.

The line displays could be mounted with a longer distance to the eyes
compared to FPDs and HMDs making possible a relaxation of the field of
depth. This will reduce another potential visual conflict, i.e. between visual
accommodation and convergence between the eyes (Ch. 2.2.2).

Figure 6.12 Comparison between a Flat Panel Display (FPD) and a Line Display (LD)
mounted in front of a vehicle driver providing the same field of view but generating different
depth of field and physical volume.

An installation in a military vehicle has been studied using three sections of
line displays replacing direct viewing during night driving with Imaging
Infrared cameras in three different directions separated ~ 40 degrees in the
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horizontal plane as image sources . Figure 6.13 a and b shows a suggested
installation in a military Armoured Fighting Vehicle (Swedish Strf 90).

Figure 6.13 a) Installation of three sections of LD in the driver´s compartment of an
armoured vehicle. In this picture, the armoured entrance dome with prism periscopes
mounted is open and gives free sight on the road. The camera was positioned behind and
above the driver´s compartment making the display lines look shorter in comparison with
the impression in Figure 6.13b below.

Figure 6.13 b) Impression of the LD images as seen by the driver in the closed vehicle
reproducing the images from three IR-cameras directed forwards and around +/- 40 degrees
to the left and right. Directions and geometrical scale factors (1:1 to the outer world) are
preserved reducing potential visual conflicts for the driver to a minimum (artist´s
impression).

The corresponding impression was generated in playback with the demonstrator
shown in Figure 6.1.
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A simple system made of only one single swivelling IR camera will still be
easier to install in combination with a Line Display system in comparison with a
HMD-combination. The camera and the LDs can be provided with a direct
angular sensor chain with limited effort, whereas the HMD will require an
advanced head tracking system.

6.4 FLC-ARRAY BASED LINE DISPLAY STUDY

Alternative technical solutions have been studied but the systems constraints
set by the line-time limits the small number of options available. A study
was made to find out, if we could use a line matrix made up of FLC-based
light valves in combination with a strong linear light source positioned
behind it. The study concluded that this is a possible solution. No
implementation has, however, been made to date. (Private comm., P. Rodhe,
August 1994. See App. to Ch.5).
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7 COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT DISPLAY APPROACHES – 
EVALUATION METHODS – SOME APPLICATION EXAMPLES
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7.1 COMPARISON OF LINE DISPLAYS WITH FLAT PANEL
DISPLAYS AND HEAD MOUNTED DISPLAYS

A comparison between the principle of Line Displays (LD) and those of Flat
Panel Displays (FPD) and Head Mounted Displays (HMD) was made for
some applications in this chapter. Advantages and drawbacks of the different
display types are discussed.

7.1.1 Flat Panel Displays (FPD), pros and cons
A number of technologies including TFT, EL, FED and PD are used today
(Ch.3). Most technologies are limiting the image size. Display images with a
diagonal size over around 40” are usually created with projectors to generate
large display areas.

In principle the FPD´s main system characteristics are:
• multi-user device
• picture geometrically fixed in the room
• broadband video signal transmission required to all physical picture 

pixels
• light emission generated in two dimensions requiring complex hardware
• limited field of view
• a physical surface required equal to the picture produced

The following pros and cons are of importance to our discussion:
+ many technological alternatives present
+ well established solutions with a high degree of user acceptance
+ many-user system
- technical and practical limitations of image size
- short viewing distance when used in confined areas for indirect 
  viewing

resulting in systems for indirect viewing with visual conflicts
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7.1.2 Head Mounted Displays (HMD), pros and cons
 This type of display produces a personal image to the viewer, oriented with
reference to the viewer´s head. Many different picture-generating
technologies are used including CRT and LCD as well as various scanning
combinations.
 
 A Head Mounted Display has the following main system characteristics:
• single-user device
• picture follows viewer´s head movements (unless compensated from head

orientation sensor systems)
• broadband video signal transmission to all physical picture pixels
     required
• light emission generated in two dimensions, requiring complex hardware
• limited field of view
• low light output is needed because of short distance to the eye

The following pros and cons are of importance to our discussion:
+ compact equipment
+ flexible
+ large field of view from head movement
-  single user
-  very high demands on head tracking angle and update rate (~100 Hz) 
   High risk of “retinal slip” (Ch. 4.1.3).
- short viewing distance results in limited field of depth (Ch.4.1.2).
- limited instant field of view

resulting in systems for indirect viewing with visual conflicts
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7.1.3 The Line Display (LD), pros and cons
The Line Display is considered to be a member of a third class of image
generators, separate from traditional room-fixed displays like the FPD, as
well as from HMD´s. See Ch.5.

Main system characteristics of a line display with a horizontal transmitting
line are:
• the display device hardware represents only a small part of the image

area, and will therefore be small
• wide-angle screens are possible (even 360 degrees)
• stereo- and true 3D-pictures are possible
• most image pixels are virtual, which could mean simple and inexpensive

hardware

The following pros and cons are of importance to our discussion:
+ compact equipment that generates practical solutions in confined
   areas, e.g., vehicles
+ flexible technology resulting in many degrees of freedom when
   installing hardware. This results in longer distance to the eyes with
   larger field of depth
+  many-user-system
+ limited requirement on trainable image sensor direction and fixed 
   image direction in fixed image sensor systems
-  scaling of image vertical size needed with varying distance to viewer
-  serious image distorsions in certain geometries
-  personal equipment needed

resulting in systems for indirect viewing with potential for limited visual
conflicts

A Line Display (LD) is easily scalable, because the hardware structure
expands in one dimension only. This limits the weight and volume growth.

When viewers are changing their distance from the display unit there will be
a need for adjustment of scanning amplitude, since horizontal and vertical
scales are generated differently.

A rhombic distortion of the picture will take place when the display line and
the scanning direction are not perpendicular (Ch.5). This may be ignored in
some applications and could be compensated for in others.
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A direct comparison between the three different system principles is given in
the following table:

System feature FPD HMD Horizontal Line
Display

image fixed in the
room

yes no, unless separate
system for
orientation is added

yes

distance to image short, if wide angle,
growth in two
dimensions

free choice free choice, growth in
one dimension

image resolution good limited to good good to excellent
wide angle limited limited yes (360 degrees

possible)
weight / volume medium to high low low to medium
image distortion no no limited
virtual screen
(physically
penetrable)

no no yes

integrity (impossible
to see picture from
outside)

no yes yes

transparent screen
(background may be
superimposed)

no yes yes

scalable HW limited
(2-dimensional)

N/A yes (1-dimensional!)

requires personal
equipment

no yes yes
(fixed or wearable)

stereo no, unless using
personal equipment
or some autostereo
scheme

yes, using some
image separation
scheme between left
and right eye

yes, using some
image separation
scheme between left
and right eye

multi-user system yes no yes
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7.2 EVALUATION METHODS

7.2.1 Introduction
Tools are frequently used in industry for risk reduction in project work. A
choice between different system solutions could mean quite different levels
of function fulfillment and cost. It is therefore often important to find tools
for judgement of alternative system solutions even before there is any
hardware available. Simulation as well as attitude tests from specialists may
sometimes be used to reduce risk in the decision process.

In this chapter one method is presented of how to compare different display
solutions. A first attitude test was made with some persons with a good
understanding of all display types in the application examples. Other
methods are mentioned in the literature. (See, e.g., MacDownald, Lowe,
1997 in Ch.3).

The following discussion suggests a method for evaluation of the potential
generated by the display classes in different applications. The analysis has a
starting point in pure technical issues and will evaluate them from values on
a number of performance and effort parameters for each system under study.
We will thus list a number of parameters for each display alternative.

Parameters are grouped in two sets, those generating a positive performance
value to the user, and those posing an effort or “cost” to the user, i.e.
restricting parameters. Each parameter is given an interval on a scale, which
means a number, say 1 to 5. The end points 1 and 5 could represent some
extremes regardless of the technology at hand, and the scale should therefore
represent some kind of absolute  ”performance” or “effort” scale. This will
give the opportunity to compare various system types along each parameter
range. It may also give the option to see, if one could find quite new
applications, in this study, for the line display outside the parameter ranges
of the other system types. An efficient way of exploring the potential of the
concept will thus be to see what happens, when driving certain parameters to
extreme levels.

The parameters will be given weight factors for the particular application
under study. After summing the parameter sets we end up with two numbers,
representing performance and effort for the particular application and display
type. This approach may then show some significant difference in
performance and effort between the system types.
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Applications for the line display using parameter values outside the range of
its competitors are of special interest for the analysis. They may indicate
quite new ways of presenting images.

7.2.2 Logic of the method
The analysis will be made according to the following steps:

Performance (p) and Effort (e) parameters
Establish a number of performance parameters and effort parameters, which
have a certain influence on the user´s judgement on different imaging
systems.

Value ranges
Analyze value ranges of the p/e-parameters per system type

Scales
Transfer these ranges to some absolute standard scale, for instance 1 - 5,
where 1 is lowest performance or lowest effort for the user. There will now
be available two vectors, one for performance p, with each element given a
certain number together with one vector e, expressing possible effort ranges
for the user. Each system type could now be studied using the p- and e-
vector elements in different systems.

Projection on specific applications
The next step will be to use the data for judgement of a specific application.
By establishing a weight to each element of the p- and e-vectors, i.e. vectors
wp and we for the particular application under study one may end up with a
pair of scalar units P and E from the sums

p · wp/np = P (1)

e · we/ne  = E (2)

P and E will then express some condensed number for the performance and
effort characterizing the display under study.
A normalization using a division factor nx equal to the sum of weight

elements wi as indicated in the equations was used.

np =  Σ wp(i) (3)

ne =  Σ we(i) (4)
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The comparison could now be made in a diagram (Figure 7.1) where the P/E
numbers for a certain application using different display types are plotted. A
comparison between the alternatives will give better P/E-values as indicated
by the arrow in Figure 7.1.

E   (effort)

P (performance)

PE1 (P1, E1)

PE2 (P2;E2)
 improved

Figure 7.1    Diagram showing evaluation parameters, performance vs. effort P – E  for
two different display systems. The system PE 2 in the marked diagram quadrant gives a
better total value content than the system PE 1 with respect to both parameters; i.e.
performance and effort parameters.

7.3 THE  DATA BASE

7.3.1 Main system types and technologies
The main system types will be treated in five groups as indicated above.

• line displays with “physical line generators”
• line displays with “line projectors”
• “physical monitors” (from small hand held to giant walls)
• “projectors” (including projectors, cinema systems etc)
• head-mounted displays, and loupe type displays.
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7.3.2 System Performance (P) parameters and scaling
Some general performance parameters will be established below, that
describe essential aspects of system performance. An ”absolute” scale is
established for each parameter and numbered 1 - 5 in each case. For a
particular application under analysis each performance parameter will be
multiplied with a weight factor.

The following parameters are given in a first try. This list may be revised in
some steps of iteration to find an acceptable platform for future analysis.

Performance parameter
1. physical size range (availability)

(possible scaling / number of users)

2. portable / movable
3. field of view, HFOV (horizontally)

4. VFOV (vertically)
5. number of pixels (horizontally)
6. angle of incidence (horizontally)
7. dynamics (each color)
8. image distortion
9. color
10. privacy
11. reference to the room
12. see-through capacity
13. physically penetrable screen
14. stereo capacity
15. 3D-capability
16. ergonomic function
17. design
18. environmental ruggedness
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7.3.3 System Effort (E) parameters and scaling
The following parameters will represent restrictions for the user on an
“absolute” scale. As in the case of performance (paragraph 7.3.2) they have
to be complemented with a weight factor when used for a particular
application.
System effort parameters will include various interactions from the
surroundings and the user to describe what efforts have to be paid to make
the system work properly.

User effort parameters
1. production cost
2. producibility
3. need for space/rearranging / rebuilding the room
4. weight of system
5. volume of system
6. power requirement
7. distance from viewer to image required
8. restrictions on light  environment
9. restrictions on spectators
10. restrictions on signal generating sources 

7.3.4 Comparison of some display classes with respect to 
performance – effort ranges

As an illustration and an example of how one could perform an assessment
during the process of evaluating a new scheme I here suggest one possible
quantitative statistical method. It illustrates just one way of using a broad
database early in a decision process. The use of this kind of method has been
a valuable help when working with technical development in industry.

With reference to paragraph 7.2.2 examples will be given of performance
and effort parameter ranges for some displays. This will illustrate the
potential strength and weakness of various system concepts. On the other
hand, applications given in the next paragraph will in some cases call for
certain parameter combinations that are not possible to implement with
present technology. Future evaluation work will, however, need the database
according to the principles given in this paragraph and in the appendix to this
Chapter 7.
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A direct comparison between the following main system types will be made:

• Conventional Displays or tabletop monitors
• HMD – Head Mounted Displays and
• Line Displays

together with some relevant choices of technologies like:

• CRT – Cathode Ray Tubes
• LCD – Liquid Crystal Displays
• EL – ElectroLuminiscent panels
• FED – Field Emitting Displays
• PD – Plasma-displays
• Laser projectors
• CRT-projectors
• DMD – Digital Micromirror Displays and other pixel generating 

micromechanical devices

Listing of performance parameters, scale number ranges and technology is
given in appendix to Ch.7.

7.4 APPLICATION ANALYSIS

A first test with the method was made as an attitude research among a group
of five persons (all having an educational degree in the optical field at the
level of MSc or higher) with a good understanding of all three display
classes. As said in the introduction, the assessment concerned the technical
potential of the alternatives. No hardware was shown during the test. The
persons were given a background information basically equal to the content
of this chapter. They were then given the appendix with empty tables (and
no diagrams), and they were asked to put numbers (1-5) in the tables
according to their opinion about the different P- and E-parameters.

A number of applications of special interest for the Line Display were
identified using different system- and technology-combinations. After the
assessment, the P/E values were plotted in a diagram of the type found in
Figure 7.1.
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7.4.1 Personal driver´s aid – IR (E/O) - sensor line display
combination

When using IR sensors to help the driver of ground based vehicles there is a
need for a display with a large image area. Usually severe practical
limitations are set by limited space in front of the driver. This poses strong
restrictions on field of view and image scale. The line display could then
create new possibilities. It will make displays possible with large field of
view together with a one to one image angular scale of the outer world in
front of the driver.
A general driver´s display in a vehicle will be studied.

7.4.2 Personal console – potentially wide angle and stereo
- A display for personal use (also possible to be seen by a second person
“over the shoulder”) has many applications.
Such a console could be used for general purpose work, virtual environment
work, virtual presence for control of fixed installations and moving
platforms giving the user improved sense of presence. The system could be
given the option of restricting the number of people seeing the monitor
image, which might be useful for work with sensitive information.
- Options are very wide angle FOV and stereo (or even 3D)
A general wide-angle FOV console for personal use will be studied.

7.4.3 Conference room video wall
- A very large display or “video wall” will give a general working display
area. One option might be to use the screen for tele-conferencing.

Other options could be:
• wide-angle multi-user transportable environments like a video studio
arranged in a container, ”the container virtual presence studio”, with more
than one video wall (for command-control, or “C2-work” etc.).
• background virtual-reality environment for simulation
• office or home-cinema wide screen facilities
A general video wall concept will be studied.

7.4.4 Cinema screen
- Large displays for cinema will be of interest as an alternative to very large
installations like the I-MAX system but requiring less adaptation of the
building facilities, and offering options like stereo.
A general cinema concept will be studied.
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7.4.5 ”Jumbo screen” for large audiences
Extremely large screens are required for large outdoor arenas, used for sport-
and concert events or professionally in connection with exhibitions and
advertising.
A general very large screen concept will be studied.

7.4.6 Examples compared with the classes introduced in Ch. 2.2.4
A comparison of the examples chosen in this analysis with the classes and
examples introduced in Chapter 2.2.4 results in the following connections:

Class in Ch. 2.2.4:

7.4.1 Personal driver´s aid ex 5, class 3
ex 7, class 3

7.4.2 Personal console, wide angle
general purpose console work ex 1, class 1
virtual environment work ex 4, class 2
optional wide angle and stereo ex 3, class 2
virtual presence ex 8, class 4

7.4.3 Conference room video wall ex 2, class 1,  public
ex 3, class 2,  a few

7.4.4 Cinema screen ex 4, class 2, public
7.4.5 “Jumbo” screen ex 4, class 2, public

7.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

7.5.1 Result of the analysis
The following table sums up the result in each case.

isplay type STD HMD LD STD HMD LD
Performance
value P

Effort value  E

ersonal driver´s aid 2,5 2,8 3.5 2,5 2,5  2,6
ersonal console 2,6 3,2 3,4   2,3 2,5  2,5
onference room
ideo wall

2,9 3,1 3,5  2,9 2,6  3,0

inema screen 2,9 2,9 3,4   3,5 3,0 3,4
jumbo screen” 2,7 2,9  3,5  3,5 2,9 3,3

Abbreviations:
STD = Standard monitor , HMD = Head Mounted Display, LD = Line display
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The most striking result obtained from this group of evaluators is seen in the
performance parameter P, where the LD higher values than the others
throughout. When looking at the effort parameter E there seem to be little
preferences. The HMD got some more favourable scores here in example 3 –
5. See also the following diagrams:
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We may draw the conclusion that the LD was given slightly better
performance points by the test persons with about the same or somewhat less
favorable effort scores in comparison with the other systems in the examples
chosen. The evaluation tool may therefore give some guidance to what
applications may be of particular interest for future LD applications, (in case
there is an alternative solution). The results shall not be exaggerated
however. The only way of true comparison will in the end be real hardware
tests with comparable equipment used in the actual applications.

APPENDIX

Details from the comparison of different displays and applications.
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8 ALTERNATIVE TECHNICAL LINE DISPLAY SOLUTIONS
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8.1 DIRECT VIEW LINE DISPLAYS

In chapter 6 we described a number of demonstrators. Different technologies
were used to generate a transmitting line, i.e.:

- CRT-tubes
- Fiber optics in combination with CRT-tubes
- LED-arrays

The choice of CRT or LED came primarily from practical reasons. There
was, however, also a basic principle requirement due to limited switching
speed of the signal source. One line has to be switched off before the next
one is lit up. From this requirement, we can rule out most liquid crystal types
except certain FLC-types. The phosphor of CRTs must be fast enough. (We
used a commercial TV for demonstrations that showed nice values except for
the red type that generated some “curtains”). Line technologies thus have to
generate short enough rise- and fall times.
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A study was made to see if a flat CRT-tube with a narrow screen may be
used in certain applications, which indeed was found to be a feasible
alternative making color pictures a fairly simple option.

The use of LEDs seems to be quite promising, and the second generation
LED-demonstrator is now under further development to be used as a
monochrome display for drivers of military vehicles with a forward looking
IR-imaging sensor as the image source.
High intensity LEDs are presently available with good performance, long
life, and in three colors (Red, Green and Blue, ´RGB´). Applications as
replacement for incandescent lamps in traffic signals have boosted their
production in recent years.
Other technologies are emerging as candidates, but they are not yet studied
for this purpose. Very large line displays, in particular, require strong light
sources, maybe in combination with high-speed light valves.

8.2 LINE PROJECTORS, OPTICAL AND ELECTRONIC

A number of projection schemes are possible, whereby a line of light is
projected on a screen to be viewed via a personal scanner. Different
technologies for this can be used like:

- Laser scanners
- CRT-projectors
- Micromirror arrays (DMD)
- Grating light valve arrays (GLV)

These alternatives represent electronically scanned pictures.
Even small handheld devices are possible using projection. Schemes using
folded projection optics have been studied for very compact devices, e.g., as
handheld multipurpose computers/communication terminals (Internet) and
mobile phones.

An interesting possibility is to use a pure optical method, with scanning in
two steps as described in Ch.5. The first scanning is used to address the line
position of a 2D-source picture and the second scan redirects the emitted line
to a fixed position. This scheme makes it possible to use slower technologies
with time restriction only limited by the full picture frame time. From this
system approach one may use ordinary LC-technologies, for instance.
Distortion is, however, still a limiting factor (Ch.5).
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8.3 TECHNIQUES FOR GLASSES

8.3.1 Flat mirror reflectors and drives
The simple mini-periscopes used in the first demonstrator units (Ch. 6) have
the advantage of being simple and optically neutral, i.e. they do not
introduce any distortions even if the user nods his head forward or jumps.
The main problem seems to be the short eye relief, i.e. the distance between
the eye and the closest vibrating mirror.
There is a tradeoff between eye relief and FOV. We succeeded in building a
flat mirror viewer with around 30 degrees FOV vertically, which seems to be
a practical limit. Eye relief can, however, not permit the user of having
ordinary glasses on. See figure 8.1 below. The figure shows the design of a
miniperiscope for each eye together with vertical protective window glasses.

Figure 8.1 Scanner glasses with flat mirrors and around 30 degrees vertical FOV

Sinusoidal mirror mounts supported by vibrator springs were used in the
beginning with direct electromagnetic drives. Commercial mirrors were used
mounted in a monocular fashion (figure 8.2).
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Figure 8.2 Monocular hand held “Lorguette”-type scanner

Different studies were also made together with a broad literature search over
possible basic physical principles (Private comm. Bäcklund, Vangbo, 1996-
97 in App. to Ch. 5. See also Buser, 1996 and Gustafsson, Hök, 1989). These
studies were followed up by design work and experiments using
micromechanical drives within the SUMMIT work at Uppsala University.
A design according to these ideas was made and a mirror was demonstrated
(Karlsson, 1998 and Vangbo, 1999).

When using the commercial TV-sets we kept their original scanning. This
forced us to use mirrors with a ramp movement and a short flyback time. See
figure 6.2 in Ch. 6.

The demonstrator generation 1 used flat mirrors driven by motors that used
small but very strong permanent magnets mounted on the vibrating part and
current coils on the stator side for direct drive. There was almost no
mechanical feedback force. This resulted in a very smooth and gentle direct
drive of the mirrors (see figure 6.6) with very small vibrations detected by
the user.

8.3.2 Cylindrical mirror reflectors

There was decided to test another design using cylindrical mirrors (Figure
8.3) because of the limitations found with flat mirror designs. The design
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resulted from an idea to use cylindrical reflectors in a three-mirror
combination (Lindau, 2000 and patent [P5]). This design was refined by
using one Mangin-mirror as a visor for extra correction of remaining
aberrations. The design was built (Figure 8.4) with good result and we found
an eye relief admitting the user´s ordinary correcting glasses at the same
time.

Figure 8.3 Demonstrator generation 2 of scanner glasses with a cylinder optics system.
(Figures from patent P6, S. Lindau, Ch.6).
a) The patent figures showing in number 1 the principle using a three-mirror combination
with two surfaces being cylindrical.
b) Patent figure 4 shows how one could replace the simple visor cylinder with a cylindrical
´Mangin´-mirror as a correcting element. Patent figure 5 illustrates the possibility of a
semitransparent mirror for superposition of the direct view and an image generated by the
scanner. See further text below.

The principle of the design is illustrated in figure 8.3. A cylindrical telescope
with magnification 1 in the vertical direction is formed by two stationary
cylindrical surfaces (5 and 6 in “fig 1”), one at the top in the figures and one
large surface in front of the viewer´s eyes. This system of two cylinders
forms a real, intermediate image of the line transmitter in front of the viewer
in the air between these surfaces (at 8 in “fig 1”). The cylinders will
therefore have to be carefully fixed relative to each other to preserve image
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quality. An interesting technical solution would be to produce these surfaces
from one piece of plastic material. A third lightweight vibrating flat mirror is
used as the first element collecting light from the line transmitter in front of
the viewer. The mean direction of it can be biased to define the display
image in vertical position within wide limits.  The use of common optical
components for left and right eye creates potentially a wide field of view (73
degrees horizontal x 38 degrees vertical in demonstrator 2, Ch.6) with an
overlap of 32 degrees between the eyes in the middle.  Image quality is quite
good when using a ´Mangin´ mirror as the second cylinder element (See
figure 8.3 b). A beam-splitter filter at the second large cylinder will make it
possible to build a “see-through” system. Light from the line transmitter can
then be separated from the outer world image for instance by spectral
separation of the direct view and the line image.

Figure 8.4 Generation 2 scanner glasses with a cylinder optics system

A future lightweight design is thus possible using plastic components
preserving focal distance and a separate flat motor driven mirror deflector
(nr 2 in “fig 1”).

8.3.3 Multielement optical solutions
A multielement system has been suggested by the author (Biverot patent
[P5]) using two matrices of small optical elements. By introducing small
movements between the matrices there will be a number of optical deflection
channels with dimensions permitting at least one channel and possibly more
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for each eye being active at any time. The apertures shall be of a size
preventing effects from diffraction and permitting broadband and even white
light. See figure 8.5.

A set of scanner glasses was made using plastic horizontal cylinder lens
arrays following these ideas (Biverot, 1995. Patent P5). Performance
confirmed the suggested principle. Optical quality of the plastic surfaces
will, however, require some further improvement.

Figure 8.5 Multi-element optical deflector. (Figures from patent P5, H. Biverot, ref. in
this chapter.).
Patent figure 1 illustrates a possible type of scanner glasses with matrices of optical elements,
see patent figure 2. By moving one matrix element slightly there will be a number of optical
deflectors working in parallel. The density of elements shall always be such that at least one
optical element is active within the beam received by the user´s eye.
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The principle can be illustrated by the single element “optical micrometer”
shown in figure 8.6.

Figure 8.6 The figure shows the principle of an optical deflector using two lens elements
with the same refracting power but with opposite signs. The total optical power of the two
elements is ideally zero. A parallel light beam is deflected by translating one lens relative to
the other, whereby the lens combination will form an optical prism.

8.3.4 Alternative principles for glasses

A broad survey of possible scanning principles was made (Lindau and
Walles, private communication) confirming the work by the SUMMIT-
group (Ch. 8.3.1) further convincing us about the use of optomechanical
solutions already described. It will, however, be worthwhile going into depth
in this area, as the practical value of the display principles described here
will to a high degree depend on the level of acceptance one could reach for
the use of a personal scanner.
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8.4 SYSTEM SOLUTIONS, SOME APPLICATIONS

The line display principle makes possible a number of new systems with
interesting features. Some examples are given below:

Very wide angle driver´s display for vehicles used for improved viewing in
darkness and bad weather conditions using IR-imaging sensors or Image
Intensifier techniques in combination with NIR-light. In Ch. 2 we found that
self-motion was generating information about the surrounding 3D-structures
except from a zone straight ahead. Scaling between the real world scene and
the perceived display image should be 1:1 to preserve correct angular speed
for objects in the scene. To be able to utilize the image information from a
display one thus needs a very broad field of view (FOV). This is usually
impractical in real situations depending on the design of the driver´s
compartment in various land vehicles. By using a line display one could
install a display generating the required FOV, as the size of image device
only scales up physically in one dimension. The fact that the line display can
be made transparent can be used to mix the direct scene and the display
image in various ways. The display can also be used for showing general
information, like panel instruments, navigation maps and other signals.

The fact that a line display generates a fixed image oriented in a specific
direction makes it possible to build systems for indirect viewing. Such a
system can consist of an imaging sensor on the outside of a vehicle, and a
wide-angle line display (LD) on the inside with a 1:1 scaling of the outer
world scene. (”Looking through the wall”). This should be compared with
head mounted displays (HMD), where the orientation of the user´s head
defines the image direction and thus needs to be corrected by orientation
sensors in the case of outer world related image information. Such head-
tracking sensors have to be very accurate and fast to prevent visual conflicts
(Ch.4.1.3).

The ability to generate large image areas with information in a small
compartment is another nice feature that can be used for professional
purposes and for entertainment in land vehicles, aircraft, trains and naval
platforms with restricted volumes.

Small portable systems
“Portability” seems to be the strong driving force of development for
computers after having made them personal. Other interesting incitements
are communication and the Internet. The next generations of the mobile
phones, handheld computers (“palmtops”) and electronic cameras should be
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very small and at the same time have a large and good quality imaging
display. This dilemma needs a solution, and we think that the line display
could offer one. By using a line display one can in principle meet both
requirements of smallness and large picture. Solutions, however, have to be
based on emitters needing little energy together with a neat design for the
glasses to be accepted by the public.
A display generating a virtual image with a magnifying loupe forces the user
to keep their eye close to the lens. With a line display one gets much more
freedom of movement, and the system can be used by more than one person
at a time.

Very large systems
Linear displays for outdoor events like in large arenas can be built with sizes
of several tens of meters otherwise unthinkable with present technology.
Another approach could be displays forming large horizontal circular
sectors. Those displays would make very large fields of view possible in
public. Glasses to all viewers is not at all impossible. One can compare it
with situations requiring earphones or individual loudspeakers distributed to
each car in drive-in cinemas.

LD / HMD combinations
A combination of Head Mounted Displays (HMD) for room-independent
information together with Line Displays (LD) generating a background
might combine good features from both system approaches, especially in
simulators. The LD is a multi-user system, which means that more people
could share the background LD but use different HMD-images with
information.

Very wide angle simulator systems
As was shown in Ch. 5, there is in principle no restriction of horizontal FOV
on the transmitter side. As a matter of fact, there could be a 360 degree
coverage if needed. This will improve the feeling of immersion by the user.
The physical size of the display can, however, be small. The real limitation
will be the instant FOV of the scanner glasses used. The design of the
generation 2 (Lindau, 2000, In Ch. 6) used so far gave in the prototype a
practical horizontal FOV of 73 degrees. By using the same optical elements
for left and right eye there will be a broad image overlap in the central part
of the FOV covering 32 degrees. High levels of immersion and feeling of
being present will be very important when remotely operating equipment
and vehicles, as was discussed in Ch. 2.3.
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9 GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS
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9.1 ALTERNATIVE GEOMETRIES

With reference to the type 3 display in table 5.1 of Ch. 5 one may combine a
transmitting line and a deflector in different ways. Type 3b, in particular,
describes a vertical line in combination with horizontal deflection. This
could generate some interesting media for presentation of pictures to groups
in different directions. The vertical line or the “Totem” could be arranged in
a way, that makes it visible within a broad angular lobe. This could make it
useable as a central imaging device in the middle of a group of people. One
could perhaps thereby change the way of communication between
individuals, from the usual lecturing – audience type with a screen in front,
to something like a “round table” situation.

Other geometric arrangements are also possible like some kind of rotating
scanner resembling a circular “PPI-display” used in many radar systems. The
scanning has in this case to be an image rotator.
Other scanning geometries can, for instance, be sector scanning like a
metronome etc.

9.2 SWITCHING DISPLAYS

The switching displays (Ch.5.2.2) are principally different from the line
displays, as the information video signal is fed directly to the user. The user
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thus ”owns” the signal and uses the transmitter as a neutral bias background
that defines the image geometry.

We have thus found a new multichannel medium, where the information by
definition is private. In a public environment it is then possible to distribute
any video image on a purely individual basis without any risk of crosstalk.

Switch-display demo
An experiment was set up to demonstrate the switching display principle
using a fast FLC (A* ) type liquid crystal cell from FLC-Optics, Gothenburg
(Private comm., P. Rodhe, Appendix to Ch.5), together with a HeNe-laser
and a deflector active in two directions, x and y. The setup is shown in figure
9.1 below.

Sync drive

switch

deflector

TV-camera

video signal

deflector
signal

laser

Figure 9.1 Principle demonstration of a switching display.

A TV camera was coupled to the FLC-cell to give a modulation synchronous
to the HeNe-spot scanning over a surface. Using the modulator in the laser
beam the picture was seen on the screen for everybody. If one removed the
modulator from the laser beam and instead put it in front of the eye, the
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picture was only seen by the person looking through the switch. All other
viewers could only see the red colored evenly scanned laser light on the
screen.
The FLC-cell had a frequency-cutoff around 2 MHz, which made it possible
to show a simple symbol like a letter with two intensity levels.
The viewer could look at the screen through the modulator switch. Each
pixel position had to be addressed in a true time-sharing fashion during the
time frame. Switching bandwidths were set by the video signal bandwidth.
The simple experiment required typically a few MHz for text,. An order of
magnitude more will, however, be needed for ordinary pictures. State of the
art for switches with an aperture acceptable for this application is at present a
few MHz using Ferroelectric Liquid Crystals (FLC) (private comm., P.
Rodhe, Appendix to Ch. 5).

This experiment was only set up to verify the principle. To explore this
system possibility there will be a need to develop faster switches.  This will
also be the case for the combined switch-line display (type 5a and b in table
5.1).

Some applications made possible

1) Display with several channels
Pictures with different content or different degrees of detailing can be shown
in public. This can generate new applications without a known counterpart
today. Applications may be found, for instance, in command centers.

2) Display for distribution of a a free choice of different video films in a
group of viewers. New types of video viewing can be made possible without
known counterpart today. With traditional technology different films have to
be displayed separately. By having a switching system one could use one
room, one large screen or a combined switch / line display (type 5 in Table
5.1, Ch. 5) and modulator glasses for each user.

Practical solutions require a modulator with switching times of the order of
one pixel time (some ~ 10 ns) and an aperture that makes it possible to look
through it without severe restrictions. The results with FLC-type switches
discussed in the demonstrator experiment show some promise, but improved
solutions have to be developed for practical use.
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9.3 STEREO-SYSTEMS

By stereo imaging we mean the generation of a pair of images with a
parallax corresponding to the separation of the viewer´s eyes (within
typically 60 – 70 mm). An image transmitter thus has to deliver two different
images, one to each eye. The same image geometry shown will be preserved,
when the viewer is changing his position. The stereo image pair can
therefore only show one geometrical perspective of a particular scene.
Another restriction comes from the fact that a display constitutes a certain
viewing distance or accommodation of the viewer´s eyes and a
corresponding convergence or rotation of the eyes. The vierwer will
therefore in some situations experience a conflict between the visually
perceived distance to different objects in the scene and the expected ones.
See further Ch. 2.

A line display may be designed for stereo viewing by using some separation
scheme between the left and right eye channel. A number of traditional
methods are known like polarized light, time sequential schemes, different
color schemes and lenticular separation (MacDownald, Lowe in Ch.2 and
Burdeu, Coiffet, 1994). The line transmitter has to be rearranged
accordingly.

An interesting point here is the fact that the user of a line display already
needs glasses to be able to see the image. Adding polaroids or switches
could thus mean a minor adjustment to the design and no change in mental
acceptance of wearing glasses to the user.

9.4 ”REAL” 3-D SYSTEMS

A real 3-D system should generate a 3-D picture with a perspective that
changes with the viewer´s position. This is only possible with a true 3-D-
display structure. To implement this one needs to address pixel points in
three dimensions, so called “voxels”. This could be made by the use of a set
of two-dimensional transparent displays. A weakness will be the lack of
occlusion, i.e. objects closer to the viewer do not hide objects further away.
This kind of 3-D solution may therefore not be the most desirable way to
show general 3-D scenes. On the other hand, transparent 3-D visualization,
like in certain CAD-CAM-applications, may be a possibility to exploit.
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Figure 9.2 3-D – system with sensor arrays scanning the volume picture from an optical
image (patent figure 1) and 3-D-display D in patent figure 2 reproducing the volume by
addressing voxels from emitting line arrays. See further patent [P2] in ch.5.

The fact that a line display is transparent can thus be used to address a
number of display planes each containing objects that belong to a certain
zone of ranges. See patent [P2] in Ch. 2 and figure 9.2.

There are a number of different 3-D schemes around. See, e.g., the overview
given in Ref. Modeling and Simulation, (1997), which is a report from a
study of synergies in modeling and simulation between US Department of
Defense (DOD) and the entertainment industry. Some other sources of 3-D-
technology status can be found in the references (Latta, 1999, and URL of
MIT Media Lab and ACM SIGGRAPH).  Many 3-D-technologies seem to
be impractical or require rather complex technology. The line display
principle expanded to 3-D could thus offer an alternative to other methods
using the potential advantages discussed before.

The need for a 3-D-display medium can be found in many areas like sensor
output from x-ray tomography and other modern scanning medical diagnosis
methods as well as in the field of sonar, radar, CAD-design, 3-D-
microscopy, computer modeling etc.
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10 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The theme of this discussion has been to what degree “can we replace a
visual scene of some kind with a display representation of the same scene?”
The fundamental starting point in Chapter 2 was the idea formulated by von
Helmholtz, stating that the nervous signals in our visual system when
looking at a scene shall be reproduced when instead looking at a visual
replica of the scene on a display. I then formulated as a goal to find and
develop new types of display system concepts for indirect viewing with a
higher potential in certain cases compared to those in use today. There was
also a discussion to what degree one has to close the gap between looking
directly and via a display. This has to be judged from case to case from the
particular visual task in question.

The new approach of presenting images suggested by the author in Ch.5 will
make quite new display media possible. Applications are numerous and
some will make it possible to introduce completely new functions. These
include big displays in confined areas, for instance in vehicles and
aeroplanes. Technical solutions can in some cases be designed with present
technology, e.g., Line Displays (LD), and some will require further
development of components, like fast switches with large apertures for direct
view.

Going back to Chapter 2 we can conclude from a physiological perspective
that the new class of displays could improve the present display technology
in many respects. It should be pointed out that the potential given by
physical principles has been judged in the first place. Technology will, on
the other hand, put a limit, which is the result of present state-of-the-art and
which can be changed to a high degree over time.

Using the list of problems in Chapter 4 we find the following potential
improvements:

Field of view, FOV
Field of view is difficult toincrease insubstantially for traditional displays.
The line display, on the other hand, is scalable in one dimension. This will
make large horizontal fields of view possible also for physically big systems
used by many viewers. Even a display based on a full circle of 360 degrees
can be implemented.
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Resolution/MTF
The line display principle will not put any principle limit to how small pixels
can be used. An extra degree of freedom is offered by the possibility of
adding nearby lines. Those lines could contain pixels with different colors or
then could add more pixels per unit area during scanning.

Update rate and flicker
The same limiting factors of bandwidth are valid as for other technologies.
The constraint of chaining several lines in parallel is, however, only a
question of practical solution.

Binocular effects
The traditional conflict between accommodation and convergence of the
viewer´s eyes can now be solved using a 3-D-concept with more than one
line. The fact that a line display by definition is “transparent”, i.e. lacking
occlusion, and generates a semi-virtual image is a drawback for real scenes,
permits, however, the generation of several images behind each other. We
thus have a medium that meets the true need from the “visual triad” (see
Ch.2). Some ideas are presented in patent [P2] (Ref. in Ch.2) how to
generate the image input.

Physical size and weight. Portability
A one-dimensional device could be made small and rugged. This is evident
for large picture size systems. Handheld devices could also gain from the
principle, thereby solving the contradicting requirements for a large image
and a small hardware.

Large image sizes for public use
The line display principle will make very large public screens possible
(maybe up to ~ 100 meters)

Free choice between a “Private image” and a public one
The line display offers a counterpart to the earphone in acoustics. The user is
offered a choice between seeing a private image or an image also available
to those individuals wearing scanner glasses.

A special form of the distributed display, “the switching display”, makes the
option of a multichannel medium possible – every user could be supplied
with his own private video signal – all of them using the same common
“white” neutral transmitter.
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There are many aspects of the new display concepts that still have to be
proven with hardware. People familiar with the different system concepts
were therefore asked for their qualified opinion. The potential balance
between pros and cons was only judged from the assessments of those
persons in combination with the insights gained from the demonstrators
produced. Some of the line display drawbacks, like the distance dependence
and image distortions will have to be analyzed in their particular
applications.

A number of driving tests was made with professional people from the
Swedish Army, with encouraging result. The full potential of an indirect
viewing system with a broad horizontal angle coverage was, however, not
tested.

Coming back to my hypothesis in Ch. 2.1.1, some general conclusions from
the discussion can be summarized as follows:

- We have to understand the human visual system to formulate what
features have to be included in displays for indirect viewing, i.e. when
reproducing a real scene via those displays for a specific task.

- One new class of displays has been found with a potential that can be
explored to narrow the gap between the “ideal display” needed for a certain
visual task and the “state of the art” displays presently available.

- The class of displays using a two-component scheme makes a number
of improved features possible that can lead to interesting technical solutions
with better display performance.

- The line display in particular (and certain variants) may use present
technology and can lead to technical solutions for practical use in the near
future. The critical component will probably be the need for a personal
viewing device. A number of solutions have been presented, that make a
practical system feasible.

My goal has thus been fulfilled in the sense that I have arrived at a concept
different from those known until now. The new display systems have the
potential of producing images that are closer reproductions of a real scene in
many situations. They will then promote the visual task of indirect viewing
better and reduce or even prevent visual conflicts.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:
Note: Figures and pictures without a source indicated are produced by the

author.

CHAPTER 0:
Photo Helmholtz, Hermann von, from URL:

http://www.treasure-troves.com/bios/Helmholtz.htm

CHAPTER 2:
Figure 2.1 Display system philosophy

Figure 2.2 a) Transfer of a real world scene to indirect viewing, 
Figure by Linus AB
b) Transfer of information from other media. Figure from MS
clipart/Linus AB

Figure 2.3 Schematic horizontal section of the eye. Approximate scale shown
Figure from Charman, W.N., (1999), Visual Instrumentation, Optical
Design and Engineering principles, ed by Mouroulis, P, ch. 1,
McGraw-Hill.

Figure 2.4  Changes in the dioptric amplitude of accommodation with age.
(A.Duane, Am. J. Ophthalmol. Ser. 3 5:865-877, 1922).
Figure from Charman, W.N., (1999), Visual Instrumentation, Optical
Design and Engineering principles, ed by Mouroulis, P, ch. 1,
McGraw-Hill.

Figure 2.5  Schematic section of part of the retina (after Russel, 1988).
Figure from Mouroulis, P, (1999), Visual Instrumentation, Optical
Design and Engineering principles, ch.1, McGraw-Hill.

Figure 2.6 The combined field of view for two eyes.
Figure from MIL-HDBK-141, (1962). US. Department of Defense.

Figure 2.7  a) Distribution of rods, cones and ganglion cells across the retina,
(after Geissler and Banks, 1995).
b) Variation in photopic, high contrast, decimal visual acuity across
the retina (after Mandelbaum and Sloan, 1947).
Figures from Charman, W.N., (1999), Visual Instrumentation, Optical
Design and Engineering principles, ed by Mouroulis, P, ch. 1,
McGraw-Hill.

Figure 2.8  MTF averaged over all orientations as a function of field angle.
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Figure from Charman, W.N., (1999), Visual Instrumentation, Optical
Design and Engineering principles, ed by Mouroulis, P, ch. 3,
McGraw-Hill.

Figure 2.9 Dark adaption curves showing the change in threshold with time in
the dark (after McFarland et al., 1960).
Figure from Charman, W.N., (1999), Visual Instrumentation, Optical
Design and Engineering principles, ed by Mouroulis, P, ch. 1,
McGraw-Hill.

Figure 2.10 Thresholds of brightness contrast for 50% probability of detection of
objects brighter than their backgrounds. Unlimited exposure time
(Adapted from Blackwell, H.R.. (1946), Contrast Thresholds of the
Human Eye, J.Opt.Soc.Am., Vol. 36, No. 11, 624-643, 1946.
Figure from the RCA Electro-Optics Handbook 1968.

Figure 2.11 Examples of typical Contrast Sensitivity Function data (CSF).
a) Effect of luminance on foveal CSF. (after DeValois et al., 1974).
b) Effect of field angle on photopic CSF. (after Banks et al., 1991).
Figures from Charman, W.N., (1999), Visual Instrumentation, Optical
principles, ed by Mouroulis, P, ch. 1, McGraw-Hill.

Figure 2.12  Combined spationtemporal CSF (after Kelly, 1979). Figure from
Charman, W.N., (1999), Visual Instrumentation, Optical Design and
Engineering principles, ed by Mouroulis, P, ch. 1, McGraw-Hill.

Figure 2.13 Schematic diagram showing the visual pathways. Figure from
Charman, W.N., (1999), Visual Instrumentation, Optical Design and
Engineering principles, Mouroulis, P, ch. 1, McGraw-Hill.

Figure 2.14  Accomodation (D) and convergence demands.
Figure from E. Peli (1999), Visual Instrumentation, Optical Design
and Engineering principles, ed by Mouroulis, P, ch. 6, McGraw-Hill.

Figure 2.15   Graphic representation of accomodation and convergence demands. 
Figure from E. Peli (1999), Visual Instrumentation, Optical Design 
and Engineering principles, ed by Mouroulis, P, ch. 6, McGraw-Hill.

Figure 2.16   Optic flow fields resulting from forward translation across a rigid
ground plane. Figure from Warren, W.H., Hannon, D.J., (1990). Eye
Movement and Optical Flow. J.Opt.Soc.Am., A7:160-169.

Figure 2.17   The view of a car driver is looking straight ahead through his
windscreen.
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Figure 2.18  A car driver looking straight ahead, with angular zones of peripheral
angular speeds from objects at 5 meters aside the road.

Figure 2.19 Angular speed as seen from the observer in the scene.

Figure 2.20 Curves of constant angular speed as seen from an observer at constant
linear speed along the x-axis, i.e. direction of speed v.

CHAPTER 3:
Figure 3.1  Overview of horizontal pixel numbers vs physical size of display

panels

Figure 3.2 Angular span of number of pixels in the horizontal direction (NH) vs.
total field of view (FOV) with typical viewing distance used

CHAPTER 5:
Figure 5.1  Maximum pixel exposure time possible in different raster scan display

systems

Figure 5.2 Line Display system. Principle view.

Figure 5.3     Line Display transmitter using an optical encoding principle.

Figure 5.4   Optical encoding of a still image onto a slit.

Figure 5.5.  Optical encoding in a reflective mode.

Figure 5.6  The switching display (From patent [P1]).

Figure 5.7 a) Looking at a straight-line display with large FOV from a side view.
b) circular compensating transmitter c) segmented compensating transmitter.

CHAPTER 6:
Figure 6.1 Panoramic line display demonstrator with three TV sets

Figure 6.2. The binocular viewer with scanner motors

Figure 6.3 showing the author with handheld scanning viewer looking at the
 TV sets

Figure 6.4 fiber optics for distribution of TV line

Figure 6.5a,b The line trigging compensated in time to cope with nonlinearities.
Figures from patent [P4]
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Figure 6.6 Monochrome LED-based analogue Line Display gen.1 using PC-
components and discrete LEDs. Photo from CelsiusTech Electronics
AB

Figure 6.7 Optical viewer system using cylinder optics. Figure from CelsiusTech
Electronics AB.

Figure 6.8 Digital signal processing system for control of the LED line
Figure from CelsiusTech Electronics AB.

Figure 6.9 Prototype “Linus” system gen.2 with a monochrome LED line. Photo
from CelsiusTech Electronics AB.

Figure 6.10 Field trials with an army lorry using a line display as monitor.
Photo from SaabTech Electronics AB.

CHAPTER 7:

Figure 7.1 Principle method of evaluation TBD

CHAPTER 8:
Figure 8.1 Flat mirror scanner glasses with 30 degrees of vertical FOV. 

Figure from CelsiusTech Electronics AB.

Figure 8.2 Monocular handheld “Lorguette” type scannr. 

Figure 8.3 Demonstrator generation 2 of scanner glasses with a cylinder optics
system. Figures from patent [P6],  S. Lindau, Ch.6.

Figure 8.4 Generation 2 scanner glasses with a cylinder optics system.
Photo from CelsiusTech Electronics AB

Figure 8.5 Multi-element optical deflector.
(Figures from patent [P5], H. Biverot, ref. in this Chapter.)

Figure 8.6 Principle of an optical deflector using two lens elements.

CHAPTER 9:
Figure 9.1 Principle demonstration of a switching display

Figure 9.2 3D-system with sensor arrays scanning a volume picture from an
optical image and 3D display. Figure from patent [P2] in Ch. 5.
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Appendix A to Chapter 2

Derivation of the zones of peripheral angular speed from objects at constant
distance to the road

For clarity, Fig. 2.17 is repeated here. It was presumed that a car driver is
looking straight ahead through his windscreen while driving at a constant
speed v. The following calculation will give the angular velocity of objects
at a constant distance to the road as seen by the driver.

R

a
View from
above

Scene through the
windscreen of a car

Head
position

ϕr

Figure 2.16    The view of a car driver is looking straight ahead through his windscreen

From the figure we get:
tan ϕ = a / R (1)
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Differentiation gives the following equation:

dϕ / dt            a * dR /dt
———  =  -  ———— (2)
cos 2 ϕ                 R2

Relative speed between the object and the viewer is:

 v = - dR/dt (3)
                a * v

dϕ / dt   = - cos 2 ϕ  * ————
      R2

Using equation (1) this leads to:
        v

dϕ / dt = -  ——  *  sin 2  ϕ (4)
        a

for objects at a constant distance a to the driver´s head trajectory.

speed  v
meter /s

speed  v
km/h

distance a
meter

angle ϕ
degrees

sin2 ϕ dϕ / dt
rad / s

dϕ / dt
degr / s

10 36 5 0 0 0     0
10 0.0302 0.0603     3.455
20 0.1170 0.2340   13.407
30 0.2500 0.5000   28.648
40 0.4132 0.8264   47.349
50 0.5868 1.1736   67,242
60 0.7500 1.5000   85.944
70 0.8830 1.7660 101.184
80 0.9698 1.9397 111.137
90 1.0 2.0 114.592

90
deg/s

90 degrees

angular
velocity
deg/s

angle deg.
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speed  v
meter /s

speed  v
km/h

distance a
meter

angle ϕ
degrees

sin2 ϕ dϕ / dt
rad / s

dϕ / dt
degr / s

20 72 5 0 0     0
10 0.0302     6.910
20 0.1170   26.814
30 0.2500   57.296
40 0.4132   94.698
50 0.5868 134.484
60 0.7500 171.888
70 0.8830 202.368
80 0.9698 222.274
90 1.0 229.184

180
deg/s

90 degrees

angular
velocity
deg/s

angle, deg.
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Curves of loci for constant angular speed ω

From the figure above we get the expression for angular speed as seen by

the observer to the object:

        vt         | v  | *sin ϕ
ω = ——  = ————— (5)
        |r|             | r  |

or

    | v | *sin ϕ
|r | =  ———— (6)

          ω

We use the simplified expression

r = k sin ϕ  (6´)

We put x = k* sin ϕ * cos ϕ  and y = k* sin2 ϕ which results in a family of

double circles

x2 + y2 – k*y = 0,

or rewritten

x2 + (y – k/2)2 =  (k/2)2

Rotating the figure around the x-axis results in a family of thoroids all touching the
x-axis.
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Appendix B to Chapter 2

The following list of our proposed set of standard tasks gives suggestions for
typical range of essential visual parameters. The list shall be used as a starting
point when defining requirements on a system that could replace direct view
with an indirect display image. Photometric parameters have to be added
depending on the particular working situation. See further Ch.2.2.4. :

1. reading a black&white text
(corr. To reading a text on a PC
monitor)
Viewing distance R ~400 mm
Resolution v 1 arcmin (0.291 mrad) or Visus 1

corr. to  “footprint” 0.12 mm
Horizontal field of view HFOV 30 - 60 degrees (1800 – 3600 arcmin)

(horizontally, one or two A4 – size
sheet of paper, ~210 – 420 mm)

Vertical FOV 40 degrees (2400 arcmin) (vertically,
A4 – size sheet  of paper, ~300 mm)

2. reading a message on a billboard
(corr. to reading from an E/O-public
information panel)
Viewing distance R ~  10 – 100 meters
Resolution v 6 arcmin (1.75 mrad) or Visus 0.17
Resolution cell 17 – 170 mm
Horizontal field of view HFOV Typically 10 – 20 degrees (600-1200

arcmin)
(horizontally 1,75 – 17,5 meter)

Vertical FOV < 20 degrees
Update rate Static
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3. viewing a  “real-world” scene
(corr. to looking at a TV image)
Viewing distance R R meter
Resolution v

(MTF = 0.5 at 25 c/deg corr. to the
image quality “very good”,
or  0.41 c/arcmin. See Ch. 2.1.2.4)

1 arcmin (0.291 mrad) or Visus 1
in central part of  the fovea (~ 1 degree),
1 - 10 arcmin in  central FOV (~30 degrees),
< 10 arcmin outside (peripheral viewing out to
180 degrees)

Resolution cell in scene (foveal
viewing)

R(m) x 0.29 mm

Horizontal field of view HFOV Typically 30 - 60 degrees (1800 – 3600
arcmin)

Vertical FOV  ~ 30 degrees (1800 arcmin)
Update rate Real time

4. viewing a  cinema film
(example:  screen ~ 21x14 m)
(corr to a video film from a video
projector)
Viewing distance R Typically 5 – 40 meter
Resolution v 2.4 – 1 arcmin depending on distance

limited to Visus 1
Horizontal field of view HFOV ~ 130 - 30 degrees (7800 – 1800 arcmin)
Vertical FOV ~110 – 20 degrees (6600 - 1200 arcmin)
Image content update rate 24 Hz
Frame update rate 24x3=72 Hz
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5. driving a car
(corr. to driving a car via indirect
viewing through an image sensor and
display)
Viewing distance R
Looking out on the road Looking at
dashboard instruments
 (intermittent glancing)

 5 – 100 meter
~ 0.5 meter

Resolution v

(MTF, see comment at ex. 3)

1 arcmin (0.291 mrad) or Visus 1
in central part of  the fovea (~ 1 degree),
1 - 10 arcmin in  central FOV (~30 degrees),
< 10 arcmin outside (peripheral viewing out to
180 degrees)

Resolution cell in screen
Looking out on the road
Looking at dashboard instruments

1.5 – 30 mm
0.15 mm @ 0.5 m

Horizontal field of view HFOV
Looking out on the road
(limited by windscreen)
Looking at dashboard instruments

~ +/- 60 degrees
(peripheral view is important)
~30 degrees

Vertical FOV
Looking out on the road

Looking at dashboard instruments

> 20 degrees
~ 20 degrees

Image content update rate
Looking out on the road
Looking at dashboard instruments

Real time
Real time to video frame rate
(usually a mix) dependant on display
technology used

Frame update rate (when applicable) > 60 Hz
Dependant on display technology used
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6. walking around in a room
(corr to. Walking in a VR environment)
Viewing distance R Typically 1 - 10 meter
Resolution v

(MTF, see comment at ex. 3)

1 arcmin (0.291 mrad) or 30 lp/degree
in central part of fovea (~ 1 degree),
1 - 10 arcmin in  central FOV (~30 degrees),
< 10 arcmin outside (peripheral viewing out to
180 degrees)

Resolution cell at fixation point 0.29 – 2.9 mm
Horizontal field of view HFOV ~ 200 degrees total

(peripheral view is important)
Vertical FOV ~130 degrees
Scene update rate Real time
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7. flying an airplane
(corr. to flying in an A/C simulator)
Viewing distance R
Looking out (mostly when taxiing
on ground, during start and
landing)
Looking at cockpit instruments
 (intermittent glancing)

 ~ 10 – 3000 meter

~ 0.5 – 1 meter

Resolution v

(MTF,  see comment at ex. 3)

1 arcmin (0.291 mrad) or 30 lp/degree
in central part of fovea (~ 1 degree),
1 - 10 arcmin in  central FOV (~30 degrees),
< 10 arcmin outside (peripheral viewing out to
180 degrees)

Resolution cell in screen
Looking out
Looking at cockpit instruments

 1.5 – 870 mm
0.15 – 0.3 mm

Horizontal field of view HFOV
Looking out
 (limited by windscreen)
                 Looking at dashboard
instruments

~ +/- 60 degrees
(peripheral view is important when taxiing)
~30 degrees

Vertical FOV
 Looking out on the road
 Looking at dashboard instruments

> 20 degrees
~ 20 degrees

Image content update rate
 Looking out
 Looking at dashboard instruments

Real time
Real time to video rate (usually a mix)
Dependant on display technology used

Frame update rate (when applicable) > 60 Hz
Dependant on display technology used

8. Remote presence N/A
(manoeuvering remotely a vehicle by
virtual presence from a display)

There is no direct visual task possible. x)

x) A set of requirements may, however, be defined as those needed to drive the vehicle
being present.
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Appendix C to Chapter 2

DISPLAY COUNTERPARTS FOR STANDARD TASK

The standard task descriptions will now be turned into their corresponding
display counterpart requirements. Let us analyze what display parameter values
will be the consequences when using a display instead, replacing the real scene.   
The following list of corresponding visual standard tasks gives suggestions for
typical range of essential system parameters. The list shall be used as a starting
point when defining requirements on a system that could replace direct view
with an indirect display image. Photometric parameters have to be added
depending on the particular working situation. See further Ch.2.3.

1. reading a black & white text on a
personal display
(corresponding to: reading a black and
white text from paper)
Viewing distance R ~400 mm
(Resolution v) 1 arcmin (0.291 mrad) or Visus 1

corr to a resolution cell of 0.12 mm
MTF 0.5 @ 400 mm corresponding to

“very good” image quality 3.5 c/mm or
25 c/deg  (0.42 c/arcmin).
corr to a pixel size of 0.17 mm

Horizontal display size  ~210 – 420 mm
Vertical display size  ~300 mm

2. reading from an E/O-public
information panel
(corr. to reading a message on a billboard)
Viewing distance R ~  10 – 100 meter
Resolution v 6 arcmin (1.75 mrad) corr. to

Visus 0.17
Pixel size 17 – 170 mm
Horizontal display size 1,75 – 17,5 meter
Vertical display size
Update rate Static
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3. looking at a TV image
(corr. to viewing a  “real-world” scene)

Viewing distance R R meter
(Resolution v) 1 arcmin (0.291 mrad) or Visus 1

corr. to R(m) x 0.29 mm footprint

MTF 0.5 at 25 c/deg corr. to the image
quality “very good”, or  0.41 c/arcmin.
(See Ch. 2.1.2.4 )

Horizontal display size Typically R(m) times a factor  0.5 –
1.0

Vertical FOV  ~ R(m) times 0.5
Update rate > 70 Hz

4. viewing a cinema film from a video
projector
 (corr to viewing a cinema film, screen ~
21x14 m)
Viewing distance R Typically 5 – 40 meter
Resolution v 2.4 – 1.0 arcmin Visus 0.42 - 1

Resolution cell on screen < 3.5mm
Horizontal field of view HFOV ~ 130 - 30 degrees (7800 – 1800

arcmin)

Vertical FOV ~110 – 20 degrees (6600 - 1200 arcmin)

Image content update rate ~ 24 Hz
Frame update rate > 72 Hz
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5. driving a car
(corr. to driving a car via indirect viewing
through an image sensor and display)
Viewing distance R
Looking out on the road
Looking at dashboard instruments
                 (intermittent glancing)

 5 – 100 meter
~ 0.5 meter

Resolution v 1 arcmin (0.291 mrad) or 30 lp/degree
in central part of fovea (~ 1 degree),
1 - 10 arcmin in  central FOV (~30
degrees),
< 10 arcmin outside (peripheral viewing
out to 180 degrees)

Resolution cell in screen
 Looking out on the road
 Looking at dashboard instruments

1.5 – 30 mm
0.15 mm

Horizontal field of view HFOV
 Looking out on the road
 (limited by windscreen)
Looking at dashboard instruments

~ +/- 60 degrees
(peripheral view is important)
~30 degrees

Vertical FOV
Looking out on the road
Looking at dashboard instruments

> 20 degrees
~ 20 degrees

Image content update rate
Looking out on the road
 Looking at dashboard instruments

Real time
Real time to video frame rate
(usually a mix) dependant on display
technology used

Frame update rate (when applicable) > 60 Hz
Dependant on display technology used
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6. walking around in a room
(corr to. Walking in a VR environment)
Viewing distance R Typically 1 - 10 meter
Resolution v 1 arcmin (0.291 mrad) or 30 lp/degree

in central part of fovea (~ 1 degree),
1 - 10 arcmin in  central FOV (~30
degrees),
< 10 arcmin outside (peripheral viewing
out to 180 degrees)

Resolution cell at fixation point 0.29 – 2.9 mm
Horizontal field of view HFOV ~ 200 degrees total

(peripheral view is important)
Vertical FOV ~130 degrees
Scene update rate Real time
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7. flying an airplane
(corr. to flying in an A/C simulator)
Viewing distance R
  Looking out (mostly when taxiing
on ground, during start and
landing)
Looking at cockpit instruments
 (intermittent glancing)

 ~ 10 – 3000 meter

~ 0.5 – 1 meter

Resolution v 1 arcmin (0.291 mrad) or 30 lp/degree
in central part of fovea (~ 1 degree),
1 - 10 arcmin in  central FOV (~30
degrees),
< 10 arcmin outside (peripheral viewing
out to 180 degrees)

Resolution cell in screen
Looking out
Looking at cockpit instruments

 1.5 – 870 mm
0.15 – 0.3 mm

Horizontal field of view HFOV
Looking out
(limited by windscreen)
Looking at dashboard instruments

~ +/- 60 degrees
(peripheral view is important when
taxiing)
~30 degrees

Vertical FOV
Looking out on the road
Looking at dashboard instruments

> 20 degrees
~ 20 degrees

Image content update rate
Looking out
Looking at dashboard instruments

Real time
Real time to video rate (usually a mix)
Dependant on display technology used

Frame update rate (when applicable) > 60 Hz
Dependant on display technology used
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8. Driving a car via indirect viewing
through an image sensor and display
(no corr. to direct viewing case)
Viewing distance R
Looking out on the road

Looking at dashboard instruments
(intermittent glancing)

 5 – 100 meter (optical accommodation and
eye convergence)
~ 0.5 meter

Resolution v 1 arcmin (0.291 mrad) or 30 lp/degree
in central part of fovea (~ 1 degree),
1 - 10 arcmin in  central FOV (~30
degrees),
< 10 arcmin outside (peripheral viewing
out to 180 degrees)

Resolution cell at screen
Looking out on the road
Looking at dashboard instruments

..…. mm  on display
0.15 mm

Horizontal field of view HFOV
Looking out on the road
(limited by windscreen)
Looking at dashboard instruments

~ +/- 60 degrees
(peripheral view is important)
~30 degrees

Vertical FOV
Looking out on the road
Looking at dashboard instruments

> 20 degrees
~ 20 degrees

Image content update rate
Looking out on the simulated road
scene
Looking at dashboard instruments

Scene update rate  > 10 Hz

Real time to video frame rate (usually a
mix) dependant on display technology used

Frame update rate (when applicable) > 70 Hz
Dependant on display technology used
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Appendix to Chapter 5.

This appendix shows a list of internal reports and notes from studies made in
connection with the two-component retinal display principle. The documents
are not published in open literature. They are, however, filed at the company
LINUS AB, SE-181 84 Lidingö, Sweden, where they could be requested.
URL: http://www.linusdisplay.com   (2001)

Bäcklund, Ylva and Wangbo, Mattias, (1996-97) Notes and reprints from a
literature survey over possible ways of deflecting light.
Center for Surface and MicroStructure Technology - SUMMIT, Uppsala
University.

FMV (Defence Materiel Administration, Sweden), (1996-1999), “Rapport
avseende studie av LINUS – ny displayteknik 1997” (Reports from a 3 year
development program), CelsiusTech PM305660 and 6 appendices *)

FMV, (2001) “Utvärdering av körning med Linus i Stridsfordon 2000-
2001.”  (Report from Evaluation tests from driving with a line display in
armored fighting vehicles 2000-2001). SaabTech PM 323337   *)

Lindau, Sten, (1997), Notes from studies of optics for scanner glasses. *)

MacNeil, Ron, (1999),  Analysis of LINUS New Market Potential and
Competing Technology, Final report. (Consultant, Boston, USA).

Malmkvist, Hans, (1997-8), “LINUS-Marknadsplan/Civila” (Study over
Line Display commercial market potential. Consultant from Accretia,
Stockholm)  *)

Marshall, Gerald F., (1992), Optical Scanning Display System. Study Report.

Persson, Bo, (1992-95),  Notes from vision ergonomics studies with Line
Displays. *)

Rodhe, Peder, (January 1994),  SmA* Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal Light
Modulator for High Speed Applications , FLC Optics AB, Chalmers
Teknikpark, 412 88 Gothenburg
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Rodhe, Peder, (August 1994), Feasibility study of a linear array of
ferroelectric liquid crystal pixel elements, FLC Optics AB, Chalmers
Teknikpark 412 88 Gothenburg

Sundvall, Jackie, (1999), “LINUS – MOTORVAL”, CelsiusTech PM 281460
(Report from studies of mirror driver motors for scanner glasses)  *)

Walles, Sten, (1999), “Strålstyraroptik”, Notes from studies of system
principles for scanners. CelsiusTech, PM307478, PM307491
and PM323024  *)

__________________
*) (In Swedish)
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1 MAIN SYSTEM TYPES AND TECHNOLOGIES
It is quite important to have a good overview over the technological
environment when basic decisions shall be made on a new technology. A
good way is therefore to make use of as much information as possible about
the technology for an evaluation. The assessment could therefore involve the
professional judgement of skilled people according to some statistical
method that makes use of the information from the environment usually
containing a large number of variables. Decisions should thus be based on
objective judgements avoiding the influence of emotions.

The main system types will be treated in five groups as indicated above.
• line displays with “physical line generators”
• line displays with “line projectors”
• “physical monitors” (from small hand-held to giant walls)
• "projectors”
• head mounted displays, HMD and loup type displays.

2 SYSTEM  PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS AND
SCALING

A set of general performance parameters will be established below, that
describes essential aspects of possible system performance. An ”absolute”
scale is established for each parameter and numbered 1 - 5 in each case. The

parameters will be analysed later to find the relevant subrange possible for
each particular display system type and, in some examples, the relevant
number for the particular example under analysis. When a certain application
is analysed, each performance parameter will be multiplied with a weight
factor.
The following parameters are given in a first try. The list will be revised in
some steps of iteration to find a reliable platform for future analysis.
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Performance parameter        Scale number Performance parameter        Scale number
1. physical size range (availability) 9. colour
    (possible scaling / number of users) no 1
very small   (1 user or personal) 1 yes two 3
desktop     (1- a few) 2 yes true three 5
conference  (a few – ~10,  ”conference”) 3
theatre     (10 – ~100 viewers) 4 10. privacy
”jumbo”   (>> 100  viewers) 5 no control of who is seeing 1

some control 3
2. portable/movable full control 5
no 1
yes with some effort 3 11. reference to the room
yes easily 5 no 1

yes indirect 3
3. field of view, HFOV (horisontally) yes full 5
< 10 degrees 1
10 - 20 deg 2 12. see through capacity
20 - 40 deg 3 no 1
40 - 120 deg 4 yes possible 3
> 120 deg 5 yes easily available 5

4. VFOV (vertically) 13. physically penetratable screen
< 5 degrees 1 no 1
5 - 10 deg 2 yes to some extent 3
10 - 20 deg 3 yes completely 5
20 - 45 deg 4
> 45 d eg 5 14. stereo capacity

no 1
5. number of pixels (horisontally) yes possible 3
<300 1 yes easily available 5
300 - 600 2
600 - 1500 3 15. 3-D-capability
1500 - 3000 4 no 1
>3000 5 yes possible 3

yes easily available 5
6. angle of incidence (horisontally)
very narrow 1 16. ergonomic function
some +/-30 degrees 3 bad 1
> +/- 70 degrees 5 fair 3

good 5
7. dynamics (each colour)
binary 1 17. design
2 - 4 bit 2 ugly 1
5 - 6 bit 3 acceptable 3
7 - 8 bit 4 nice 5
> 8 bit 5

18. environmental ruggedness
8. image distorsion no 1
heavy 1 yes possible 3
fair 3 yes easily available 5
no 5
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3 SYSTEM EFFORT PARAMETERS AND SCALING
The following effort values will represent restricting parameters for the user on
an “absolute” scale. As in the case of performance (previous paragraph) they
have to be complemented with a weight factor when used for a particular
application.
System effort parameters will include various interaction parameters, i.e. impact
on the surroundings and the user to describe what efforts have to be paid to
make the system work properly.

User effort parameters          scale number User effort parameters          scale number

1. production cost 6. power requirement
<500$ 1 small battery 1
500 -1000$  2 <kW 3
1000 - 5000$ 3 several kW´s 5
5000 - 10000$ 4
>10000$ 5 7. distance from viewer to image

    required
2. producibility no restrictions 1
easily achieved 1 some limitations 3
possible with some effort 3 special position needed 5
very difficult 5

8. restrictions on light  environment
3. need for space/rearranging/ no restrictions 1
    rebuilding the room some filtering needed 2
no special arrangement needed 1 reduced light environment 3
reasonable installation 3 very little light acceptable 4
special building required 5 darkness 5

4. weight of system 9. restrictions on spectators
very lightweight (one-hand portable) 1 no 1
several kilos 3 some 2
very heavy (tons) 5 simple viewer needed 3

complex viewer needed 4
5. volume of system special viewer needed 5
handheld or equivalent 1
desktop-size 3 10. restrictions on signal generating
large installation using cubic meters        sources
                   in volume 5 none 1

certain standard 3
special format 5
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4 COMPARISON OF SOME SYSTEM CLASSES WITH RESPECT TO
PERFORMANCE - EFFORT RANGES

According to Ch.7.2 in the main text, some examples will be given in this
chapter of performance and effort parameter ranges for some different
display classes in a general sense.
This will show the potential strength of the various system concepts. On the
other hand applications given in the next paragraph will in some cases call
for certain parameter combinations that are not always at hand and will only
show up in the very application example in question. All following
evaluation work will, however, need the basic data base according to the
principles given in this paragraph.

A direct comparison between the following main system classes is given
below:

• Concentional Displays or tabletop monitors
• HMD – Head Mounted Displays and
• Line Displays

together with some relevant choises of technologies, like:

• CRT – Cathode Ray Tubes
• LCD – Liquid Crystal Displays
• EL – ElectroLuminiscent panels
• FED – Field Emitting Displays
• Plasma displays
• Laser projectors
• CRT-projectors
• DMD – Digital Micromirror Displays and other pixel generating 

micromechanical devices
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Performance parameter scale number range technology

1. physical size range (availability)
(possible scaling / number of users)

• Conventional Displays or tabletop monitors 1 – 2 CRT, LCD,EL,
FED, (LED)

2 – 3 plasma
3 – 4 laser, CRT-

projectors, 
DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays   1 (by definition) CRT, LCD, EL, 
LED

• Line Displays 1 – 2 LED, LCD (FLC) 
3 – 4 LED, laser, (CRT-

projectors, DMD)
(Scale:
very small (1 user) 1
desktop   (1- a few) 2
conference   (a few – ~10) 3
theatre   (10 – ~100) 4
”jumbo” (> 100) 5)

2. portable/movable
• Conventional Displays or tabletop

monitors 3 - 5 CRT, ,EL,FED,
(LED)

3 plasma
1 - 3 laser, CRT-projectors, 

MMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 5 (by definition) CRT, LCD, EL,LED

• Line Displays 3 - 5 LED, LCD (FLC) 
1 - 3 laser, (CRT-projectors, 

DMD

(Scale:
no 1
yes with some effort 3
yes easily 5)

3. field of view, HFOV (horizontally)
• Conventional Displays or tabletop

monitors 1 - 3 CRT, LCD, EL, 
FED, (LED), 
plasma

1 - 3 laser, CRT-projectors, 
DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 - 3 CRT, LCD, EL, LED
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• Line Displays 1 - 5 LED, LCD (FLC) 
laser, (CRT-projectors, 
DMD

(Scale:
< 10 degrees 1
10 - 20 deg 2
20 - 40 deg 3
40 - 120 deg 4
> 120 deg 5)

4. VFOV (vertically)
• Conventional Displays or tabletop

monitors 1 - 3 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,
(LED), plasma

1 - 3 laser, CRT-projectors, 
DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 3? CRT, LCD, EL, LED

• Line Displays 1 - 4 LED, LCD, (FLC) 
laser, (CRT-projectors, 
DMD

(Scale:
< 5 degrees 1
5 - 10 deg 2
10 - 20 deg 3
20 - 45 deg 4
> 45 deg 5)

5. number of pixels (horizontally)
• Conventional Displays or tabletop

monitors 1 - 3 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,
(LED), plasma,laser, 
CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 3? CRT, LCD, EL, LED

• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD (FLC), laser, 
(CRT-projectors, DMD

• (Scale:
<300 1
300 - 600 2
600 - 1500 3
1500 - 3000 4
>3000 5

6. angle of incidence (horisontally)
• Conventional Displays or tabletop

monitors 3 CRT, EL, FED,(LED), plasma,
laser, CRT projectors, DMD

1 - 3 LCD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 3? CRT, LCD, EL, LED
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• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD, (FLC) 
laser, (CRT-projectors, 
DMD

(Scale:
very narrow 1
some +/-30 degrees 3
> +/-70 degrees 5)

7. dynamics (each color)
• Conventional Displays or tabletop

monitors 1 - 4 CRT, LCD, (LED), plasma
laser, CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 3? CRT, LCD, EL, 
LED

• Line Displays 1 – 4? LED, LCD,(FLC) 
laser, CRT-projectors, 
DMD

(Scale:
binary 1
2 - 4 bit 2
5 - 6 bit 3
7 - 8 bit 4
> 8 bit 5)

     8. image distorsion
• Conventional Displays

or tabletop monitors 3 - 5 CRT, LCD, EL, FED, (LED), 
plasma, laser, CRT-projectors,
DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 3 - 5? CRT, LCD, EL, LED

• Line Displays 1 – 3? LED, LCD, (FLC), 
laser, (CRT-projectors, 
DMD

(Scale:
no 1
fair 3
heavy 5

9. color
• Conventional Displays or

tabletop monitors 1 CRT, LCD, EL, FED, (LED), 
plasma, laser, CRT-projectors, 
DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 5 CRT, LCD, EL, LED

• Line Displays 5 LED, LCD, (FLC), laser, 
(CRT-projectors, DMD

(Scale:
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no 1
yes two 3
yes true three 5)

10. privacy
• Conventional Displays or

tabletop monitors 1 - 3 CRT, LCD, EL, FED, (LED),
plasma,laser, CRT-projectors,
DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 3? CRT, LCD, EL, LED

• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD, (FLC), laser, 
(CRT-projectors, MMD

(Scale:
no control of who is seeing 1
some control 3
full control 5

11. geometrical reference to the room
• Conventional Displays or

tabletop monitors 5 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,
(LED), plasma, laser, 
CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 3? CRT, LCD, EL,
 LED

• Line Displays 5 LED, LCD 
(FLC) 
laser, (CRT-
projectors, 
DMD

(Scale:
no 1
yes indirect 3
yes full 5)

12. see through capacity
• Conventional Displays or

tabletop monitors 1 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,
(LED), plasma, laser, 
CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 3? CRT, LCD, EL, LED

• Line Displays 5 LED, LCD, (FLC), laser, 
(CRT-projectors, DMD

• 
(Scale:
no 1
yes possible 3
yes easily available 5)
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13. physically penetrable screen
• Conventional Displays or

tabletop monitors 1 - 3 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,
(LED), plasma, laser, 
CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 3? CRT, LCD, EL, LED

• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD 
(FLC) 
laser, (CRT-
projectors, 
DMD

(Scale:
no 1
yes to some extent 3
yes completely 5)

14. stereo capacity
• Conventional Displays or

tabletop monitors 1 - 3 CRT, LCD, EL, FED, (LED),
plasma laser, CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 5 CRT, LCD, EL, LED

• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD, (FLC), laser, 
(CRT-projectors, DMD

(Scale:
no 1
yes possible 3
yes easily available 5)

15.   3-D-capability
• Conventional Displays or

tabletop monitors 1 - 3 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,
(LED), plasma, laser, 
CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 CRT, LCD, EL, LED

• Line Displays 3 – 5? LED, LCD, (FLC), laser, 
(CRT-projectors, DMD

(Scale:
no 1
yes possible 3
yes easily available 5

16. ergonomic function
• Conventional Displays or
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tabletop monitors 1 - 3 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,
(LED), plasma, laser, 
CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 CRT, LCD, EL, LED

• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD, (FLC), laser, 
(CRT-projectors, DMD

(Scale:
bad 1
fair 3
good 5)

17. design
• Conventional Displays or

tabletop monitors 1 - 3 CRT, LCD, EL, FED, (LED), 
plasma, laser, CRT-projectors, 
DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 3? CRT, LCD, EL, 
LED

• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD 
(FLC) 
laser, (CRT-
projectors, 
DMD

(Scale:
ugly 1
acceptable 3
nice 5)

18. environmental ruggedness
• Conventional Displays or

tabletop monitors 1 - 3 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,
(LED), plasma, laser, 
CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 3? CRT, LCD, EL, LED

• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD, (FLC), laser, 
(CRT-projectors, DMD

(Scale:
no 1
yes possible 3
yes easily available 5)
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User effort parameters scale number technology

1. production cost
• Conventional Displays or

tabletop monitors 1 - 5 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,
(LED), plasma, laser, 
CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 2 - 5 CRT, LCD, EL, 
LED

• Line Displays 2 – 5? LED, LCD 
(FLC) 
laser, (CRT-
projectors, 
DMD

(Scale:
<500$ 1
500 -1000$  2
1000 - 5000$ 3
5000 - 10000$ 4
>10000$ 5)

2. producibility
• Conventional Displays or

tabletop monitors 1 - 3 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,
(LED), plasma, laser, 
CRT-rojectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 3 - 5 CRT, LCD, EL, LED

• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD
 (FLC) 
laser, (CRT-
projectors, 
DMD

(Scale:
easily achieved 1
possible with some effort 3
very difficult 5)

3. need for space/rearranging/
    rebuilding the room

• Conventional Displays or tabletop 
monitors 1 - 5 CRT, LCD, EL, FED, (LED), 

plasma, laser, CRT-projectors, 
DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 3? CRT, LCD, EL, 
LED

• Line Displays 1 – 3? LED, LCD, (FLC),
laser, (CRT-projectors, DMD

(Scale:
no special arrangement needed 1
reasonable installation 3
special building required 5)
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4. weight of system
• Conventional Displays or tabletop monitors 1 - 5 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,

(LED), plasma, laser, 
CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 (by definition) CRT, LCD, EL, 
LED

• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD 
(FLC) 
laser, (CRT-

projectors, 
DMD

(Scale:

very lightweight  (one hand portable) 1
several kilos 3
very heavy (tons) 5)

5. volume of system
• Conventional Displays or tabletop monitors 1 - 5 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,

(LED), plasma, laser, 
CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1(by definition) CRT, LCD, EL, 
LED

• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD, (FLC),
laser, (CRT-projectors, DMD

(Scale:
handheld or equivalent 1
desktop-size 3
large installation using cubic meters in volume 5)

6. power requirement
• Conventional Displays or tabletop monitors 1 - 5 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,

(LED), plasma, laser, 
CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 3? CRT, LCD, EL, LED
• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD, (FLC),

laser, (CRT-projectors, DMD
(Scale:
small battery 1
<kW 3
several kW´s 5

7. distance from viewer to image required
• Conventional Displays or tabletop monitors 1 - 5 CRT, LCD, EL, 

FED, (LED), plasma, laser, 
CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 5 (by definition) CRT, LCD, EL, LED
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• Line Displays 1 – 3 LED, LCD, (FLC), laser, 
(CRT-projectors, DMD

(Scale:
no restrictions 1
some limitations 3
special position needed 5)

8. restrictions on light  environment
• Conventional Displays or tabletop monitors 1 - 5 CRT, LCD, EL, FED, (LED), 

plasma, laser, CRT-projectors,
MMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 3? CRT, LCD, EL, 
LED

• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD, (FLC), laser, 
(CRT-projectors, MMD

(Scale:
no   1
filtering  2
reduced 3
light   4
darkness 5)

9. restrictions on spectators
• Conventional Displays or tabletop monitors 1 - 2 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,

(LED), plasma, laser, CRT-
projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 5 CRT, LCD, EL, 
LED

• Line Displays 3 LED, LCD, (FLC),
laser, (CRT-projectors, 
DMD

(Scale:
no 1
some 2
simple viewer needed 3
complex viewer needed 4
special position and viewer needed 5)

10. restrictions on signal generating sources
• Conventional Displays or tabletop monitors 1 - 3 CRT, LCD, EL, FED,

(LED), plasma, laser, 
CRT-projectors, DMD

• HMD – Head Mounted Displays 1 – 5 CRT, LCD, EL, LED

• Line Displays 1 – 5? LED, LCD, (FLC), laser, 
(CRT-projectors, DMD

(Scale:
none 1
certain standard 3
special format 5)
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5 APPLICATION ANALYSIS
A number of applications have been studied according to the examples in
Ch.7.4 and a test was done with five persons (named a,…e). They were
asked to assess the potential of suitability of different display principles by
putting in scale numbers (1-5) in the following tables, one for each
application. The P/E values were then calculated and plotted showing
performance P(y) versus user effort E(x). The diagrams could then be a
guide to find areas, where the line display principle could be a promising
alternative display.

1. personal driver´s aid – IR (E/O) - sensor line display combination
2. personal console – potentially wide angle and stereo
3. conference room video wall
4. cinema screen
5. ”jumbo screen” for large audiences

(Abbreviations: STD = Standard monitor, HMD = Head Mounted Display, LD = Line display)
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Example 1:

Driver´s outlook IR monitor

W S T D H M D L D
a b c d e a b c d e a b c d e

1. Size 2 1 2 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1

2. Portability 0 5 3 5 5 5 1

3. HFOV 2 3 2 2 1 4 3 4 3    3 5 4 5  2 5 5

4.VFOV 1 3 2 2 1 3 3 4 3 3 4 4 5 4 5 4

5. Number of H pixels 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 5 5 3 2 2

6. Angle of incidence 0 3 3 3 3 3 3

7. Dynamics 1 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 3 4 4

8. Image distortion 1 5 1 3 3 5 3 3 1 3 3 2   1

9. Color 0 5 1 5 1 1 1

10. Privacy 0 1 1 1 1 5 1

11. Geom. Ref. To the room 2 5 5 5 1 3 5 1 1 3 5 5 5 5 5 5

12. "See-through" capability 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 3 3 5 5 3 4 3 5

13. Physically penetrable 0 1 1 1 1 3 1

14. Stereo 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 5 3 3 1 3 5 3

15. 3D-function 0 1 1 1 1 5 1 3 5 1

16. Ergonomics 2 3 5 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

17. Design 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 1

18. Ruggedness 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 3 5 5 3 3 3

  18

WEIGHED SUMS: 50 50 51 36 43 44 49 46   52 8 77 67 53 62 56

Performance value P (x10) 27 28 28 20 24 29 23 26 29 2 43 37 29 34 31

Mean values: 25 28      35
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Example 1:

W S T D H M D L D
a b c d e a b c d e a b c d e

1. Cost 2 4 1 2 1 5 1 3 2 4 1 4 2
2. Producability 1 3 1 2 1 1 5 1 4 1 3 3 3 3 1 3
3. Need for rearranging the
     room

2 3 5 4 3 3 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 3 3

4.Weight 0 3 3 1 1 1 3 1 3
5. Volume 2 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 3 1 3 1 2 3 3
6. Power 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
7. Distance to viewer 2 3 3 3 4 3 5 5 1 1 3 3 3 3 1 3
8. Light environment 0 3 1 3 3 2 3 3
9. Restrictions on spectator 2 1 4 1 1 1 5 1 5 3 5 3 1 4 5 4
10. Restr. on signal
      generating

0 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 3

12

WEIGHED SUMS: 34 36 31 21 26 46 20 28 20 34   34 20 36 28 36
Effort Value E
(x10)

28 30 26 18 22 38 17 23 17 28   17 17 30 23 30

Mean values: 25    25      26

  2.5       3.0           3.5               4.0

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

Effort  E

Performance  P

Ex .1

x STD

x LD

x HMD
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Example 2:

Personal wide-angle console

W S T D H M D L D
a b c d e a b c d e a b c d e

1. Size 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 2
2. Portability 1 3 3 4 3 3 5 5 5 1 2 5 5 4 1 3
3. HFOV 2 3 3 1 1 3 3 4 3 3 4 4 5 2 3 3
4.VFOV 1 3 4 1 1 3 3 4 3 3 4 4 5 4 3 3
5. Number of H pixels 2 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 4 5 3 3 3 4
6. Angle of incidence 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 3 5 3
7. Dynamics 2 3 4 4 4 5 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 5
8. Image distortion 2 5 1 22 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
9. Color 2 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 3 5 3 5 5
10. Privacy 2 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 1 5 3 5 5 1
11. Geom. Ref. to the room 0 5 1 3 1 5 1
12. "See-through" capability 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 3 3 1 5 3 4 5 1
13. Physically penetrable 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 5 3 1 3 5 3 5 1
14. Stereo 2 1 5 2 1 3 3 5 2 3 5 3 5 2 3 3
15. 3D-function 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 3 5 3 3 2 3 3
16. Ergonomics 2 3 5 2 3 3 1 3 1 3 3 3 3 2 3 3
17. Design 1 3 5 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 5 5 3 3 3 5
18. Ruggedness 1 3 1 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 5 5 3 3 1

25
WEIGHED SUMS: 68 68 58 58 74 75 90 75 77 81 93 9 6 87 6

Performance value P (x10) 27 27 23 23 30 30 36 30 31 32 37 0 0 35 30
Mean values:  26   32 34
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Example 2: W S T D H M D L D
a b c d e a b c d e a b c d e

1. Cost 2 4 4 2 1 1 5 1 3 1 2 4 3 4 1 1
2. Producability 1 3 3 2 1 1 5 1 4 3 1 3 3 4 3 1
3. Need for rearranging the
     room

2 3 3 2 3 3 3 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 3 3

4.Weight 0 3 3 3 1 1 1 3 1 3
5. Volume 1 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 3 1 3
6. Power 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 1 3 3 3 3 1 3
7. Distance to viewer 1 3 3 3 3 3 5 5 1 1 3 3 3 3 1 3
8. Light environment 2 3 3 2 3 1 3 2 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 1
9. Restrictions on spectator 2 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 1 5 3 3 4 1 5
10. Restr. on signal
      generating

0 1 3 3 3 3 3 4 3

12

WEIGHED SUMS: 34 34 25 26 22 46 26 28 22 26 34 26 37 24 30
Effort Value E
(x10)

28 28 21 22 18 38 22 23 18 22 28 22 31 20 25

Mean values: 23    25    25

  2.5       3.0           3.5               4.0

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

Effort  E

Performance  P

Ex .2

x STD

x LD

x HMD
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Example 3:

Conference room video wall

W S T D H M D L D
a b c d e a b c d e a b c d e

1. Size 1 3 3 4 4 3 1 1 1 3 1 4 2 4 3 3
2. Portability 1 1 1 3 3 1 5 5 1 3 3 4 3 3 3 1
3. HFOV 2 4 3 2 2 2 3 4 3 2 3 5 5 2 2 2
4.VFOV 1 3 3 2 2 2 3 4 3 2 2 4 5 4 2 2
5. Number of H pixels 2 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 5 5 3 3 3
6. Angle of incidence 1 3 3 3 3 5 3 3 2 3 5 3 5 3 3 5
7. Dynamics 2 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 4
8. Image distortion 2 5 1 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 5 4 3 3
9. Color 2 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 3 5 3 5 5
10. Privacy 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 1 1 5 3 5 1 1
11. Geom. Ref. To the room 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
12. "See-through" capability 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 3 1 1 5 3 3 1 1
13. Physically penetrable 0 1 3 1 1
14. Stereo 1 1 1 2 1 3 3 5 3 3 5 3 5 3 3 3
15. 3D-function 0 1 3 1 5 3 3
16. Ergonomics 2 3 1 4 3 3 1 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
17. Design 1 3 1 3 3 3 1 5 3 3 3 5 5 3 3 3
18. Ruggedness 1 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3

21

WEIGHED SUMS: 69 49 60 61 62 63 78 52 62 56 82 88 69 62 62

Performance value P (x10) 33 23 28 29 30 30 37 25 30 31 39 42 33 30 30
Mean values: 29 31 35
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Example 3: W S T D H M D L D
a b c d e a b c d e a b c d e

1. Cost 2 5 5 3 2 4 5 2 3 2 4 4 4 3 2 4
2. Producability 1 3 5 2 3 3 5 1 4 3 3 3 1 4 3 3
3. Need for rearranging the
     room

2 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 1 2 3 3 3 3

4.Weight 1 4 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 3 1 3 3 3 3 3
5. Volume 1 5 5 4 3 3 1 1 1 3 1 3 3 4 3 3
6. Power 1 3 5 4 3 5 3 1 1 3 3 3 5 4 3 5
7. Distance to viewer 2 3 1 3 3 3 5 5 1 1 3 3 3 3 1 3
8. Light environment 1 3 3 3 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 3 1 3 2 1
9. Restrictions on spectator 2 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 4 3 3
10. Restr. on signal
      generating

0 1 3 3 3 3 3

13

WEIGHED SUMS: 42 41 36 32 37 47 32 28 31 31 39 39 44 32 41
Effort Value E
(x10)

32 32 28 25 28 36 25 22 24 24 30 30 34 25 32

Mean values: 29 26 30

  2.5       3.0           3.5               4.0

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

Effort  E

Performance  P

Ex .3

x STD

x LD

x HMD
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Example 4:

Cinema

W S T D H M D L D
a b c d e a b c d e a b c d e

1. Size 2 4 4 5 4 1 1 1 5 4 1 5 3 5 4 4
2. Portability 0 1 1 1
3. HFOV 2 4 3 2 2 3 3 4 3 3 3 5 5 2 3 3
4.VFOV 1 3 4 2 2 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 5 4 3 3
5. Number of H pixels 2 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 5 5 3 3 3
6. Angle of incidence 1 3 3 3 1 4 3 3 2 3 3 3 5 3 3 3
7. Dynamics 2 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 4
8. Image distortion 2 5 1 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 5 4 3 3
9. Color 2 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 3 5 5 3 5 3 5 5
10. Privacy 0 1 1 1
11. Geom. Ref. To the room 0 1 1 1
12. "See-through" capability 0 1 1 1
13. Physically penetrable 0 1 1 1
14. Stereo 2 1 1 1 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 3 3
15. 3D-function 0 3 3 3
16. Ergonomics 2 3 1 4 1 1 1 5 1 1 3 3 3 3 1 1
17. Design 2 3 1 3 1 1 1 5 3 1 3 5 5 3 1 1
18. Ruggedness 2 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3

22
WEIGHED SUMS: 78 55 65 57 59 58 81 55 66 8 87 92 67 66  66

Performance value P (x10) 35 25 30 26 27 26 32 25 30 31 40 42 30 30 30
Mean values: 29   29         34
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Example 4: W S T D H M D L D
a b c d e a b c d e a b c d e

1. Cost 2 5 5 4 3 5 5 4 3 3 4 5 5 4 3 4
2. Producability 2 3 5 3 3 3 5 1 4 3 3 3 1 4 3 3
3. Need for rearranging the
     room

2 3 5 4 3 5 2 1 1 3 3 2 3 4 3 5

4. Weight 0 5 1 5 5
5. Volume 1 5 5 5 3 5 1 1 1 3 5 3 3 4 3 5
6. Power 1 3 5 5 3 5 3 1 1 3 5 3 5 5 3 5
7. Distance to viewer 1 3 1 3 3 1 5 5 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 1
8. Light environment 1 3 5 5 3 3 2 3 1 1 3 3 3 5 2 3
9. Restrictions on spectator 2 1 1 1 2 3 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 4 3 3
10. Restr. on signal
      generating

0 3 3 3

12

WEIGHED SUMS: 38 48 42 34 46 45 32 30 32 40 38 38 49 33 44
Effort Value E
(x10)

32 40 35 28 38 38 27 25 27 33 32 32 41 28 37

Mean values: 35 30  34

  2.5       3.0           3.5               4.0
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Example5:

Jumbo screen

W S T D H M D L D
a b c d e a b c d e a b c d e

1. Size 2 4 5 5 4 5 1 1 5 4 1 5 5 5 4 5
2. Portability 0 1 1 5 1 2 1
3. HFOV 2 4 3 2 2 3 3 4 3 3 3 5 4 2 3 3
4.VFOV 1 3 3 2 2 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 3
5. Number of H pixels 2 5 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 5 5 3 3 2
6. Angle of incidence 1 3 1 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
7. Dynamics 2 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 3
8. Image distortion 2 5 1 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 5 4 3 3
9. Color 2 5 5 4 5 1 5 5 3 5 1 3 5 3 5 1
10. Privacy 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 1 1 5 3 5 1 1
11. Geom. Ref. To the room 0 1 1 1
12. "See-through" capability 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3
13. Physically penetrable 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 3 3 1 3 5 3 3 5
14. Stereo 2 1 1 2 1 1 3 5 3 3 1 3 5 3 3 1
15. 3D-function 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 3 1 3 3 2 3 1
16. Ergonomics 2 3 5 4 3 3 1 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 5
17. Design 1 3 1 3 3 3 1 5 3 3 5 5 5 3 3 5
18. Ruggedness 2 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 5 2 3 3

25
WEIGHED SUMS: 79 65 71 67 60 70 86 70  81 60 98 108 83 81  73

Performance value P (x10) 32 26 28 27 24 28 34 28 32 24 39 43 33 32  29
Mean values: 27   29     35
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Example5: W S T D H M D L D
a b c d e a b c d e a b c d e

1. Cost 2 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 3 4 5 5 5 4 4 5
2. Producability 2 3 5 3 3 3 5 1 4 3 3 3 1 4 3 3
3. Need for rearranging the
     room

2 3 5 5 5 3 2 1 1 1 3 2 3 5 3

4.Weight 0 3 3 3
5. Volume 0 3 5 5
6. Power 1 4 5 5 5 5 3 3 1 5 5 4 5 5 5 5
7. Distance to viewer 1 3 1 3 5 1 5 5 1 3 1 3 3 3 3 1
8. Light environment 2 3 3 5 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 2 5 1 1
9. Restrictions on spectator 2 1 1 1 2 1 3 3 5 3 3 2 5 4 3 3
10. Restr. on signal
      generating

0 3 3 3

12

WEIGHED SUMS: 42 44 44 44 32 43 30 30 32 36 37 40 52 32 36
Effort Value E
(x10)

35 37 37 37 27 36 25 25 27 30 31 33 43 27 30

Mean values: 35 29 33

  2.5       3.0           3.5               4.0
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